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Introduction 
The BBC Standards and Guidelines (S&G) for Mobile Accessibility are a set of technology 
agnostic best practices for mobile web content, hybrid and native apps. Each are listed 
with HTML, Android and iOS techniques and evaluation criteria. 

The S&G are intended for use by anyone involved with the design or development of 
mobile web and mobile web apps including, but not limited to, developers, designers, 
editors, user experience specialists, information architects and testers.  

The S&G are organised by topic. As accessibility is a shared responsibility each is listed 
together with an indication of where in the development process the issue originates 
and where issue can be implemented. In the following, for example, the issue originates 
with Design which is listed first, and is implemented in Development which is listed 
second: 

Alternatives MUST be provided for all images, objects and non-text 
elements (Design & Development) 

Standards are indicated by the word MUST or words MUST NOT.  Guidelines are 
indicated by SHOULD or SHOULD NOT.  In general standards are best practices that can 
easily be tested with specific criteria that is not subjective and is technologically possible 
to achieve with current assistive technology on mobile devices. Guidelines are less 
testable but considered core to accessible mobile website and apps. Additional 
recommendations are given in Appendix A.  

For the purposes of this document user interface items are referred to as ‘items’ or 
‘components’. This includes images, objects (iOS), elements (Android and HTML), and 
controls (HTML form fields) etc. This naming convention is an attempt to condense the 
many different types of items by platform into a term that could be applied cross 
platform. 

Feedback 
This document is in draft. We are actively seeking feedback on all aspects of the 
guidelines which will be integrated, where appropriate, for the final official draft. We 
are particularly interested in feedback around techniques which are yet to be all tested. 
If you have any feedback please send it to AccessibilityTeam@bbc.co.uk.  
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Summary 

 Principles 

A Offer a core accessible website 

B Use standard platform controls, elements, and objects  

C Use progressive enhancement 

D Support platform assistive technology navigation methods 

E Content must not interfere with the operation of platform assistive or 
technology features 

F Accessibility features must not be mutually exclusive 

 

 Editorial Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

1 Consistent editorial SHOULD be used 
across websites and apps  

Editorial  Development 

2 Language MUST be specified for the page 
as a whole 

Developer Development 

3 Changes in language MUST be specified 
within the parts of a page 

Editor Development 

4 Alternatives MUST be localised  Editorial Development 

5 A link to the full/mobile version SHOULD be 
available from the mobile/full version of the 
site  

Editorial  Development 
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 Design Originates 
with:

Implemented 
by: 

6 Information conveyed with colour MUST 
also be identifiable from context or mark-
up  

Design Development 

7 All colour combinations for text and 
images of text SHOULD have good 
contrast  

Design Development 

8 Content MUST degrade gracefully when 
styling is unsupported or removed  

Development Development 

9 Font resizing SHOULD be supported  Design Development 

10 All actionable page elements MUST 
provide visible focus  

Design Development 

11 All actionable page elements MUST be 
distinguishable from non-actionable 
elements  

Design Development 

12 There MUST be sufficient read-tap 
symmetry for touch screens  

Design Development 

13 Touchscreens targets MUST be minimally 
9.6mm across  

Design Development 

14 An inactive space of at least 1 pixel MUST 
be provided around each target  

Design Development 

 

 Images Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

15 Images of text MUST not be used  Design Development 

16 Informational background images MUST 
have a visible alternative  

Design Development 
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 Text Equivalents Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

17 Alternatives MUST be provided for all 
images, objects and non-text elements  

Design Development 

18 Alternatives SHOULD briefly describe the 
editorial intent or functionality of the 
image, object or element 

Editorial Development 

19 Decorative, hidden, or inactive images, 
objects and elements MUST be hidden 
from assistive technology 

Designer Development 

20 Alternatives MUST NOT include 
information about the type of object  

Editorial Development 

21 Tooltips MUST NOT repeat link text or 
other alternatives  

Editorial Development 

22 Images, objects and elements MUST 
indicate changes of state  

Design Development 

23 Objects and Elements MUST have 
accessibility properties set appropriately 

Development Development 

24 Visual formatting alone MUST NOT be 
used to convey meaning  

Design Development 

 

 Structure Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

25 All pages MUST have a unique page/view 
title that concisely describes the page 
content 

Editorial Development 

26 When supported pages MUST provide a 
logical and hierarchical heading structure 

Design Development 

27 Headings MUST be followed by further 
content and not treated as standalone 
content 

Design Development 
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 Structure Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

28 Headings and labels SHOULD be short, 
descriptive and accurate  

Design / 
Editorial 

Development 

29 Controls, objects and grouped interface 
elements MUST be represented as a single 
accessible component 

Design Development 

30 Containers SHOULD describe page 
structure  

Design Development 

 

 Links Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

31 Link and navigation text MUST uniquely 
describe the target of the link/item  

Editorial / 
Design 

Development 

32 Links to alternative formats / applications 
SHOULD be avoided and MUST provide a 
warning  

Editorial / 
Design 

Development 

33 Repeated links (images, text etc.) MUST 
be contained within the same link 

Design Development 

 

 Forms  Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

34 All form controls MUST have explicit 
labels 

Design / 
Editorial 

Development 

35 Labels MUST be placed close to their 
controls, and be laid out appropriately  

Design Development 

36 A default input mode MUST be indicated Design Development 

37 Focus or context MUST not automatically 
change when a field is focused 

Development Development 

38 Focus or context MUST not automatically 
change on user input 

Development Development 
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 Forms  Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

39 Instructions for forms items must be 
correctly associated 

Development Development 

40 Controls, elements, and objects MUST be 
properly grouped  

Design Development 

 

 Notifications Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

41 Where necessary instructions SHOULD be 
provided  

Design Editorial 

42 Instructions containing sensory 
characteristics MUST provide an additional 
method to communicate the meaning  

Design Development 

43 Speech output users MUST be notified if the 
layout of a screen changes 

Design / 
Editorial 

Development 

44 Feedback MUST be provided for user action  Design Development 

45 Standard operating system alerts MUST be 
used where available  

Design Development 

46 Clear error messages MUST be provided  Design Development 

47 Assistance for correcting errors SHOULD be 
provided  

Design Development 

 

 Navigation Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

48 The visual display SHOULD allow the user 
to predict where to find information and 
how to use it  

Design Development 

49 Back buttons MUST correctly move the 
users back one step  

Development Development 
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 Navigation Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

50 Recognisable navigation SHOULD be 
used across related pages within and 
between desktop, web and mobile. 

Design Development 

51 Swipe areas MUST be clearly indicated  Design Development 

 

 Focus Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

52 All active elements MUST be focusable 
and inactive elements must not be 
focusable  

Development Development 

53 There MUST be no keyboard trap Development Development 

54 Content order must be logical Design Development 

55 A logical tab/focus order MUST be 
provided 

Design Development 

56 Simple touch events MUST only be 
triggered when touch is removed from a 
control not when first touched  

Design Development 

57 Support for alternative input methods to 
touch MUST be provided i.e. external 
keyboards 

Development Development 

 

 Scripts and dynamic content Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

58 All functionality MUST be available without 
the use of JavaScript 

Design Development 

59 Non-system Popups, splash screens and 
lightboxes SHOULD be avoided  

Design Development 

60 Dynamic updates MUST be communicated  Design Development 
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 Scripts and dynamic content Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

61 Updating, media, or animated content 
MUST have a pause, stop or hide control 

Design Development 

62 Content that Flashes or Blinks MUST be 
minimised  

Design Development 

63 Automatic page refreshes MUST be 
avoided 

Design Development 

64 A method MUST be provided to extend, 
change or turn off a time limit when a timed 
response is required 

Design Development 

65 The addition or removal of content MUST 
be properly indicated 

Design Development 

 

 Audio and video  Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

66 Where available in the original broadcast 
content and where devices and delivery 
technology support it, subtitles and audio 
description MUST be provided 

Design / 
Editorial 

Development 

67 Where subtitles are not supported transcripts 
SHOULD be provided  

Editorial  Design 

68 Audio or video only content MUST provide a 
text transcript  

Editorial  Design 

69 Audio MUST not play automatically unless 
the user is pre-warned and can control the 
audio  

Design Development 

70 Visual cues MUST be provided for all audio 
alerts  

Design Development 

71 Metadata SHOULD be provided for media 
alternatives  

Designer Development 
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 Appendix A: Recommendations Originates 
with: 

Implemented 
by: 

1 Pages SHOULD be short Design Development 

2 Pages SHOULD NOT contain large 
empty spaces 

Design Development 

3 The number of links SHOULD be limited 
on a page 

Design Development 

4 Long forms SHOULD not be used Design Development 

5 Text input fields SHOULD be minimised  Design Development 

6 The use of forms SHOULD be minimised Design Development 

7 A search field SHOULD be provided Design Development 
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Principles 
A. Offer a core accessible website 

Not all users have access to smartphones and apps. As such an accessible responsive 
website should be provided as a minimum with apps used as an alternative means to 
access that content in addition to the accessible responsive website.  

B. Use standard platform controls, elements, and objects 
Standard controls, objects, and elements must be used to ensure a greater level of 
accessibility as custom controls tend to not implement accessibility as fully as standard 
platform controls. For example in iOS standard controls will have traits assigned which 
are understood by VoiceOver and therefore users.  

Always use web and platform specific standards as intended. When standards and 
guidelines are implemented using non-standard techniques there is a risk that users 
who are dependant on platform specific accessibility features such as accessibility 
settings and speech output will be excluded from accessing the content.  

For example, in HTML, iOS and Android if an item is a button make sure it is coded as a 
button and not a link. Equally in iOS if using a slider be sure to assign the correct trait of 
slider rather than build a custom component or assign the wrong trait.

Platform specific guidelines include the Accessibility Programming Guide for iOS, 
the Android User Interface Guidelines and the Designing for Accessibility portion of 
the Android guidelines. .

C.  Use progressive enhancement 
To ensure users with accessibility settings or assistive technology enabled using a variety 
of older handsets and platforms can access content use progressive enhancement. This 
will ensure content and functionality is accessible even if the experience is a little 
altered.  

For example, iOS6 introduced a number of new traits and focus management 
techniques which should be considered an enhancement as some users may not yet be 
running iOS6. 

D. Support platform assistive technology navigation methods 
All content must be accessible and navigable using the platforms navigation paradigm 
for assistive technology.   

For example, the directional controller must be supported on Android to allow users of 
the TalkBack screen reader to review and navigate page content. Android requires that 
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all elements be keyboard accessible so they can be accessed with a d-pad or track ball. 
Android 4.0 has lessened this requirement a bit by including an “Explore by Touch" 
method.  

On iOS it is possible to hook items into the Accessibility API by ensuring all meaningful 
items have ‘accessibility enabled’ which in turn makes them focusable. 

E. Content must not interfere with the operation of platform assistive 
technologies or features 

When applications or sites block, disable, or interfere with platform specific accessibility 
features or technology, users with disabilities may not be able to use the site or app.  
Potential issues include suppressing zoom, garbled screen contents, or the inability of 
assistive technology to run. 

This could occur when technology directly controls sound, video, or CPU resources 
preventing assistive technology from timely access to these assets. This can also occur 
when accessibility features such as ‘Speak Text’ on iOS are deliberately suppressed 
within the HTML. 

F. Accessibility features must not be mutually exclusive 
Some users with disabilities may require multiple accessibility features because they 
may have multiple disabilities. For example, a user may be deaf and blind or may have 
low vision and unable to use a pointing device or touch screen. Multiple modes of 
operation should be supported allowing users to access content according to their 
preferences. 

On Android and iOS for example, built-in keyboard support should not prevent other 
standard touch events.  iOS accessibility features and the API are designed to make 
accessibility information and input methods available to multiple disability types 
however some optimization such as the deliberate misspelling of an accessibility label or 
hint to ensure correct pronunciation can make the content inaccessible to other 
disability types - for example, users of Braille who are deaf blind.    
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Editorial 
1. Consistent editorial SHOULD be used across websites and apps 

(Editorial & Development) 
Consistent editorial is necessary for providing a seamless experience for all users across 
devices making content easier to identify, navigate, understand and use.  This includes 
the consistent use of images, icons, alternative text, buttons, logos, heading text, form 
labels and page titles. 

Consistent editorial also relates back to labels, alternates and descriptions added to 
items such as HTML images and icons, and iOS and Android buttons, links, form 
elements and so on. This ensures a seamless experience for users of speech output 
software such as Jaws for Windows, NVDA, Voiceover on OSX, iOS and Talkback on 
Android. 

Recommendations 
This guideline can be met by maintaining an inventory for images, form labels and 
headings that can be shared between teams.  This can be reinforced by creating project 
specific style guides and templates.  

HTML Recommendation 
Responsive websites are the best way of ensuring consistency across devices. If building 
separate mobile versions reuse, where possible, images, icons, alternative text, buttons, 
logos, heading text, form labels and page titles. 

HTML example 
n/a 

HTML common failure  
n/a 

iOS Recommendation 
Review editorial on existing web and mobile versions and replicate where appropriate. 

iOS example 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
Review editorial on existing web and mobile versions and replicate where appropriate. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 
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Android Non-compliant source code example 

n/a 

Evaluation Techniques for images, icons and buttons 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the application with speech  
output software

2. Navigate to an image, object, element  
or control denoted by an image

3. Ensure that any image that is used two  
or more times across the application  
performs the same function and has  
the same textual representation

4. Repeat for each image that represents  
different functionality

The following checks are true: 

● Images that are used two or more  
times across the application  
perform the same functions, have  
the same textual representation  
and have an accessible alternative  
that is announced consistently

● Images that are used for different  
purposes are different

Evaluation Techniques for text 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Identify apps to compare this app to

2. Verify that the editorial is used  
consistently

a. Labels for form fields

b. Headings levels

c. Alternative text

d. Icons and images representing  
user interface items

The following check true: 

• The following editorial is used  
consistently in this app compared to  
other apps

○ Labels for form fields

○ Headings levels

○ Alternative text

○ Icons and images  
representing user interface  
items

Back to Summary 
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2. Language MUST be specified for the page as a whole (Development)
Assistive technologies such as speech output software have different speech 
synthesizers for content in different languages so the language must be 
programmatically discernible for the correct speech synthesizer to be used. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use the lang attribute on the html element to specify the page language 

HTML example 
<!-- HTML --> 
<html lang="en"> 
... 
</html> 

<!-- XHTML --> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" lang="en" xml:lang="en"> 
... 
</html> 

HTML common failure 
<!-- HTML --> 
<html> 
... 
</html> 

<!-- XHTML --> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 
... 
</html> 

iOS Recommendation 
iOS applications will default to the language in use on the device and will search down 
the available language resources based upon the device language order. See 
Introduction to Internationalization Programming Topics for details.  Language specific 
resources such as string must be created to support the language. More details can 
be found in iTunes University, Internationalisation Tips and Tricks. 

iOS Compliant example 
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// Provide string, XIB, graphic and sound resources for all supported languages. Then 
load the approach resources - for strings NSLocalizedString is commonly used. 

UIButton *nextButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
UIButton *priorButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom]; 
[nextButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("Next story", Object.nil)] 
[priorButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("Prior story", Object.nil)] 

Strings file for Spanish 
/* Button item name to move to the next story */ 
"Next Story" = "Siguiente historia"; 
/* Button item name to move to the prior story */ 
"Prior Story" = "Historia previa"; 

iOS Non-compliant example 
// Hardcoded string, XIB, graphic and sound resources without language specific 
resources. 

// Strings file for English - no strings for Spanish 
/* Button item name to move to the next story */ 
"Next Story"; 
/* Button iteWill fixm name to move to the prior story */ 
"Prior Story"; 

Android Recommendation 
Android applications will attempt to load resources for the language set by the device. If 
no language specific resources are found the default resources. See Android Localization 
for details. 

Android example(s) 
// res/values-xx/strings.xml file is provided for each supported language where xx is the 
2 letter code for each language (en=English, de=German, etc.) 
<RatingBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="match_parent" 
android:id="@+id/ratingBar_2" 
android:contentDescription="@string/ratingBar_desc"></RatingBar>

Android common failures 
// res/values/strings.xml 
<RatingBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="match_parent" 
android:id="@+id/ratingBar_2" android:contentDescription="Video Rating"></RatingBar>
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Set the platform language 

2. Activate the app with platform 
standard assistive technologies 
enabled 

3. Verify the following appears or are 
announced in the correct language 

a. Text 

b. Images of text 

c. Labels 

d. Tooltips 

e. Sounds 

f. Video sub-titles 

g. Page and screen titles 

The following check is true: 

• All content, text, images of text, 
audio, and video subtitles are 
announced or displayed in the 
language set in iOS 

Back to Summary 
 

3. Changes in language MUST be specified within the parts of a page 
(Editorial & Development) 

Assistive technologies such as speech output software have different speech 
synthesizers for content in different languages and the language must be 
programmatically discernible in order for the correct speech synthesizer to be used. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use the lang attribute to set language of parts of the document. 

HTML example  
<div> 
<h2>Upcoming Holidays</h2> 
<p lang="es"> Mañana es Cinco De Mayo.</p> 
</div> 
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HTML common failure 
<div> 
<h2>Upcoming Holidays</h2> 
<p> Mañana es Cinco De Mayo.</p> 
</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Content in iOS is read or displayed using the system language. When an 
application provides content in a specific language developers should use the 
accessibilityLanguage property to specify the language of the content.

iOS example 
[aButton setAccessibilityLanguage:@"en-us"]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Label", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[aButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Label", nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Android applications will attempt to load resources for the language set by the device. If 
no language specific resources are found the default resources. See Android Localization 
for details. Assistive technologies are not aware of language specific content and will 
read all content using the language settings set for the speech engine or applicable 
output device.  

Android example(s) 
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Set the platform language

2. Activate the app with platform
standard assistive technologies
enabled

3. Verify the following are pronounced in
the correct language

a. Text in a different language from
that of app/site

b. Images of text in a different
language from that of app/site

The following checks are true: 

• All content - text and images of text
are pronounced in the correct
language.

• The language should switch
appropriately

Back to Summary 

4. Alternatives MUST be localised (Editorial & Development)

Alternatives should be localised in multilingual sites as some speech output is 
pronounced in the language and dialect that the user specifies in international settings. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Dynamically set alt text based on the language being used. 

HTML example 
<input id=”s1” type=”image” alt=”search” /> 
// sample javascript when page language is changed 
document.getElementById(“s1”).setAttribute(“alt”,”búsqueda”); 

HTML common failure  
<input id=”s1” type=”image” alt=”search” /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Developers should use the setAccessibilityLanguage method and NSLocalizedString when 
setting accessibility information. 

iOS example 
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[button setBackgroundImage:buttonImage forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[button setAccessibilityLanguage:@"en-us"]; 
[button setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(“Search”, Object.nil)]; 
iOS common failure(s) 
[button setBackgroundImage:buttonImage forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[button setAccessibilityLabel:@“Search”]; 

Android Recommendation 
Localized text in the strings.xml file and import that string as the text equivalent. 

Android example(s)  
<ImageButton id=”@+id/ib1” 
android:contentDescription="@string/searchBtn_desc"></ImageButton> 

Android common failures 
<ImageButton id=”@+id/ib1” android:contentDescription="Search"></ImageButton> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Set the language used on the device to
be different from the default language
of the app while still being a language
support by the app and text to speech
synthesizers installed on the device

2. Activate the application with speech
output

3. Locate a component that contain
alternative text

4. Verify that the alternative text uses
the chosen language and announced
properly via speech output

The following check is true: 

• Alternative text is announced using the
user chosen language and is rendered
appropriately by the speech output
software and text to speech engine

Back to Summary 

5. A link to the full/mobile version SHOULD be available from the
mobile/full version of the site (Editorial & Development)

Users should not be forced to use a mobile version on mobile and should be given the 
option to switch between the full and mobile version (if two versions exist). Many users 
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with disabilities also prefer the mobile version of a website on desktop and should not 
be restricted from using it if there is one available. 

Recommendations 

HTML recommendation 
Provide a link to the 'Mobile site on desktop and a link to the 'Full site on the mobile 
version. This can be placed discretely in the footer as shown on the BBC homepage 
below. 

HTML example 
n/a 

HTML common failure 
n/a 

iOS Recommendation 
n/a 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
n/a 

Android example(s) 
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Verify that a link is provided from the
mobile site/app to the full site

The following check is true: 

● There is a link to the full site from
the mobile app/site

Back to Summary 

Design 
6. Information conveyed with colour MUST also be identifiable from

context or mark-up (Design & Development)
Colour used to convey error messages, selection, emphasis, links, and other meaningful 
information must be used in combination with an alternative. 

Colours cannot be perceived by users who cannot see, have low vision, or are colour 
blind.  Users with lower end handsets with poor support for colours may also have 
trouble distinguishing colours. 

This standard is for visual indication without colour as well as programmatic 
determination to meet the user requirements of those with colour deficiencies as well 
as those who cannot see.  For example, indicating the meaning of the colour in alt text is 
not available to users who are not using speech output. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use visual clues, text attributes, and icons (with accompanying alternative text) to 
reinforce meaning.   Alternatives to colour must be visually present but also 
programmatically available to assistive technologies. 

HTML example 
<h3 style="color:red">Required fields are indicated in red and with an 
asterisk</h3> 
<label style="color:red;" aria-required=”true” for="i1">*Username:</label> 
<input type="text" id ="i1" /> 
HTML common failure 

<h3 style="color:red">Required fields are indicated in 
red</h3> 
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<label style="color:red;" 
for="i1">Username:</label> 
<input type="text" id ="i1" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use visual clues and icons with text equivalents to reinforce meaning 

iOS example 
// First Name field is required as denoted by BOLD RED Text but also with the word 
required in the accessible label 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setTextColor:[UIColor redColor]]; 
[FNLabel setFont:[UIFont boldSystemFontOfSize:FNLabel.font.pointSize]]; 
[FNLabel setAccessibilityLabel:[FNLabel.text stringByAppendingString:@" (Required)"]]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:FNLabel.accessibilityLabel]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// First Name field is required as denoted by RED Text 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setTextColor:[UIColor redColor]]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use visual clues and icons with text equivalents to reinforce meaning 

Android example(s) 
//On-screen text followed by text input, the accessible label (and on-screen label) for 
the text input indicates that it is required  
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge"  
android:textColor(Color.parseColor("#FF0000")); 
android:text="Password (required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//On-screen text followed by text input, the accessible and on-screen label for the text 
input do not indicate required 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge"  
android:textColor(Color.parseColor("#FF0000")); 
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android:text="Password (required)"></TextView> 

<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password"></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output
software

2. Locate objects, images, or elements
that use colour

3. Determine if colour is the sole means
of communicating information

4. Verify that there is a visual means of
getting the same information that is in
the colour

5. Verify that the speech output software
announces the meaning conveyed by
the colour

The following check is true: 

• Colour used to convey meaning is
indicated visually without colour

• Colour used to convey meaning is
announced by speech output software

Back to Summary 

7. All colour combinations for text and images of text SHOULD have
good contrast (Design & Development)

The colour of text and background content must have sufficient contrast to assist people 
with visual impairments, colour deficiencies, learning disabilities, and cognitive 
impairments to read the content. 

This also applies to the use of colour as a differentiator for example when colour alone 
is used to indicate the presence of a link or selected tab with alternative text.  The 
colour difference between the link text and non-link text must also meet these 
requirements. 

The WCAG luminosity algorithm may not be the best evaluation technique for mobile 
but it may be the best technique available. As such we recommend using WCAG 2.0 
Level AAA on mobile, a contrast ratio of at least 7:1. This will accommodate older 
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phones which have poor colour support as well as assist users in an environment where 
there is glare. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• For text or images of text avoid background colours or use background colours

that have sufficient contrast from the foreground colour.

• If background colours are used, set foreground colours.

• Use standard foreground colours to ensure the when background images or
colours are turned off that the foreground text is still visible.  Essentially either
set both colours or do not set them.

HTML example 
The black foreground colour and the default colour background colour for buttons. 
<button> Login </button> 

HTML common failure 
Using white foreground colour and a blue background image. 
<button style=”color:white;background-image:blue_bg.jpg”> Login </button> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use standard iOS colours for buttons, text, and other user interface objects or ensure 
the foreground and background provide sufficient contrast. 

iOS example 
// Button is styled with white background (#FFFFFF) and black (#000000) label text. 
[UILabel* label1 = [[UILabel alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(20, 20, 60, 60)]]; 
[label1 setText:@"Login"]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Button is a light grey #EDEDED colour with black text #FFFFFF 
[UILabel *label1 = [[UILabel alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(20, 20, 60, 60)]]; 
[label1 setTextColor: [UIColor blackColor]]; 
UIColor *myColor = [UIColor colorWithRed:((float) 237 / 255.0f) green:((float) 237 / 
255.0f) blue:((float) 237 / 255.0f) lpha:1.0f]; 
[label1 setBackgroundColor: myColor]; 
[label1 setText:@"Login"]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use standard Android OS colours for buttons, text, and other user interface elements or 
ensure the foreground and background colours provide sufficient contrast. 
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Android example(s) 
//A text view that uses the current themes colour 
<TextView android:layout_width="fill_parent" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:text="@string/welcome" /> 

Android common failures 
//A text component that has a grey colour 
<TextView android:layout_width="fill_parent" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:textColor="#D3D3D3" android:text="@string/welcome" /> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app

2. Locate samples of text with background
colours and links that only identified by
colour

3. Identify the colour values:

a. Open the module in the app

b. Take a screen shot of the
module (home+power button on
iOS)

c. Email or sync the picture to a
desktop PC

d. View the image of the page to
be tested

e. Determine the foreground and
background colour of the
content using an eye dropper
tool to obtain the colour values
for the background and
foreground colours

4. Or Manually inspect the element's colour
definition

5. Utilize the colour contrast analyser tool to
determine if contrast is sufficient at
https://www.ssbbartgroup.com/reference/i
ndex.php/Color_Contrast_Checker to 
determine if the colour contrast 
requirements are met 

6. Enter the foreground and background
values into the colour contrast analyser

7. Verify the luminosity requirements are met
and that the colour contrast meets the
minimum ratio requirements of 4.5:1 for
standard size and non-bolded text

The following check is true: 

• Contrast between text and
background meet minimum colour
contrast(luminosity) ratio
requirements indicated by WCAG
2.0 of 4.5:1 for standard font size
that is not bolded.

Back to Summary 
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8. Content MUST degrade gracefully when styling is unsupported or
removed (Development)

Older mobile devices may have poor support for fonts, colours and styles. Additionally 
assistive technology cannot draw meaning from styling and some users with disabilities 
will change device settings (fonts, styles, colours etc.) to suit their needs. When 
background colours, images, layout, or features are missing, the user must still be to 
able read content and perform functionality. In order for content to work in these 
situations, content must be separated from presentation. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Content and functionality must still work with without CSS or with CSS disabled.   When 
using ARIA or HTML 5 techniques, use fullback techniques such as CSS off-screen text to 
identify custom controls must still be readable with CSS disabled. 

HTML Compliant code example 
<!-- ARIA Example 1 --> 
<div>Required fields are indicated with an asterisk</div> 
<div> 
<label for="t1">*E-mail:</label> 
<input type="text" aria-required="true" id="t1" /></div> 

<!-- ARIA Example 2 --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
.tab {position: absolute; left:-9999px; width: 0; overflow: hidden;} 
<style> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
setTab(document.getElementById("tab1")); 
function setTab(obj) { 
... 
var tabCollection = [$('#tab1'),$('#tab2'),$('#tab3')]; 
// set text for all tabs 
for (var tab in tabCollection) { 
  tab.appendChild(document.createTextNode(" - Tab"));} 
// set text for active tab 
  obj.appendChild(document.createTextNode(" - Tab Active"));} 
... 
} 
</script> 
... 
<div role="tablist"> 
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<a href="javascript:setTab();" id="tab1" role="tab" aria-selected="true"> Settings <span 
class="tab" aria-hidden="true"></span> </a> 
<a href="javascript:setTab();" ... id="tab2" role="tab"> Feeds <span class="tab" aria-
hidden="true"> </span></a> 
<a href="javascript:setTab();" ... id="tab2" role="tab"> Blogs <span class="tab" aria-
hidden="true"> </span></a> 
</div>  

<!-- non-CSS example --> 
<a ...><img src="print" alt="print story" /></a> 
<strong> Key word </strong> 

<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<!-- Placeholder --> 
<div><label for="d1">Requested Date: 
<input id="d1" type="text" placeholder="dd/mm/yyyy" /> 
(format: dd/mm/yyyy)</label></div> 

<!-- audio --> 
<audio controls="controls "> 
  <source src="clip.mp3" type="audio/mp3" /> 
  <embed src="clip.mp3" autostart=false loop=false> 

 <a href="clip.mp3">Play clip</a> 
  </embed> 
</audio> 
<!-- video --> 
<video width="320" height="240" controls="controls"> 
  <source src="movie.mp4" type="video/mp4" /> 
  <embed src="movie.mov" width="320" height="256"> 

 <a href="movie.mp3">Download movie </a> 
  </embed> 
</video> 
<div id="accessibleControls">...</div> 

HTML common failure 
<!-- ARIA Example 1 --> 
<label for="t1">E-mail:</label> 
<input type="text" aria-required="true" id="t1" /></div> 

<!-- ARIA Example 2 --> 
<div role="tablist"> 
<a onclick="javascript:activateTab();" tabIndex="0" id="tab1" role="tab" aria-selected="true"> 
Settings </a> 
<a onclick="javascript:activateTab();" ... tabIndex="0" id="tab2" role="tab"> Feeds </a> 
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<a onclick="javascript:activateTab();" ... tabIndex="0" id="tab2" role="tab"> Blogs <span 
class="tab" aria-hidden="true"> </span></a> 
</div> 

<!-- CSS example --> 
<div tabIndex="0" onclick="print();" style="background-image:url('print.jpg');"> </div> 

<!-- HTML 5 examples --> 
<!-- Placeholder --> 
<label for="d1">Requested Date:</label> 
<input id="d1" type="text" placeholder="dd/mm/yyyy" /> 

<!-- audio --> 
<audio controls="controls"> 
  <source src="song.mp3" type="audio/mp3" /> 
</audio> 

<!-- video --> 
<video width="320" height="240" controls="controls"> 
  <source src="movie.mp4" type="video/mp4" /> 
</video> 

iOS Recommendation 
n/a 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
n/a 

Android example(s) 
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Identify styles that are not supported  
by older devices or assistive  
technologies

2. Verify that all content is available on  
older devices and assistive technology  
that do not support these styles:

a. alternatives for background images

b. colours

c. fonts

The following check is true: 

● All content is available and  
readable

Back to Summary 

9. Font resizing MUST be supported (Design & Development)
The user must have control over the size of fonts.  If users are unable to use the zoom a 
feature then font resizing should be provided allowing the user to increase the size of 
content at least two times the size of the standard font size for native apps.  

Zoom must be supported for HTML content in a mobile browser or embedded in a 
native app without the use of assistive technology and without loss of content or 
functionality. This issue can be manifested several different ways.  One issue is when 
pinch zoom does not work at all within a mobile browser.  The second issue is when the 
page is resized horizontal scroll bars do not appear due to the app explicitly disabling 
horizontal scrolling. 

All users, but especially those with low vision, may not be able to read content at the 
standard size and may use the built in zoom feature in their mobile browser.  If content 
and containers are not coded to allow for relative size units content or functionality may 
be unavailable or cut-off.  For touch based devices this generally is performed using a 
pinch zoom technique but other techniques may exist on other platforms. 

Recommendations 
– No maximize zoom size is set by this standard
– Do not disable pinch zoom
– Construct pages to not block scrolling

HTML Recommendation 
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• Ensure the viewport meta tag is set to user scrollable 
• If the viewport is set - ensure the maximum scale is at least 2.0 
• If drag and drop are used - provide a secondary method to change page size as drag 

and drop functionality may trigger mobile browsers to disable zoom 
• Do not disable scrollbars  
• If zoom can not be supported font resizing should 

HTML example  
<!-- example 1 --> 
<meta name="viewport" content="user-scalable=YES" /> 
 
<!-- example 2 --> 
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width; 
 initial-scale=1.0; maximum-scale=2.0; 
 user-scalable=1;" > 
 
<!-- example 3 --> 
<div style="overflow:auto "> content </div> 
 
<!-- example 4 --> 
<iframe ... scrolling="yes"></iframe> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- example 1 --> 
<meta name="viewport" content="user-scalable=no" /> 
 
<!-- example 2 --> 
<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width; 
 initial-scale=1.0; maximum-scale=1.0; 
 user-scalable=1;" > 
 
<!-- example 3 --> 
<div style="overflow:hidden"> content </div> 
 
<!-- example 4 --> 
<iframe ... scrolling="no"> </iframe> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide font switchers along with font styles, gradients and other features to enable 
easier reading. 

iOS example 
The image below taken from Instapaper shows how to change settings in an application. 
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iOS common failure(s) 
See HTML example for apps with embedded web content 

Android Recommendation 
n/a 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 
When an app provides custom font control in lieu of zooming 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Determine whether there is an option 
to change the font size of the app 

3. Verify the option to change text size 
properly changes text size 

a. Verify it remains applied across all 
screens 

b. Verify resized text properly reflows 
on the screen 

c. Verify any content that now 
require scrolling provide scrolling 
options 

The following checks are all true: 

• The app provides a method to change 
the font sizes used in the app 

• Changing the font sizes 

○ applies across all pages 

○ properly reflows on the screen and  

○ any content that now require 
scrolling provide scrolling options 

Back to Summary 
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10.  All actionable page elements MUST provide visible focus (Design & 
Development) 

When focused, all focusable elements must have a visible outline so that users can track 
where they are in the content. Not all platforms may support methods that expose 
these.  This is only required for platforms that support them. 

Hover states can be disabled on touch as long as content conveyed in the hover state is 
available elsewhere. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
By default standard HTML elements have a visual focus indicator provided by the user 
agent when focused.  Ensure all links and focusable elements do not have their outline 
suppressed via CSS changes with the :focus pseudo class or the outline property.  Setting 
the outline property to none will block visual focus unless a custom focus is provided. 
Where possible give elements the same visible focus :focus as :hover and provide visible 
focus for form fields.  
Note: Mobile browsers don't have good support for the CSS pseudo property hover.  

HTML example  
<!-- example 1, no CSS property changes will automatically produce desired visual focus 
in supporting user agents--> 
<a href="..."> Next </a> 
 
<!-- example 2, use of the CSS outline property --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
a { 
 outline: black dotted thin; 
 }  
</style> 
... 
<a href="..."> Next </a> 

HTML common failure  
<style type="text/css"> 
a { 
 outline: none; 
 }  
</style> 
... 
<a href="..."> Next </a> 
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iOS Recommendation 
iOS provides visible focus indication for elements that can receive keyboard input where 
keyboard input is provided by the onscreen keyboard. The other focusable elements 
have focus indicated by VoiceOver as they are read aloud in assistive technology. 
Accessibility focus is determined by the property which is provided for all subclasses of 
UIView. Ensure that objects do not override the visual focus indication or set the 
accessibilityFrame property to nil. 

iOS example 
// gbutton is a simulated button to provide accessible touch to a graph. It has already 
been initialized as a UIAccessibilityElement 
gbutton.accessibilityLabel = @"1st quarter results"; 
gbutton.accessiiblityTraits = UIAccessibilityTraitButton; 
gbutton.accessiiblityFrame = CGRectMake(x, y, w, h); // We set the accessibilityFrame 
here so we know where the object is and can draw a focus rectangle around it. 

iOS common failure(s) 
// gbutton is a simulated button to provide accessible touch to a graph. It has already 
been initialized as a UIAccessibilityElement 
gbutton.accessibilityLabel = @"1st quarter results"; 
gbutton.accessiblityTraits = UIAccessibilityTraitButton; 
gbutton.accessiiblityFrame = nil; 

Android Recommendation 
Developers should provide a visible indication when an element has focus.  This is done 
by default for standard elements but for custom elements that have their own style 
sheets the focus style must be set in the style sheet when state_focused="true". 

Android example(s)  
//A custom element that is drawn differently when it has focus via the stylesheet 
<CustomButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:background="@drawable/my_button"></CustomButton> 
 
// the my_button.xml file in res/drawable 
<selector xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"> 
    <item android:state_focused="true"     
android:drawable="@android:drawable/btn_default"></item> 
    <item android:drawable="@drawable/btn_default_my"></item> 
</selector> 

Android common failures 
//A custom element that is only drawn one way 
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<CustomButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:background="@drawable/my_button"></CustomButton> 
 
//the my_button.xml file in res/drawable 
<selector xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"> 
    <item android:drawable="@drawable/btn_default_my"> 
    </item> 
</selector> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Navigate through the active on-screen 
components  

2. For each active element that receives 
focus 

a. Verify where the text input 
location is 

b. Verify that the focus 
location is indicated at all 
times and follows traversal 
of the user interface 

c. Verify that the focus 
indicator can be clearly 
distinguished from other 
on-screen elements 

The following checks are all true: 

● The text input location is indicated 

● When switching page tabs, the 
focused tab is indicated visually and 
announced by speech output 

● The object, element, or control that 
has focus is indicated in a clear, 
visually distinguishable  manner that 
meet the colour contrast 
requirements outlined in this 
document 

Back to Summary 
 

11.  All actionable page elements MUST be distinguishable from non-
actionable elements (Design & Development) 

 
Users must be able to determine visually, by convention and especially information 
provided by assistive technologies if an element is actionable or is simply informational 
or static content. Otherwise users must resort to discovery to find functionality 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
For all actionable elements, the CSS cursor property should not be overwritten to 
something that doesn't appear actionable such as the value of "text".  

For simulated controls, the appropriate CSS cursor property must be set, for example, 
pointer, or some other action for drag and drop, etc. 

Links should have underlining or other visual attributes indicating their action status. 

HTML example  
<!-- link with standard pointer when hovered --> 
<!-- standard underlined link --> 
<a href="..."> Next </a> 
 
<!-- simulated element --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
div.button {  
border: thin solid black; 
cursor:pointer; } 
</style> 
<div class="button" tabIndex="0" onkeypress="activate();"> Next </div> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- link with no underline and no pointer --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
a { cursor: text; } 
a:link {text-decoration:none;} 
</style> 
... 
<a href="..."> Next </a> 

iOS Recommendation 
In addition to visual clues ensure that traits are set properly and the correct control 
types are used to display elements. 

iOS example 
// image used to indicate non-actionable item 
[AButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"smile.jpg"] 
forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setAccessibilityTraits: UIAccessibilityTraitImage]; 
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iOS common failure(s) 
// image trait not set indicating the item as non-actionable 
[AButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"smile.jpg"] 
forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 

Android Recommendation 
In addition to visual clues ensure that the correct widget type is used and 
contentDescription is set. 

Android example(s)  
// use of a button with a background image rather than a clickable image  
<button android:background=”@drawable/add” 
android:contentDescription=”Add”</button> 

Android common failures 
// use of an image that doesn't appear clickable 
<imageview android:src=”@drawable/add”  
android:contentDescription=”Add”</imageview> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Location all actionable items 

3. Verify that the actionable items can be 
visually distinguished from non-
actionable ones 

4. Verify that the actionable status is 
indicated by speech output software 

The following checks are all true: 

● Actionable items can be visually 
distinguished from non-actionable 
ones 

● Actionable items are announced in a 
way that indicates they are actionable 
by speech output software 

Back to Summary 
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12. There MUST be sufficient read-tap symmetry for touch screens
(Design & Development)

Content must be large enough to read as well as have a large enough tap area. For 
example on an A-Z listing the letters should be placed in a container that is linked rather 
than just have the letter linked. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Provide padding around links 

HTML example 
<style type="text/css"> 
a { 
 padding: 1em;  
} 
</style> 
<a href="index.html#a"> A </a> 
<a href="index.html#b"> B </a> 

HTML common failure 
<a href="index.html#a"> A </a> 
<a href="index.html#b"> B </a> 

iOS Recommendation 
For text elements include some white space around the text in the element frame.  
Controls are absolutely positioned in iOS and thus the size should be set at design time. 
The autoResizingMask property can be set to ensure that if the object is resized 
it still meets the requirements. The Accessibility Programming Guide for iOS states that 
44 x 44 points is a comfortable minimum size for a tappable UI element.  

iOS example 
A large enough object with sufficient area to tap. 

iOS common failure(s) 
A small object that must be precisely tapped to activate it. 

Android Recommendation 
Include white space around text elements in the element frame using setPadding(int, int, 
int, int);. Elements should be at least 48dp high and wide. This sits within the 
comfortable hit area size for touch screen finger touch (7-10mm). The spacing between 
UI elements should be 8dp. See Android Developers Metrics and Grids. 
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Android example(s)  
//A large enough element with sufficient area to tap. 
setPadding(10, 10, 10, 10); 

Android Non-compliant example 
A small element that must be precisely tapped to activate it. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Location areas that allow swipe 
gestures 

3. Verify that there is an indication that 
the swipe is possible 

The following checks are all true: 

● All swipe areas announce the presence 
of a swipe area. 

Back to Summary 
 

13. Touchscreens targets MUST be minimally 9.6mm across (Design and 
Development) 

 
Touch areas smaller than 9.6mm can become unusable, especially if you cannot see the 
screen.  On a standard resolution iPhone screen of 480x320 this approximately 44x44 
pixels or about 1/10 of the screen width. For high resolution phones the size would 
essentially be doubled on the 960x640 high resolution screen to 88x88 pixels.  This size 
is essentially no smaller than the smallest average finger. For users with disabilities or 
people who are older this size requirement becomes even more important as it may not 
be possible to touch exactly or only in a smaller area. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
All actionable controls must be larger than 9.6mm across (44x44 for standard resolution 
and 88x88 for high resolution).  Use larger controls or increase the padding around the 
content to ensure a large touch area. 

HTML example  
<!-- icon designed for standard resolution iOS --> 
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<a href=""><img style="width:44px; height:44px;" height="20px" src="addbkmark.jpg" 
alt="Add bookmark"</a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- icon designed for standard resolution iOS --> 
<a href=""><img style="width:44px; height:44px;" height="20px" src="addbkmark.jpg" 
alt="Add bookmark"</a> 

iOS Recommendation 
All actionable controls must be larger than 9.6mm across (44x44 for standard resolution 
and 88x88 for high resolution).  Use larger controls or increase the padding around the 
content to ensure a large touch area. 

iOS Compliant example  
A UIImage that has a width of 50x50 pixels for a standard resolution screen. 

[AButton setFrame:CGRectMake(50, 50, 50, 50)]; 

iOS Non-compliant example 
A UIImage that has a width of 20x20 pixels for a standard resolution screen and does is 
not scaled up. 

[AButton setFrame:CGRectMake(50, 50, 10, 10)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use the layout_width and layout_height attributes of set the LayoutParams object with 
a width and height with the appropriate size for the targeted device. 

Android example(s)  
<ImageView ... 
    Android:id="@+id/addBookmark"  
    android:layout_width="50" 
    android:layout_height="50"> 
</ImageView> 
 
// or 
LinearLayout.LayoutParams layoutParams = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams (50, 50); 
addBookmark.setLayoutParams(layoutParams); 

Android common failures 
<ImageView ... 
    Android:id="@+id/addBookmark"  
    android:layout_width="25" 
    android:layout_height="25"> 
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</ImageView> 
 
// or 
LinearLayout.LayoutParams layoutParams = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams (25, 25); 
addBookmark.setLayoutParams(layoutParams); 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Locate all touch targets/actionable 
items 

3. Measure the size 

4. Verify the size is larger than 9.6mm 

The following checks are all true: 

● All touch targets/actionable items are 
larger than 9.6mm across 

Back to Summary 
 

14. An inactive space of at least 1 pixel MUST be provided around each 
target  (Design and Development) 

 
Sometimes text big enough to read is too small to touch. Large touch zones are 
especially important to enable better accessibility to links for users who may have 
dexterity problems or who cannot see the screen and who may not touch with as much 
accuracy as a sighted user. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Ensure that margins or some other mechanism for spacing exists around each 
target/actionable item. 

HTML example  
<!-- icon designed for standard resolution iOS --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
a { 
  margin:1px; 
} 
</style> 
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... 
<a href=""><img style="width:44px; height:44px;" height="20px" src="addbkmark.jpg" 
alt="Add bookmark"</a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- icon designed for standard resolution iOS --> 
<style type="text/css"> 
a { 
  margin:0; 
} 
</style> 
... 
<a href=""><img style="width:44px; height:44px;" height="20px" src="addbkmark.jpg" 
alt="Add bookmark"</a> 

iOS Recommendation 
When placing targets/actionable items ensure there is at least one (1) pixel between 
targets and that the edges of targets do not touch unless the space is non-actionable. 

iOS example 
A touch target that is up against another touch target with 1 pixel of inactive space 
between them 

[AButton setFrame:CGRectMake(50, 50, 50, 50)]; 
[BButton setFrame:CGRectMake(105, 50, 50, 50)]; 

iOS Non-compliant example 
A touch target that is directly up against another touch target with no inactive space 
between the two targets 

[AButton setFrame:CGRectMake(50, 50, 50, 50)]; 
[BButton setFrame:CGRectMake(100, 50, 50, 50)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use the layout_margin attribute or set the margin programmatically using the setMargins 
method.  

Android example(s)  
<ImageButton android:id="@+id/addBookmarkBtn" android:layout_margin="1" 
 android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
 android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
 android:src="@drawable/addBMK" /> 
// or 
LinearLayout layout = new LinearLayout(...); 
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LinearLayout.LayoutParams params = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams(...); 
params.setMargins(1, 1, 1, 1); 
ImageButton addBookmarkBtn = new ImageButton(...); 
layout.addView(addBookmarkBtn, params); 

Android common failures 
<ImageButton android:id="@+id/addBookmarkBtn" android:layout_margin="0" 
 android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
 android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
 android:src="@drawable/addBMK" /> 
// or 
LinearLayout layout = new LinearLayout(...); 
LinearLayout.LayoutParams params = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams(...); 
params.setMargins(0, 0, 0, 0); 
ImageButton addBookmarkBtn = new ImageButton(...); 
layout.addView(addBookmarkBtn, params); 
Evaluation Techniques 
Note: Because 1 pixel of space is very small it may be difficult to test verify this item 
visually unless there is a visual separator between the two targets.  In the case of no 
visual separation such as when a consistent background image is used around toolbar 
icons the code or .nib/.xib file will need to be inspected. 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Locate all touch targets/actionable 
items 

3. Verify that there appears to be 
inactive space between every touch 
target/actionable item 

The following checks are all true: 

● All touch targets/actionable items 
have inactive space between them 

Back to Summary 
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Images 
15. Images of text MUST not be used (Design and Development)

Images of text can become blurred and difficult to read when scaled up, images take 
time to download, and the text in images of text cannot be easily changed to the users 
desired colour settings. 

Exceptions can also be made for icons with letters such as a ‘I’ for information or logos. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use text and style the text using CSS 

HTML example 
H3 { 
 font: bold italic 2em Georgia, Times, Arial; 
 border-bottom: 2px dashed black; 
 border-top: .5em solid black; 
 margin: 0; 
 font-size: 1em; 
} 
<h3>Eastenders</h3> 

HTML common failure 
<h3><img src="Eastenders_logo.jpg" alt="" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use text label elements rather than images of text.  Even though an image can have an 
accessible label  - the image will not likely scale correctly when magnified. 

iOS example 
// aLabel is a UILabel 
[aLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"Breaking News", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// logoImage is a UIImageView 
[logoImage setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Breaking News", nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use text label elements rather than images of text 
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Android example(s)  
<TextView android:id="@+id/text" 
              android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
              android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
              android:text="ACME Construction" /> 

Android common failures 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/acme" 
android:src="@drawable/acme" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription="ACME Construction"></ImageView> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Identify all images which contain text 
by enlarging the screen to determine if 
all text on the screen magnifies 

a. Exclude images such as logos or 
another form of text that is listed 
as an exception  

b. View the text in a magnified state 
to determine if it looks pixelated 
and is there for an image of text. 

The following check is true: 

• Actual text is used instead of images 
of text 

Back to Summary 
 

16.  Informational background images MUST have a visible alternative 
(Design and Development) 

 
Background images are not perceivable to speech output users and not supported on 
phones with basic support for CSS. 

It is not possible to directly assign alternative text to a CSS background image – a 
method must be used that provides the same information visibly, textually, and in a way 
that is programmatically determinable. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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It is not possible to directly assign alternative text to a CSS background image so a 
method must be used that provides the same information in a way that is visible and 
programmatically determinable for speech output users. 

Either provide inline images or replace the image in the CSS with an HTML text 
alternative. Use image replacement techniques that provide a visual and textual 
alternative. 

HTML example  
<a ...><img src="print" alt="Print story" /></a> 

HTML common failure  
<div tabIndex="0" onclick="print();" style="background-image:url('print.jpg');"> </div> 

iOS Recommendation 
iOS allows background images to be set for most views. The views or an accessibility 
element can be made accessible to provide information on these images. There is no 
difference regarding the accessibility of decorative background images and inline images 
in iOS.  All other accessibility standards and guidelines still apply - for example, apps 
must enter the proper contrast of colours between the background and any text on top 
of it and must not use of background images of text. 

iOS example 
// LogoImage is a UIImageView 
[LogoImage setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 
[LogoImage setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Sunny", nil)]; 
[LogoImage setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"The sun is shining the birds are 
singing", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// LogoImage is a UIImageView 
// UIImageViews by default are not accessible (IsAccessibilityElement=NO) and have no 
label or hint 

Android Recommendation 
Developers should ensure that images that convey meaning or information to a user are 
focusable. There is no difference regarding the accessibility of decorative background 
images and inline images in Android apps.  All other accessibility standards and 
guidelines still apply - for example, apps must ensure the proper contrast of colours 
between the background and any text on top of it and use of background images of text. 
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Android example(s) 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnyday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription=”Sunny and Warm”></ImageView> 

Android common failures 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue"></ImageView> 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app using speech output

2. Identify all images which contain
information

3. Identify which images are background
images

a. Verify that alternative text is
announced by speech output

b. In some cases this may
require checking the code or
testing on a non-mobile
device

The following check is true: 

• The image can be focused using
assistive technology and meaningful
information is announced.

Back to Summary 

Text Equivalents 
17. Alternatives MUST be provided for all images, objects and non-text

elements (Design and Development) 
Images are not available to users who cannot see the image unless alternatives for the 
image is provided. This is important for all editorial and functional images.  

See also Audio and Video 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use the alt attribute to add alternative text. Machine only readable data must not be 
used for alternatives. 

HTML example  
<img alt="Sunny with cloudy intervals" src="sun_cloud.jpg" /> 
... 
<img alt="Stock trending down" src="stock_down.jpg" /> 

HTML common failure  
<img alt="photo" src="sun_cloud.jpg" /> 
... 
<img alt="" src="stock_down.jpg" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Objects must have 'Accessibility Enabled' within the xCode development environment 
and minimally have a Label attribute assigned. Content within containers must be made 
accessible but the container must not as it's the individual elements in the container, 
not the container that the user interacts with. The UIAccessibilityContainer protocol will 
hide the container.   The isAccessibilityElement property of the UIAccessibility protocol 
must then be set to no for the container. 

iOS example 
// LogoImage is a UIImageView 
[logoImage setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 
[logoImage setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Sunny", nil)]; 
[logoImage setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"The sun is shining the birds are 
singing", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// LogoImage is a UIImageView 
// UIImageViews by default are not accessible (IsAccessibilityElement=NO) and have no 
label or hint 
UIImageView *logoImage = [[UIImageView alloc] initWithImage;[UIImage 
imageNamed:@"logo.png"]]; 

Android Recommendation 
The android:contentDescription property should be set for all elements. 

Android example(s)  
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<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnyday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription=”Sunny and Warm”></ImageView> 

Android common failures 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue"></ImageView> 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure  Expected Results  

1. Activate the application with speech 
output enabled 

2. Identify any meaningful images, 
elements, or objects 

3. Verify that an equivalent alternative is 
provided for each meaningful image 
and that the alternative is announced 
as expected 

The following checks are all true: 

● Each meaningful image has an 
accessible alternative and is 
announced properly 

● Each alternative conveys equivalent 
meaning for the image, element, or 
object it represents 

Back to Summary 
 

18.  Alternatives SHOULD briefly describe the editorial intent or 
functionality of the image, object or element (Editorial & 
Development) 

Alternatives should describe the purpose of the image, object, or element.  When 
alternatives are provided for actionable items such as buttons, and image links the 
alternative should describe the action that will be performed.  For example, "Play" or 
"Rate this article".  Verbose alternatives make content harder to listen to and 
understand for users of speech output software. Avoid the use of 'Image of...'. 'Link 
to...", 'Picture of...' etc. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use the alt attribute to provide alternatives for images.  When providing alternatives 
for input fields via the title attribute ensure the title attribute is concise and does not 
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supply redundant information such as the name or type of the control or obvious 
instructions such as "enter text here for". 

Note: Title text is not supported on mobile for links but is supported on form inputs. 

HTML example  
<!-- image example --> 
<img src="rating.jpg" alt="Rate this article" /> 
 
<!-- input example --> 
<input id="t1" type="text" title="Username" placeholder="username" /> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- image example --> 
<img src="rating.jpg" alt="Greyed out stars" /> 
 
<!-- input example --> 
<input id="t1" type="text" title="Enter your username here:" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Add concise alternatives via the accessibilityLabel attribute. Alternatives must 
begin with a capitalised word and must not have a full stop (.).  Supplementary 
information should be provided in the accessibilityHint property.  The 
accessibilityHint property should describe the results of performing the action if 
the result is unclear. 

iOS example 
[aButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Add to favourites video", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[aButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"Adds this video to your favourites", 
nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use the android:contentDescription property to provide short and concise alternatives. 

Android example(s)  
<button android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnyday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription=”Main Menu”></ImageView> 
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Android common failures 
<button android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/sunnyday" 
android:src="@drawable/blue" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription=”Exit this screen and return to the main 
menu”></ImageView> 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure  Expected Results  

1. Activate the application with speech 
output enabled 

2. Identify any meaningful images, 
elements, or objects 

3. Verify that an equivalent alternative 
briefly describes the intent of the 
functionality 

4. Verify that words such as “image of”, 
“picture of”, “link to” are avoided 

The following checks are all true: 

● Each meaningful image has an 
alternative that briefly describes the 
intent and is announced properly 

● Each alternative does not contain 
words such as “image of”, “picture 
of”, or “link to”. 

Back to Summary 
 

19.  Decorative, hidden, or inactive images, objects and elements MUST 
be hidden from assistive technology (Design & Development) 

 
Decorative images must be hidden from speech output software so it does not 
announce meaningless information. 

Hidden or inactive content that is for example behind another window should not be 
visible to users of assistive technology as users may think they can interact with this 
content. 

For non-images this can be done by setting the appropriate properties or states on an 
object or element so it is properly indicated to assistive technology as off-screen, 
obscured, or hidden. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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For images, provide alt text that is null (alt="") or CSS background images.  For input 
fields not meant for the user, use the attribute type="hidden".   For other inactive 
buttons and elements set the disabled attribute. 

HTML example  
<!-- button that is not currently used --> 
<button type="button" disabled="disabled"></button> 
 

HTML common failure  
<!-- button that is not currently used --> 
<button type="button"></button> 
 

iOS Recommendation 
UIView, UIControl, and UIImageView objects along with any custom objects descended 
from these are not accessibility enabled by default. Other UI elements such as UIButton 
and UILabel are accessibility enabled and must be accessibility disabled if they are not 
meant to be accessible. 

iOS example 
[somethingDecorative setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[somethingDecorative setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 

Android Recommendation 
Developers should ensure that elements that do not convey meaning or information to 
a user are not focusable via the android:focusable property. 

Android example(s)  
//blue rectangle used for decoration that does not receive focus - in this case 
android:focusable is false by default 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/image_1" 
android:src="@drawable/blue"></ImageView> 

Android common failures 
//blue rectangle used for decoration that can receive focus 
<ImageView android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/image_1" 
android:src="@drawable/blue" android:focusable="true"></ImageView> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the application with speech 
output software 

2. Locate any images, objects, or 
elements on that do not have 
meaning, are visible disabled, or 
appear obscured 

3. Attempt to move focus or navigate to 
the images that do not have meaning 

4. Verify that the images, objects, or 
elements do not receive focus and are 
not rendered by speech output 

5. If the images, objects, or elements can 
be navigated to, ensure that they are 
announced as "unavailable" or 
"disabled" and verify that they are not 
actionable 

Either of the following checks must be 
true: 

● Images, objects, or elements that are 
not meaningful do not receive focus 
and are not rendered by speech 
output 

● Images, objects, or elements that are 
not meaningful yet do receive focus 
are announced as "unavailable" or 
"disabled" and are not actionable 

Back to Summary 
 

20.  Alternatives MUST NOT include information about the type of 
object (Editorial & Development) 

 
When using standard controls for links, buttons, images etc. information about its type 
is assigned elsewhere and should not be repeated in the alternative. This information is 
generally provided by default for platform objects, controls, or elements and will be 
announced by speech output software.  For example never use the text 'Add button' as 
an alternative, only 'Add'.   Adding additional roles means the role is announced twice to 
users of speech output software. An exception to this may be when a role or state 
cannot be added in such as way.  For example, in the case of an HTML page tabs that 
gracefully degrade it may be useful to add the word “Selected” to the link. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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The type of a control should not be included in the label or ARIA label of a control unless 
a non-standard HTML control is used however non-standard controls are not 
encouraged. 

HTML example  
<input type=”text” title=”Username” placeholder=”Username” /> 
<input type="submit" value="Submit" /> 

HTML common failure  
<input type=”text” title=”username edit field” placeholder=”Username” /> 
<input type="image" src="submit.jpg" alt="Submit button" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Add traits to custom elements to describe behaviour and/or state. An object 
can have more than one trait which includes: Button, Link, Search Field, 
Keyboard Key, Static Text, Image, Plays Sound, Selected, Summary Element, 
Updates Frequently, Not Enabled and None. 

iOS example 
[submitBtn setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Submit"]]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[submitBtn setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Submit Button"]]; 

Android Recommendation 
Accessibility roles provided by all default operating system elements automatically 
provide role and other information that does not need to be included in the accessibility 
label. 

Note:  Developers should avoid making on-screen form labels focusable when the 
associated element has an android:contentDescription attribute set that is a repeats the 
content of the label. 

Android example(s)  
//On-screen text followed by text input, the contentDescription for the input 
component is a repetition of the on-screen text. The on-screen text is not focusable. 
 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
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<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//On-screen text followed by text input, the on-screen text is focusable and the 
contentDescription for the input component is a repetition of the on-screen text 
 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:focusable="true" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password Input Field (required)"></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Gain focus on the individual on-screen 
object, elements, or controls 

3. Ensure that identity, role, and state 
information are not announced twice 
for each individual item  (e.g. “Next 
button button”) 

The following check is true: 

● Information provided via speech 
output for an object, element, or 
control is not announced more than 
once, including accessibility properties 
which are conveyed via speech such as 
the role and state 

Back to Summary 
 

21. Tooltips MUST NOT repeat link text or other alternatives (Editorial 
& Development) 

 
Hints, titles and other tooltip type text provide explanatory content and should never 
repeat the main alternative for an object, element, or image. See the Text Equivalent 
Standards for more information. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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• Do not use the Title attribute unless on a form input as these are not widely 
supported on mobile 

• Do not rely on ARIA tooltips. There is some support for WAI ARIA tooltips on iOS but 
not much across other devices or platforms. 

• Do not use title attributes and explicit labels together on form fields 

HTML example  
<a href="..."/><img src="listenicon.jpsb" alt="" />Listen to today's weather</a> 
<a href="..."> Related articles </a> 

HTML common failure  
<a href="..."/><img src="listenicon.jpg" alt="Listen to today's weather" />Listen to 
today's weather</a> 
 
<a href="#" title="Listen to today's weather" />Listen to today's weather</a> 
 
<a href="..." title="related articles"> Related articles </a> 

iOS Recommendation 
• Assign a 'hint' to an element with the expanded text via xCode 
• Hints must start with a verb and omit the subject  
• Hints must begin with a capitalised word and not end in a full stop (.) 
• Hints must not contain the name of the type of control or view (i.e. button) as the 

user is informed of this via the trait attribute 
• Hints must not include the name of the action or gesture as these may become 

outdated with different versions of OS 

iOS example 
Hints are best used in situations where an item such as an item in a list has a 
dual purpose.  For example, the item indicates the name of a audio article but 
when activated places the article in listening queue  
 

UIButton *addButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[addButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString(“Weekend planner”, Object.nil)] 
[addButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(“Places item in queue”, Object.nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
UIButton *addButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[addButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString(“Weekend planner”, Object.nil)] 
[addButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(“Weekend planner button”, 
Object.nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
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Android does not provide tooltips or additional hint text other than aria: 
contentDescription. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Gain focus on the individual objects, 
elements, or controls 

3. Ensure that identity, information is not 
announced twice for each individual 
item (e.g. “Next Next button”) 

The following checks is true: 

● Information provided via speech 
output for an object, element, or 
control is not announced more than 
once, including accessibility properties 
which are conveyed via speech such as 
identity of the item 

Back to Summary 
 

22.  Images, objects and elements MUST indicate changes of state 
(Design & Development) 

If interacting with an element changes the state, i.e. selected/not selected, 
delete/deleted, add/added etc. the change of state must be communicated. 

These changes must be indicated visually, textually, and via events where supported by 
the platform so that both sighted and speech output users alike can perceive the 
change. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
For standard controls such as radio buttons or checkboxes created with the input 
element these state changes are automatically provided by the browser.  However, for 
images and other custom controls these changes must be provided visually, textually, 
and could also be provided through ARIA.  With a change of state there should be a new 
text alternative for an image.  ARIA can be used also but not solely relied upon.  Non-
ARIA fall back options must be available. 
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See the WCAG 2.0 techniques for more detail.  

HTML example  
<!-- initial alternative text --> 
<a href="javascript:changeRating();"><img src="rating.jpg" alt="rate this article" /></a> 
 
<!-- alternative txt after update--> 
<a href="javascript:changeRating();"><img src="rating.jpg" alt="Your rating: 5 stars" 
/></a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- initial alternative text and updated text are the same --> 
<a href="javascript:changeRating();"><img src="rating.jpg" alt="rate this article" /></a> 

iOS Recommendation 
Where available a trait should be used to indicate state. If a custom state is desired it 
should be added to the accessibility label. Standard objects will set state automatically 
for states that are known, however if a state is unknown to the control or used in a non-
standard way an accessibility trait must be explicitly set for example a checkbox could 
have the trait of selected assigned to it. 

iOS example 
[aSelectedButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"One", nil)]; 
[aSelectedButton setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitSelected | 
UIAccessibilityTraitButton]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[ASelectedButton setAccessibilityLabel:NSLocalizedString(@"One", nil)]; 
[ASelectedButton setAccessibilityTraits: UIAccessibilityTraitButton]; 

Android Recommendation 
Content description should be used to provide state information for custom elements.  
States are provided for standard platform elements. 

Android example(s)  
<Button android:id="@+id/btnMute" 
     android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
     android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
     android:text="@string/mute" 
     android:onClick="toggle" /> 
... 
public void toggle(View v) { 
... 
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   if (v.isPressed()) { 
     view.setContentDescription("Muted"); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
     view.setContentDescription("Mute"); 
   } 
} 

Android common failures 
<Button android:id="@+id/btnMute" 
     android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
     android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
     android:text="@string/mute" 
     android:onClick="toggle" /> 
... 
public void toggle(View v) { 
... 
} 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Gain focus on the individual object, 
element, or controls 

3. Verify that the announced item label 
matches the on-screen text or contains 
additional supplementary information to 
assist with nonvisual access of the item 

4. Verify that the state of the element is 
announced properly 

5. If applicable, toggle the state of the item 
and verify that the speech output 
software announces the correct state 
change 

The following check is true: 

● Object, elements, or controls 
including their labels, roles, 
values, states and state changes 
are correctly announced by 
speech output software 

Back to Summary 
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23. Objects and Elements MUST have accessibility properties set 
appropriately (Development) 

Users of assistive technology such as speech output software rely on accessibility 
properties such as role, value, name, and state to be set appropriately in order to know 
how to identify and interact with the element or object.  For standard objects and 
elements these are generally provided by default by the platform.  For customer object 
and elements these will need to be provided. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use standard HTML controls.  When standard HTML controls do not exist, use HTML 
elements that provide equivalents via ARIA and via a method that does not require 
ARIA. 

HTML example  
<!-- standard control --> 
<input type="checkbox" id="c1" /><label for="c1">Remember me</label> 
 
<!-- ARIA supported tree control with fall-back --> 
<ul role="tree"> 
<li aria-level="0" aria-expanded="true" role="treeitem"><a href="...">TV Shows <span 
class="offscrn"> - Expanded</span></a> 
<ul> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Comedy</a></li> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Drama</a></li> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Sports</a></li> 
</ul></li> 
<li aria-level="0" aria-expanded="true" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Radio Shows 
<span class="offscrn"> - Expanded</span></a> 
<ul> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">News</a></li> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Soap</a></li> 
<li aria-level="1" role="treeitem"><a href="...">Sports</a></li> 
</ul></li> 
</ul> 

HTML common failure  
<div><img src="chkbx" alt="checkbox" />Remember me</div> 
 
<!-- inaccessible tree --> 
<div> 
<div onClick="toggle();">TV Shows 
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<div> 
<div class="indent">Comedy</div> 
<div class="indent">Drama</div> 
<div class="indent">Sports</div> 
</div> 
<div onclick="toggle();">Radio Shows 
<div> 
<div class="indent">News</div> 
<div class="indent">Soap</div> 
<div class="indent">Sports</div> 
</div> 
</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Add traits to custom elements to describe behaviour (type/role) and/or state. An object 
can have more than one trait which includes: Adjustable, Button, Link, Search Field, 
Keyboard Key, Static Text, Image, Plays Sound, Selected, Summary Element, Updates 
Frequently, Not Enabled and None.  The accessible name should be set via the 
accessibilityLabel and any supplementary description information via accessibilityHint. 

iOS example 
// aButton is a happy button with a secret life 
[aButton setFrame:CGRectMake(100, 100, 100, 100)]; 
[aButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"smile.jpg"] 
forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"I am a button because my traits say 
so!", nil)]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitButton]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// aButton is a happy button with a secret life 
[aButton setFrame:CGRectMake(100, 100, 100, 100)]; 
[aButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"smile.jpg"] 
forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"I am a button but you don't know 
that!", nil)]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitSelected | UIAccessibilityTraitImage]; 

Android Recommendation 
Roles are provided for standard widgets and extensions of standard widgets. Custom 
widgets must use contentDescription to provide role information.  The Android platform 
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does not provide an equivalent to HTML 5 or ARIA roles or accessibility traits like the iOS 
platform. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Gain focus on the individual object, 
element, or controls 

3. Verify that the announced item 
label matches the on-screen text or 
contains additional supplementary 
information to assist with nonvisual 
access of the item 

4. Verify that the announced role of 
the item matches the perceived 
visual role  

5. If applicable, verify that the value of 
the item is properly announced by 
the speech output software 

6. Verify that the state of the element 
is announced properly 

7. If applicable, toggle the state of the 
item and verify that the speech 
output software announces the 
correct state change 

The following check is true: 

● Object, elements, or controls including 
their labels, roles, values, states and 
state changes are correctly announced 
by speech output software 

Back to Summary 
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24. Visual formatting alone MUST NOT be used to convey meaning 
(Design & Development) 

Sensory characteristics such as size, shape, location, colour, or attributes such as bold 
and italics should not be the sole method of communicating information. Maps and 
charts must also have alternatives. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Semantic mark-up such as strong, em, etc. should be used over purely visual formatting 
using CSS to indicate meaningful aspects such as text formatting.  Additionally, 
structures such as lists, and headings should be used to indicate relationships of items. 

HTML example  
<h2>Fruit</h2> 
<ul> 
<li>Apples</li> 
<li>Oranges</li> 
<li>Bananas</li> 
</ul> 
 
<div>An <Strong>Error</strong> was detected...</div> 

HTML common failure  
<div class="heading">Fruit</div> 
<div> 
<div style="padding-left:1em;">Apples</div> 
<div style="padding-left:1em;">Oranges</div> 
<div style="padding-left:1em;">Bananas</div> 
</div> 
 
<div>An <span style="font-weight:bold;">Error</span> was detected...</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use accessible traits or labels to convey meaning that is also conveyed visually through 
visual presentation. 

iOS example 
// aLabel is a UILabel that is selected 
[aLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"Setup", nil)]; 
[aLabel setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitStaticText | 
UIAccessibilityTraitSelected]; 
[aLabel setTextColor:[UIColor whiteColor]]; 
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[ALabel setBackgroundColor:[UIColor blueColor]]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// aLabel is a UILabel that is selected 
[aLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"Setup", nil)]; 
[aLabel setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitStaticText]; 
[aLabel setTextColor:[UIColor whiteColor]]; 
[aLabel setBackgroundColor:[UIColor blueColor]]; 

Android Recommendation 
Include any information conveyed by formatting in the accessible name of the element.  
This can be done by setting the contentDescription attribute for the field. 

Android example(s)  
//The text input field is required and uses a large font to indicate it's required. This is 
also indicated via on-screen text (label) and the contentDescription attribute on the 
corresponding EditText element. 
 
<TextView android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:id="@+id/label" 
android:text="Password (required)" android:textStyle="bold"></TextView> 
 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//The text input field is required and uses a large font to indicate it's required 
 
<TextView android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:id="@+id/label" 
android:text="Password" android:textStyle="bold"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password:"></EditText> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Determine if any component is using 
visual formatting to convey meaning, 
including: 

a. Colour 

b. Shape/size 

c. Font attributes (bold/italics, etc.) 

d. Location 

e. Orientation 

f. Selection 

3. Determine if on-screen text, alternative 
text or audio cues are present that 
supplements the visual formatting 

a. Navigate to the item with speech 
output to confirm alternative text 

b. Visually verify the presence of on-
screen text 

The following check is true: 

• When an object, element, or control 
uses visual formatting to convey 
meaning, on-screen text, alternative 
text or audio cues are also provided. 

Back to Summary 
 

Structure 
25.  All pages MUST have a unique page/view title that concisely 

describes the page content (Editorial & Development) 
Page/view titles help users orientate themselves within web sites. The page title is often 
the first thing a speech output user will hear and acts as a confirmation of what page 
they have arrived at. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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Provide unique page titles using the title element that concisely describe the page 
content.  Page titles should generally be the same text as the 1st level heading on the 
page. 

HTML example  
<title>BBC Weather</title> 

 

HTML common failure  
<title>BBC</title> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide a concise and descriptive title for each screen of the app.  If a NavigationBar is 
used, for example, set the title of the UINavigationItem to unique descriptive text. 

iOS example 
UINavigationItem *item = [[UINavigationItem alloc] initWithTitle:@"BBC Weather"]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
UINavigationItem *item = [[UINavigationItem alloc] initWithTitle:@"BBC"]; 

Android Recommendation 
Set the title of the activity using the setTitle method to a concise and descriptive name. 

Android example(s)  
<activity android:name=".myApp" android:label="BBC Weather Application"></activity> 
or 
setTitle(“BBC Weather”); 

Android common failures 
<activity android:name=".myApp" android:label="BBC"></activity> 
or 
setTitle(“BBC”); 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Examine the title of each page/screen 
on the site/app 

2. Verify that a title exists 

a. For HTML a unique descriptive 
title element must be present be 
announced by speech output 

b. For Android and iOS a title must 
appear at the top of the screen 
and be announced by speech 
output software 

The following check must be true 

• Each page/screen must have 
a unique context sensitive 
title 

○ For HTML a unique 
descriptive title 
element is present 
and announced by 
speech output 

○ For Android and iOS a 
title appears at the 
top of the screen and 
is announced by 
speech output 
software 

Back to Summary 
 

26. When supported pages MUST provide a logical and hierarchical 
heading structure (Design & Development) 

In order for users of speech output software to understand the structure of a page and 
navigate within a page the content must be grouped and heading hierarchy must be 
logical.  For example, a heading level 2 not 3 must follow a heading level 1. 

Lists and headings used together to mark up content should be avoided. 

Recommendations 
• A page should ideally have the minimum number of heading levels necessary to 

sufficiently understand the document structure  
• The techniques for this standard are different across platforms:   

• Headings are not available on iOS and Android however some objects and 
elements such as tables and listviews do have headers 

HTML Recommendation 
• Using h1 through h6 elements to structure HTML content in a logical order. 
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• There MUST be one unique h1 per page which identifies the page subject not the 
site name  

• An h1 heading element is a unique identifier for the main content within individual 
pages not the name of the site 

HTML example  
<h1>Local Weather</h1> 
 <h2>Today's Forecast</h2> 
 <h2>Tomorrow Forecast</h2> 
  <h3>Tomorrow's Allergy Forecast</h3> 

HTML common failure  
<div class="heading">Local Weather</div> 
<div class="subheading">Today's Forecast</div> 
<div class="subheading">Tomorrow Forecast</div> 
<div class="subheading2">Tomorrow's Allergy Forecast</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Explicit headings are only available in version iOS6 and later and can be assigned by 
using the trait header.  Aside from that headers are available in UITableView, 
UINavigationBar and content displayed via a web view. 

iOS example 
- (NSString *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView 
titleForHeaderInSection:(NSInteger)section 
{ 
     return @"Weather" 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
UITableView without headers 

Android Recommendation 
Headings are not available.  Explicit headers are provided via the 
HeaderViewListAdapter which is only available to list views. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Examine each page/screen and locate 
any visual headings/headers 

3. Determine if headings/headers are 
possible in the platform 

a. Web content - yes 

b. Single column iOS views - yes 

c. Android listviews - yes 

d. All other cases - no 

4. Verify that there are actual 
heading/headers 

a. Verify that headings/headers are 
announced by the speech 
output software 

5. Verify that all headings are logically 
structured 

a. This is for HTML content only 

Check that the following are all 
true: 

• All visual heading/header 
elements are represented 
as headings/headers 
(within the limited imposed 
by the platform) 

• All headers are logically 
structured (HTML content 
only) 

Back to Summary 
 

27.  Headings MUST be followed by further content and not treated as 
standalone content (Design & Development) 

 
This requirement aims to prevent the use of headings for stylistic purposes such as 
bolding, size, and colour. It also aims to prevent lists of headings with no subsequent 
content associated in a page.  

When headings are used incorrectly it is confusing to users of speech output software as 
these users rely on headings to understand structure and relationship 
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Text cannot be considered a heading if it is not followed by content. With no 
subsequent content the text is either content under another heading or a stand-alone 
piece of information or possibly part of a list 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not use HTML headings for visual styling if the content is not a heading.  Follow all 
HTML heading elements with content. 

HTML example  
<h1>Local Weather</h1> 
<div>Is it hot, cold, or rainy, bookmark this page to find out</div> 
<h2>Seven day forecast</h2> 
<table> 
<thead> 
<tr><th>Monday</th> 
... 
</table> 
 
<!-- for example --> 

HTML common failure  
<div>Local Weather</div> 
<div>Is it hot, cold, or rainy, bookmark this page to find out</div> 
<h4>Find out!!!</h4> 
<div>Seven day forecast</div> 
<table>... 

iOS Recommendation 
Not applicable in versions of iOS pre iOS6. 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
Not applicable to the Android OS. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 
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Android common failures 
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Examine the screen/page and locate all 
headings 

2. Verify that content appears after each 
heading 

3. Verify that the heading really is a 
heading (h1,h2, h3, etc.) and a heading 
is not used for stylistic purposes 

The following checks must all be 
true 

• Headings appears with 
content after them 

• Headings are not used for 
style purposes only without 
structural meaning 

Back to Summary 
 

28. Headings and labels SHOULD be short, descriptive and accurate 
(Design & Development) 

Headings and labels are used visually and via text-to-speech to facilitate understanding 
of page content and structure. 

As such having short descriptive labels and headings with the key information given first 
is important to allow the user to quickly assess and navigate content. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Heading text should be short, descriptive, and accurate.  This also generally means it 
should be unique to the page.   Heading level 1 text should match that of the page title. 

HTML example  
<h1>BBC Weather</h1> 
<h2>World Summary</h2> 

HTML common failure  
<h1>BBC</h1> 
<h2>World Summary of weather conditions around the world</h2> 

iOS Recommendation 
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Headings should be short, descriptive, and accurate 

iOS example 
@”Settings” 

iOS common failure(s) 
@”These are your settings” 

Android Recommendation 
Headings should be short, descriptive, and accurate. 

Android example(s)  
"Settings" 

Android common failures 
”These are your settings” 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Identity headings 

3. Verify that each heading is announced 
with a short description that is accurate 

The following check is true 

• Headings are short, 
descriptive, and accurate 

Back to Summary 
 

29. Controls, objects and grouped interface elements MUST be 
represented as a single accessible component (Design & 
Development) 

When a single control such as a spinner contains a number of smaller interface elements 
these elements may be conveyed to the speech output user rather than the overall 
control made from these elements. This breakdown of the control may confuse users 
making it more difficult for them to determine the function, relationship or overall 
purpose of the control. 

This guideline is mainly for iOS and other OS’s that provide a flexible accessibility 
framework that provides a high level of control over the presentation of the accessible 
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interface. For HTML based solutions ARIA and HTML 5 can be used to accomplish this 
however can not be relied upon. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Where possible use standard controls rather than custom controls. HTML elements can 
be grouped using ARIA roles and attribute as well HTML 5 structures such as the figure 
element. Links representing tree nodes in HTML should also be grouped using a single 
link element when only one action is expected of the tree node, e.g. expand/collapse. 

HTML example  
<!-- figure example --> 
<figure> 
  <img src="clouds.jpg" alt="" ... /> 
  <img style="position:relative; left:-10px;" src="sun.jpg" alt="" ... /> 
  <figcaption>Partly sunny</figcaption> 
</figure> 
 
<!-- tree view example without ARIA --> 
<ul> 
<li><a href=""><img src="expanded.jpg" alt="expanded" />TV Shows<span 
class="offscrn"> level 0</span></a></li> 
</ul> 
 
<!-- ARIA example --> 
<li role="checkbox" aria-checked="true"> 
<img src="checkbox.jpg" role="presentation" alt="" />Receive Emails?</li> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- figure example --> 
<img src="clouds.jpg" alt="cloudy" ... /> 
<img style="position:relative; left:-10px;" src="sun.jpg" alt="sunny" ... /> 
 
<!-- tree view example without ARIA --> 
<ul> 
<li><img src="expanded.jpg" alt="expanded" /><a href="...">TV Shows</a><span 
class="offscrn"> level 0</span></li> 
</ul> 
 
<!-- ARIA example --> 
<div ...><img src="checkbox.jpg" alt="checkbox" />Receive Emails?</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
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Disable accessibility for visual elements such as labels that are represented elsewhere 
such as an accessibility label for a control element. 

iOS example 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; // We hide the label element since it is 
announced as part of the field 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:FNLabel.accessibilityLabel]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:FNLabel.accessibilityLabel]; 

Android Recommendation 
Not applicable to Android.  It is not possible to assign custom accessible roles, states, or 
values to elements - therefore only standard elements can be extended for custom 
elements.  

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Identify all compound object, elements 
and controls on a page 

3. Verify that compound objects, 
elements, or controls are announced as 
a single unit where applicable 

a. e.g. a slider control should be 
indicated as a slider rather than 
as an up button, a down button, 
and an indicator 

The following check is true 

• All compound element, 
objects, and controls do not 
indicate individual elements 
but rather announce 
themselves as whole unit 

    Back to Summary 
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30.  Containers SHOULD describe page structure (Design & 
Development) 

Use native app containers and ARIA landmarks (like HTML headings) to assist users of 
speech output navigate within a page. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Use ARIA document landmarks to describe document structure  

• Roles for document areas include: banner, navigation, search, main, 
complementary, article, footer, and contentinfo. 

HTML example  
<div role="banner"> 
<div class="logo">...</div> 
<div><h1>BBC</h1></div> 
</div> 
<div role="navigation"><nav> 
<ul> 
<li>Weather</li> 
<li>Sport</li> 
<li>Travel</li> 
</ul> 
</nav></div> 
<div role="main"> ...</div> 
<div role="footer ">BBC 2012 
<div>Desktop site</div> ... 
</div> 

HTML common failure  
<div> 
<div class="logo">...</div> 
<div><h1>BBC</h1></div> 
</div> 
<div><nav> 
<ul> 
<li>Weather</li> 
<li>Sport</li> 
<li>Travel</li> 
</ul> 
</nav></div> 
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<div> ...</div> 
<div>BBC 2012 
<div>Desktop site</div> ... 
</div> 

iOS Recommendation 

Use standard iOS navigational and structural views.  Use of these views will allow for 
navigation using containers with speech output software. 

iOS Compliant example  
Use UINavigationBar, UITabBar and other standard navigational structures.   

iOS Non-compliant example 
Custom controls and views that are not recognized by assistive technologies. 

Android Recommendation 
Not Applicable. Android accessibility only interacts with a single element at a time and 
does not have a mechanism to navigate by container and does not indicate entrance or 
exit from containers. 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 
This technique is not applicable to the Android platform. 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Verify that containers are used to 
structure the page 

a. Verify HTML pages these 
must be ARIA containers 
and ARIA must be used for 
each section of the page 
that has an ARIA 
equivalent landmark 

b. Verify HTML pages in 
Mobile Safari by selecting 
Landmarks in Web Rotor 

c. The Android browser has 
no support for landmarks 

The following check is true 

• The page is structured with appropriate 
containers 
• HTML pages announced appropriate 

ARIA containers for each section of 
the page that has an ARIA equivalent 
landmark 

• iOS pages containers are navigated 
to using navigation commands 

Back to Summary 
 

Links 
31.  Link and navigation text MUST uniquely describe the target of the 

link/item  (Editorial & Development) 
Unique links and navigation items are essential for speech output and low vision users 
who cannot see the context of a link. This is especially an issue for touch screen speech 
output users.  If repeated links are used (i.e. Add to favourites, Info etc.) ways of making 
them unique must be provided. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
If repeated links are used (i.e. Add to favourites, Info etc.) alt text associated with an 
image element, on-screen text, or off-screen text can be used to make them unique. 

HTML example  
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<style type="text/css"> 
.offscrn { 
position: absolute; 
width:0px; 
left:-9999px; 
overflow:hidden; 
} 
</style> 
... 
<div>Article description 1 
<a href="page1.html> Info <span class="offscrn">for article 1</span> </a></div> 
<div>Article description 2 
<a href="page2.html> Info </a><span class="offscrn">for article 2</span> </div> 
<div>Article description 3 
<a href="page3.html> Info </a><span class="offscrn">for article 3</span> </div> 
 
NOTE: <span> is only supported on links in mobile 

HTML common failure  
<div>Article description 1 
<a href="page1.html> Info </a></div> 
<div>Article description 2 
<a href="page2.html> Info </a></div> 
<div>Article description 3 
<a href="page3.html> Info </a></div> 

iOS Recommendation 
If repeated links are used (i.e. Add to favourites, Info etc.) labels and hints can be used 
to make them unique. 

iOS example 
[dNameBtn setAccessibilityLabel:@”Delete Name”]; 
[dAddressBTN setAccessibilityLabel:@”Delete Address”]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[dNameBtn setAccessibilityLabel:@”Delete”]; 
[dAddressBTN setAccessibilityLabel:@”Delete”]; 

Android Recommendation 
If repeated links are used (i.e. Add to favourites, Info etc.) content descriptions can be 
used to make them unique. 

Android example(s)  
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<Button android:contentDescription="Delete Name" ...> </Button> 
<Button android:contentDescription="Delete Address" ...></Button> 

Android common failures 
<Button android:contentDescription=”Delete” ...> </Button> 
<Button android:contentDescription=”Delete” ...> </Button> 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software  

2. Locate the link, button or navigation 
item 

3. Determine if the link or item by itself is 
sufficient to describe the component 
uniquely and clearly indicates its 
purpose 

The following check is true: 

● Links, buttons, or navigational items 
are sufficiently described via text (on 
or off-screen), or by alternative text 
to clearly indicate their purpose 

Note: Off-screen text can most easily be 
verified by using speech output software.  
This text if created correctly will be 
announced by the speech output 
software but does not appear on screen 

Back to Summary 
 

32.  Links to alternative formats / applications SHOULD be avoided and 
MUST provide a warning (Editorial & Development) 

Links to alternative formats and applications can cause confusion for all users but 
especially users with cognitive problems, sight or mobility problems. Unexpectedly 
opening an item in another format and/or application can cause the user to become 
disoriented. 

It is important to warn the user they will be leaving the current format and/or 
application as well as include information about the format and/or application it will 
open in. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
This can be done via assigning ALT text on icons. 
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HTML example  
<a href="...">Annual report <img src="html.jpg" alt="[HTML format]" /></a> 
<a href="...">Annual report <img src="pdf.jpg" alt="[PDF format]" /></a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- HTML version --> 
<a href="...">Annual report </a> 
<!-- PDF version --> 
<a href="...">Annual report </a> 

iOS Recommendation 
Display a message box before launching the external app or put this information in the 
label or hint text.  

iOS example 
    UIAlertView *messageBox = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"Alert!" 
message:@"This will open in your browser" delegate:nil cancelButtonTitle:@"OK" 
otherButtonTitles:nil]; 
    [messageBox show]; 
    // Launch the app 
} 
 
// Example 2 
UIButton *pdfButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[pdfButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("View annual report in PDF", Object.nil)] 

iOS Non-compliant example 
• Launch the app with a warning 
• No indication that a button opens a document in a different format 

Android Recommendation 
Display a message box informing the user of the application switch or include this 
information in the control contentDescription. 

Android example(s)  
DialogInterface.OnClickListener dialogClickListener = new 
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() { 
    @Override 
    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int which) { 
        switch (which){ 
        case DialogInterface.BUTTON_POSITIVE: 
            //Yes button clicked 
            break; 
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        case DialogInterface.BUTTON_NEGATIVE: 
            //No button clicked 
            break; 
        } 
    } 
}; 
 
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new AlertDialog.Builder(this); 
builder.setMessage("Are you sure?").setPositiveButton("Yes", dialogClickListener) 
    .setNegativeButton("No", dialogClickListener).show(); 

Android Non-compliant example 
Failure to launch a message box or failure to place information about the alternative in 
the contentDescription attribute. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Verify that a single interface is 
provided to allow access by all 
individuals 

3. If an alternative format is provide, 
Verify that a warning and link is 
provided to the alternative 

Either of the following checks must be 
true: 

• The app provides a single interface to 
be accessed by all users 

• A warning and link is provided to an 
alternative 

Back to Summary 
 

33.  Repeated links (images, text etc.) MUST be contained within the 
same link (Design & Development) 

To help all users, especially those with dexterity problems or using speech output, 
ensure links to a single page or resource are not repeated and are instead grouped 
together. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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Place images requiring alt text but with a redundant associated text link into one anchor 
element and set the alt attribute of the image to null. See WCAG 2.0 techniques for 
more information.  

HTML example  
<a href="..."><img src="search.jpg" alt=""/>Search</a> 

HTML common failure  
<img src="search.jpg" alt="Search"/><a href="...">Search</a> 

iOS Recommendation 
When an image and text appear adjacent and have the same target - the link and text 
should be combined into the same actionable element.  The accessibility properties 
must be on the grouped element and not on the individual image and text object.   

iOS example 
// Example 1 - Subclass UIButton and place a UIImageView and UILabel in the subviews. 
myImageButton.imageView.image = [UIImage imageNamed:@"addBookmark"]; 
myImageButton.textLabel.text = @"Add"; 
myImageButton.accessibilityLabel = @"Add"; 
myImageButton.accessibilityHint = @"Adds bookmark"; 
 
// example 2 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; // We hide the label element since it is 
announced as part of the field 
[FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Required", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@ %@", 
FNLabel.accessibilityLabel, FNField.placeholder]]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Example 1 - an UIImageView and UILabel 
imageView.image = [UIImage imageNamed:@"addBookmark"]; 
ImageView.accessibilityLabel = @"Add"; 
textLabel.text = @"Add"; 
textLabel.accessibilityLabel = @"Add"; 
 
// Example 2 -  
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Required", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@ %@", 
FNLabel.accessibilityLabel, FNField.placeholder]]; 
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Android Recommendation 
Set redundant elements to non-focusable and ensure contentDescription 
includes all required information in the remaining focusable element. 

Android example(s)  
//On-screen text followed by button, the contentDescription for the button component 
is a repetition of the on-screen text. The on-screen text is not focusable. 
 
<TextView android:id="@+id/add_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:text="Add"></TextView> 
 
<Button android:id="@+id/add" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:contentDescription="Add"></Button> 

Android common failures 
//On-screen text followed by button, the contentDescription for the button component 
is a repetition of the on-screen text. The on-screen text is focusable. 
 
<TextView android:id="@+id/add_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:text="Add" 
android:focusable="true"></TextView> 
 
<Button android:id="@+id/add" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:contentDescription="Add"></Button> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Identify the active screen objects, 
elements, and controls that have textual 
and image components 

3. Navigate to the items 

4. Verify that the text is not announced 
twice 

5. Verify that there are not two equivalent 
actionable items announced for each item 

The following checks are all true: 

● Objects, elements, and controls 
with image and text labels are only 
announced once 

● Objects, elements, and controls 
that with image and text labels are 
grouped in such a way that they 
only announced as one component 

Back to Summary 
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Forms  
34.  All form controls MUST have explicit labels (Design & 

Development) 
Form labels are important for all users in order to understand what the form field is 
however they are essential for speech output users who cannot easily infer what the 
form element is by looking at the surrounding content. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Use explicitly associated labels 
• Use title attributes when visual labels are not possible 
• Do not solely rely on ARIA labels 
• Do not solely rely on HTML 5 attributes like placeholder 

HTML example  
<label for="uname">Username:</label> 
<input type="text id="uname" /> 

HTML common failure  
<div>Username:  
<input type="text id="uname" /></div> 

iOS Recommendation 
• Provide visual labels 
• Use the accessibilityLabel property to name the form control  
• Use the appropriate accessibilityTraits property to describe the type  
• Use the accessibilityHint property when the form control needs instructions 

or explanation for users of speech output software 

iOS example 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:FNLabel.accessibilityLabel]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use contentDescription to provide explicit labels for fields. 

Android example(s)  
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//On-screen text followed by a text input, the text input has an accessible label 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" 
android:text="Password"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:contentDescription="Password" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//On-screen text followed by a text input, the text input does not have an accessible 
label 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" 
android:text="Password"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content"></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output
running

2. Locate form fields

3. Verify that all form fields have a visual
label

4. Verify that all form field labels are
announced by speech output software

Both check are true: 

• Visual labels are present for all form
fields

• Speech output software announces all
form field labels

Back to Summary 

35. Labels MUST be placed close to their controls, and be laid out
appropriately (Design & Development) 

Labels are required to assist users understand what input is required and need to be 
both visible and audible. Empty spaces between labels and controls can leave users 
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disorientated within pages. This has a larger impact on users with low vision who scale 
pages up or use screen magnification on mobile devices.  

In portrait mode labels works best above the field. However, labels for radio buttons 
and checkboxes work better to the right of the control.  In landscape mode labels for 
form fields work best to the left of the form field. 

Labels can also be placed within the text field or drop down menu itself. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use CSS media queries to remove empty space and position content into mobile friendly 
layouts. Do not rely on this alone as not all mobile browsers support media queries. Also 
ensure that buttons in forms are not distanced from form elements.  

HTML example  
<label for="n1">Username:</label><input type="text" id="n1" /> 

HTML common failure  
<div><label style="float:left;"  for="n1">Username:</label><input style="float:right;" 
type="text" id="n1" /></div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide visual labels.  Use the frame location and the textAlignment property to 
ensure visual labels are close to form fields.  Ensure there is limited white space 
between labels and fields.  For portrait layouts ensure the label is above a field and for 
landscape ensure it is to the left of fields except for checkboxes and radio buttons 
where the label should be to the right. 

iOS example 
// align a label to the right proceeding a form field  
[label setTextAlignment:UITextAlignmentRight]; 

iOS Non-compliant example 
Example 1 - UITextField that has label on the right hand side 

Example 2 - UITextField that has label above the field when in landscape mode 

Android Recommendation 
Provide visual labels.  Use the andoird:gravity attribute to ensure visual labels are 
close to form fields.  Ensure there is limited white space between labels and fields.  For 
portrait layouts ensure the label is above a field and for landscape ensure it is to the left 
of fields except for checkboxes and radio buttons where the label should be to the right. 
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Android example(s)  
//On-screen text followed by text input, the accessible label for the text input 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:gravity="right" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with zoom enabled 
to two times magnification 

2. Gain focus on each individual form 
field  

3. Verify that the control is visually 
labelled 

4. Verify the label is in close proximity 
to the control 

5. Verify that the label placement is 
most effective for the layout (portrait 
or landscape) 

6. Verify that the label of the field is 
announced properly by speech 
output and matches the label’s on-
screen text 

7. Verify that the label when taken out 
of context clearly and uniquely 
describes the purpose of the control 
and the action the user must take 

8. Verify that any field constraints of the 
field are indicated in the accessible 
name announced by the speech 
output software 

The following checks are all true: 

● On-screen controls are visually labelled 
with meaningful names which when 
taken out of context describe the 
control’s purpose 

● The label must be in close proximity to 
the field 

● The label must be placed in an effective 
location for the layout of the screen. 

○ Above the field for portrait 

○ To the left of the field of 
landscape 

● The label of the field is rendered 
properly via speech output and 
matches the label’s on-screen text 

● Field constraints of the field are 
announced properly via speech output 

Back to Summary 
 

36.  A default input mode MUST be indicated (Design & Development) 
Indicating a default input mode helps prevent errors when inputting content and 
ensures formats are correct. Specify text, numbers, language and/or input format if the 
device is known to support it.  

This should also cover gesture based input. Any required gestures must be implemented 
to support accessible alternatives 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
In HTML 5 the type of input can be indicated by the type attribute.  Examples include: 

• Date 
• Month 
• Number 
• Range 
• Tel 
• Text 
• Time 
• url 
• week 

Without HTML 5 the input method can be indicated textually as part of the explicit label 
or through off-screen text for users of speech output software. 

HTML example  
<label for="age">Age: </label> 
<input type="number" id="age" /> 

HTML common failure  
<label for="age">Age: </label> 
<input type="text" id="age" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
UITextField elements use the UITextInputTraits protocol to control what type of 
keyboard will be shown to the user (numeric, text, etc.).  Thus, the default type of 
keyboard can be set using the keyboardType property. 

Accessibility traits can be used to provide special accessibility gestures such as flicking 
up and down to increase or decrease a value or using 
UIAccessibilityTraitAllowsDirectInteraction to allow users to use the 
control directly once it is focused. Accessibility Hints should be used to indicate special 
gestures. 

iOS example 
// Example 1 - set the default input type for a text field 
textField.keyboardType = UIKeyboardTypeNumbersAndPunctuation; 
 
// Example 2 - allow direct interaction for gestures 
[AButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"Draw a smile on this button!", nil)]; 
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[AButton setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitSelected | UIAccessibilityTraitImage | 
UIAccessibilityTraitAllowsDirectInteraction]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[AButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Smile", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitSelected | UIAccessibilityTraitImage]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use contentDescription to provide information on special gestures.  The default
keyboard can also be set using the android:inputType attribute of the EditText
element. 

Android example(s) 
<!-- example 1 setting the default keyboard type --> 
<EditText android:inputType="number" ... /> 

// Example 2 - using contentDescription to indicate gestures that can be used 
contentDescription=”Mood – Draw a smile or a frown” 

Android common failures 
<!-- example 1 not setting the default keyboard type to number for a number field --> 
<EditText ... /> 

<!-- not setting the contentDescription property with instructions for gesture use --> 
contentDescription=”Mood” 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output

2. Locate form fields

3. Verify that form fields announce an 
input type or restrict the keyboard to 
certain input

The following checks are all true: 

● The input type is announced by speech  
output software

● The input type is restricted via the  
keyboard

Back to Summary 
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37.  Focus or context MUST not automatically change when a field is 
focused (Development) 

 
When a field receives focus it should not initiate a focus/context change.  When this 
occurs it may prevent users of the keyboard and assistive technology from accessing the 
control. 

Focus and context may only be shifted based on the request of the user.  For example, it 
is acceptable for focus or context to change when the user presses tab, presses enter or 
space on a link or button, or clicks on a field, link or button. 

Recommendations 
Do not move focus when a field receives focus.  Instead direct focus appropriately when 
the user leaves another field if business logic requires a deviation in focus traversal. 

One example of this is when a field is focused that is already complete and the system 
validates it and focus the next field that is not complete.  This behaviour prevents users 
of the speech output from checking their field contents as focus is forcibly shifted away. 

Drop down menus in forms should always be provided with a Submit or Go button. 

HTML Recommendation 
Use the onBlur attribute rather onFocus attribute to move to a different field based on 
the user selection. 

HTML example  
<label for="s1"> Choose path</label> 
<select onBlur="redirectFocus();" id="s1"> 
<option>Path A</option>  
<option>Path B</option>  
</select> 

HTML common failure  
<button onFocus="redirectFocus()>Submit</button> 

iOS Recommendation 
Do not move focus between fields automatically. Require the user to select a new field 
manually to move focus. 

iOS example 
- (IBAction)returnKey:(id)sender { 
    // Do nothing except dismiss the keyboard 
    [sender resignFirstResponder]; 
} 
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iOS common failure(s) 
// Code checks the contents of the field on focus and sends [sender 
resignFirstResponder]; or assigns the FirstResponder if the field is already complete. 

Android Recommendation 
Remove focus shifts that the user does not control.  For example, when a user selects a 
certain radio button via the keyboard, focus shall not move off of the radio button and 
onto another component. 

Android example(s)  
//A toggle button and progress bar appear on the screen, focus does not switch 
automatically 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 
<ProgressBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" style="?android:attr/progressBarStyleLarge" 
android:id="@+id/progressBar_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/progressBar_1_desc"></ProgressBar> 
 
final ToggleButton togglebutton = (ToggleButton) 
findViewById(R.id.bars_toggleButton_1); 
final ProgressBar progressbar = (ProgressBar) findViewById(R.id.bars_progressBar_1); 
... 

Android common failures 
//A toggle button and progress bar appear on the screen and focus switches to the 
progress bar automatically 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 
<ProgressBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" style="?android:attr/progressBarStyleLarge" 
android:id="@+id/progressBar_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/progressBar_1_desc"></ProgressBar> 
 
final ToggleButton togglebutton = (ToggleButton) 
findViewById(R.id.bars_toggleButton_1); 
final ProgressBar progressbar = (ProgressBar) findViewById(R.id.bars_progressBar_1); 
 
progressbar.requestFocus(); 
... 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Navigate through the active objects, 
element, or controls 

 

The following check is true: 

● Focus does not shift to other objects, 
elements, or controls while navigating 
through the page 

Back to Summary 
 

38. Focus or context  MUST not automatically change on user input 
(Development) 

 
When focus shifts based on user input such as entering the maximum numbers allowed 
in a phone number field the focus should not shift out of the field to the next field.  
When this occurs it will likely prevent users of the keyboard or assistive technology from 
verifying information or correcting mistakes. 

Focus and context may only be shifted based on the request of the user.  For example, it 
is acceptable for focus or context to change when the user presses tab, presses enter or 
space on a link or button, or clicks on a field, link or button. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Use the onBlur method rather than onChange method.  
• Do not move focus on input validation - for example, once a certain number of 

characters have been entered. 

HTML example  
<!-- move focus once the correct number of digits have been entered --> 
<fieldset><legend>Phone number</legend> 
<label for="p1"> Country code </label> 
<input type="text" id="p1" /> 
<label for="p2"> Area code </label> 
<input type="text" id="p2" /> 
<label for="p2"> Number </label> 
<input type="text" id="p3" /> 
</fieldset> 
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HTML common failure  
<!-- move focus once the correct number of digits have been entered --> 
<fieldset><legend>Phone number</legend> 
<label for="p1"> Country code </label> 
<input onChange="validateAndMove();" type="text" id="p1" /> 
<label for="p2"> Area code </label> 
<input onChange="validateAndMove();" type="text" id="p2" /> 
<label for="p2"> Number </label> 
<input onChange="validateAndMove();" type="text" id="p3" /> 
</fieldset> 

iOS Recommendation 
Do not move focus between fields automatically. Require the user to select a new field 
manually to move focus. 

iOS example 
- (IBAction)dataValidation:(id)sender { 
    // Do not change focus 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Code checks the contents of the field during edit and sends [sender 
resignFirstResponder]; or assigns the FirstResponder to the next control when entry is 
complete. 

Android Recommendation 
Remove focus shifts that the user does not control.  For example, when a user selects a 
certain radio button via the keyboard, focus shall not move off of the radio button and 
onto another component. 

Android example(s)  
//A toggle button and progress bar appear on the screen, focus does not switch 
automatically 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 
<ProgressBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" style="?android:attr/progressBarStyleLarge" 
android:id="@+id/progressBar_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/progressBar_1_desc"></ProgressBar> 
 
final ToggleButton togglebutton = (ToggleButton) 
findViewById(R.id.bars_toggleButton_1); 
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final ProgressBar progressbar = (ProgressBar) findViewById(R.id.bars_progressBar_1); 
... 

Android common failures 
//A toggle button and progress bar appear on the screen and focus switches to the 
progress bar automatically 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 
<ProgressBar android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" style="?android:attr/progressBarStyleLarge" 
android:id="@+id/progressBar_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/progressBar_1_desc"></ProgressBar> 
 
final ToggleButton togglebutton = (ToggleButton) 
findViewById(R.id.bars_toggleButton_1); 
final ProgressBar progressbar = (ProgressBar) findViewById(R.id.bars_progressBar_1); 
 
progressbar.requestFocus(); 
... 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Fill in form fields according to their 
constraints and verify that focus is 
not forcibly shifted when entering 
text, traversing a list or selecting an 
item 

The following check is true: 

● Focus does not shift to other objects, 
elements, or controls while navigating 
lists, entering data into form fields or 
selecting an item within an object, 
element, or control 

○ Focus movement to a sub-
item of the object, control, 
element that is expected 
such as movement to the 
next list item on down arrow 
is desired and thus meets 
this check 

Back to Summary 
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39.  Instructions for forms items must be correctly associated 
(Development) 

 
When field constraint information such as required field notation is not part of the text 
label or associated with a field through an documented method supported by assistive 
technology users such as those who use speech output software may not have access to 
this required information. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use field notation inside the explicit label for a form field.  Additional, aria-required by 
can be used for the require notation. 

HTML example  
<p>Asterisk indicates required notation</p> 
<label for="email">*Email</label> 
<input type="text" id="email" aria-required="true"/> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- asterisk is outside of the label element --> 
*<label for="email">Email</label> 
<input type="text" id="email"/> 

iOS Recommendation 
Place the field label text and constraint text into the accessibilityLabel. 

iOS example 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; // We hide the label element since it is 
announced as part of the field 
[FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Required", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"%@ %@", 
FNLabel.accessibilityLabel, FNField.placeholder]]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[FNLabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"First Name", nil)]; 
[FNLabel setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; // We hide the label element since it is 
announced as part of the field 
[FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Required", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityLabel:FNLabel.accessibilityLabel]; 

Android Recommendation 
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Ensure that all input fields that require specific formatting or constraints include the 
formatting or constraint information as part of the contentDescription attribute of the 
element. 

Android example(s) 
//On-screen text followed by text input, the accessible label for the text input indicates 
that it is required (the on-screen text does too) 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password (required)"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//On-screen text followed by text input, the accessible label for the text input does not 
indicate that it is required (while the on-screen text does) 
<TextView android:id="@+id/password_label" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" android:text="Password 
(required)"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/password" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:contentDescription="Password"></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output

2. For each form field on the screen that has
constraints ensure that

a. field constraints

b. required field notation

c. field size,

d. field format

are indicated visually and announced via 
speech output 

The following checks are all true: 

● On-screen fields labels visually
indicate any constraints that
apply to the control

● The constraints are contained as
part of the label’s accessible name
and announced via speech output

Back to Summary 
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40. Controls, elements, and objects MUST be properly grouped (Design
& Development) 

Controls, elements, and objects must be properly grouped for users of assistive 
technology such as speech output to understand the relationship among controls.  
Additionally, controls must be grouped properly for standard behaviours such as 
keyboard interaction to work correctly, e.g. radio buttons selection. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Ensure all radio buttons in a group have the same name attribute.
• Use the legend and fieldset grouping to group form fields.
• Use the ARIA radiogroup role when using non-standard HTML radio button controls.

HTML example 
<fieldset><legend>Would you like to receive email updates</legends> 
<input name="rg1" type="radio" id="r1" value="yes"/> 
<label for="r1">Yes</label> 
<input name="rg1" type="radio" id="r2" value="no"/> 
<label for="r2">No</label> 
</fieldset> 

HTML common failure 
<!-- incorrect use of the name attribute prevents correct keyboard access to radio 
buttons --> 
<input name="r1" type="radio" id="r1" value="yes"/> 
<label for="r1">Yes</label> 
<input name="r2" type="radio" id="r2" value="no"/> 
<label for="r2">No</label> 

iOS Recommendation 
iOS does not provide a mechanism for grouping controls. Controls that are related can 
be noted using the accessibilityLabel property to indicate the group that an object relates 
to, for example, to differentiate between a shipping and billing address field that would 
normally be labelled "Address:". 

iOS example 
[shipAddy setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Shipping Address:"]]; 
[billAddy setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Billing Address:"]]; 
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iOS common failure(s) 
[shipAddy setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Address"]]; 
[billAddy setAccessibilityLabel:[NSString stringWithFormat:@"Address"]]; 

Android Recommendation 
Android does not provide any general method of grouping form controls apart from the 
RadioGroup structure. 

Radio buttons are normally used together in a RadioGroup. When several radio buttons 
live inside a radio group, checking one radio button unchecks all the others. 

Android example(s)  
//Radio button components grouped together via a RadioGroup 
<RadioGroup android:layout_width="match_parent" android:id="@+id/radioGroup_1" 
android:orientation="horizontal"> 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_0" 
android:checked="true" android:text="Option A" android:contentDescription="Choose 
Option - Option A"></RadioButton> 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_1" 
android:text="Option B" android:contentDescription="Choose Option - Option 
B"></RadioButton> 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_2" 
android:text="Option C" android:contentDescription="Choose Option - Option 
C"></RadioButton> 
</RadioGroup> 

Android common failures 
//Individual radio buttons that are not grouped together, yet are supposed to be 
exclusive 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_0" 
android:checked="true" android:text="Option A" android:contentDescription="Option 
A"></RadioButton> 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_1" 
android:text="Option B" android:contentDescription="Option B"></RadioButton> 
<RadioButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/radio_2" 
android:text="Option C" android:contentDescription="Option C"></RadioButton> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Locate any forms within the screen 

3. Determine if one or more logical 
groupings exist within the form 

4. For each grouping, navigate to each 
field in the group and verify that the 
group name is announced prior to the 
field’s label 

5. Verify each group of items, verify that 
the methods of interacting with the 
grouped controls works as expected 
with alternative input methods. 

The following checks are all true: 

● On-screen fields that are part of a 
logical grouping have a group name 
indicated as part of the label for the 
on-screen field 

● For each field that is part of the group, 
the group label is announced prior to 
the field’s label by either using 
platform conventions to associate 
fields with a group, or pre-pending the 
group label to the accessible name of 
each field within the group 

○ Form groupings which use 
programmatic associations 
between the grouping and the 
individual fields must be tested 
using speech output software to 
verify that the label for the 
grouping is announced prior to 
each field 

● For each group of items, navigation 
and interaction among the group 
items must work as expected for 
group items 

○ For example, properly 
grouped HTML radio 
buttons allow navigation 
between them via up and 
down arrows 

Back to Summary 
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Notifications 
41.  Where necessary instructions SHOULD be provided (Design & 

Editorial) 
 
While visually it may be self-evident how to interact with content due to visual clues it 
may not always be clear to speech output users who cannot see the screen. As such 
instructions should be added however only if really necessary as extraneous audio 
output can be very disorienting. 

For users who cannot see then instructions should be placed on-screen either as text, or 
an icon with associated text. 

Recommendations 
Instructions can be: 

• On-screen labels 
• Help in labels for speech output users only 
• Text or audio files/pages  
• Help sections of the page 
• Progressively expanded as needed 
• Error messages 

HTML Recommendation 
Use visible text (labels), alternative text, title attributes for form fields, or off-screen text 
depending on the need. 

HTML example  
<!-- provide a label for instruction for users of speech output --> 
<input title="search" type="text" id="s1" /> 
<button>Go</button> 
 
<!-- Providing instructions at the top of a form --> 
<p>All required fields are indicated with an asterisk (*) </p> 
<label for="email">*Email: </label> 
<input type="text" id="email" aria-required="true" /> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- no instructions for speech output users --> 
<input type="text" id="s1" /> 
<button>Go</button> 
 
<!-- no indication of what an asterisk means --> 
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<label for="email">*Email: </label> 
<input type="text" id="email" aria-required="true" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use on-screen text, icons and/or accessible labels and accessible hints. 

iOS example 
// Example using accessibility hint to provide instructions for speech output users on 
what exactly the add button does 
[aButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"add.jpg"] forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Add", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setAccessibilityHint:NSLocalizedString(@"Adds a show to your queue", nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// does not provide additional instruction indication that the add button add a show to 
your queue 
[aButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"add.jpg"] forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[aButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Add", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 

Android Recommendation 
Provide additional information via on-screen labels, or as off-screen via the 
contentDescription attribute. 

Android example(s)  
<ImageButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/add_btn" 
android:src="@drawable/addBtn" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription="Adds a show to queue"></ImageButton> 

Android common failures 
<ImageButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/add_btn" 
android:src="@drawable/addBtn" android:focusable="true" 
android:contentDescription="Add"></ImageButton> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Locate all forms or actionable items 

3. Verify the page or 
object/element/control contains 
instructions explaining how to 
complete the form or what the 
object/element/controls will do. 

4. Verify that the instructions are 
sufficiently clear to avoid and prevent 
errors. 

The following checks are true: 

• Forms provide instructions 

• Forms provide clear instructions which 
assist users in avoiding and preventing 
errors during form completion. 

• Actionable object/controls/elements 
provide labels or instruction that 
indicate what action will be performed 
when the item is activated 

Back to Summary 
 

42.  Instructions containing sensory characteristics MUST provide an 
additional method to communicate the meaning (Design & 
Development) 

 
When shape, size, colour, location, and other characteristics are used to provide 
instructions for user control or operation of the page additional instructions must be 
provided that do not rely solely on these characteristics.   

Sensory characteristics alone are an issue as some people with disabilities may be 
unable to perceive certain characteristics and thus will not be able locate the referred to 
control. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use instructions that do not include sensory characteristics or provide additional means 
of instruction. 

HTML example  
<div>Select the green "Upload" button to continue</div> 

HTML common failure  
<div>Select the green button to continue</div> 
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iOS Recommendation 
Use instructions that do not include sensory characteristics or provide additional means 
of instruction. 

iOS example 
[ALabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"Tap the update map button to update the map", 
nil)]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[ALabel setText:NSLocalizedString(@"Tap the button below to update the map", nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use instructions that do not include sensory characteristics or provide additional means 
of instruction. 

Android example(s)  
android:contentDescription=”Tap the update map button to update the map” 

Android common failures 
android:contentDescription=”Tap the button below to update the map” 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Navigate using standard commands for next 
and previous 

3. Verify that instructions do not contain 
sensory characteristics 

The following check is true 

• Instructions are announced in such 
way that sensory characteristics are 
not necessary to understand the 
instructions 

Back to Summary 
 

43.  Speech output users MUST be notified if the layout of a screen 
changes (Design & Development) 

 
If the layout of a page changes significantly speech output users must be made aware of 
this either before or after it occurs. 
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Layout changes may include: new panels appearing, a non-editable page becoming 
editable, a grid becoming a list, and others. 

The notification could simply be indicated in the activating control, object, or element 
accessible name property, as on-screen text, or a platform supported notification or 
alert detectable by speech output technology. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• The aria-controls attribute can be used to inform speech output users what content 

is control by what element. 
• The user can be warned by on-screen text, link text, off-screen text that the layout 

of a screen will change. 

HTML example  
<!-- use of aria-controls to indicate control elements and controlled content --> 
<a aria-control="t1" href="..."> Submit travel inquiry </a> 
<div id="t1"><h3>Travel offers</h3></div> 
 
<!-- warning about dialog appearing --> 
<a href="..."> Help using this media player <span class="offscrn"> - Opens a simulated 
dialog</span></a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- activating the button causes the screen to display a table further down in the page -
-> 
<a href="..."> Submit travel inquiry </a> 
<div id="t1"><h3>Travel offers</h3></div> 
 
<!-- opens a dialog--> 
<a href="..."> Help using this media player</a> 

iOS Recommendation 
When add, removing or changing on screen elements notify the user with an 
announcement using UIAccessibilityAnnoucementNotification. Additionally assistive 
technologies need to be informed that screen content has changed. For small changes 
such as adding, removing or changing existing items use 
UIAccessibilityChangedNotification which will update content without changing focus. 
UIAccessibilityScreenChangedNotification will update screen contents and move focus 
to the first element on the screen. 

iOS example 
// Button disappears when pressed 
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- (IBAction)BPressed:(id)sender { 
   UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification, @"I'm going 
away now!"); 
    [sender removeFromSuperview]; 
    UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification, nil); 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Button disappears when pressed 
- (IBAction)BPressed:(id)sender { 
    [sender removeFromSuperview]; 
} 

Android Recommendation 
Ensure controls and UI elements send appropriate accessibility events. See Accessibility 
Event for details.  For example, an event with type  
TYPE_WINDOW_CONTENT_CHANGED can be sent to indicate that content has changed 
in the window. 

Android example(s)  
AccessibilityEvent myEvent = 
AccessibilityEvent.obtain(AccessibilityEvent.TYPE_VIEW_TEXT_CHANGED); 

Android Non-compliant example 
Not sending proper events, alerts, or contentDescription indicating changes in layout. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Navigate through screen 

3. Trigger layout changes 

4. Verify the layout change is announced or 
was previously indicated before the trigger 

The following check is true 

• The layout change was 
announced or the layout change 
indicated prior to the trigger 

Back to Summary 
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44. Feedback MUST be provided for user action (Design & 
Development) 

 
Users may not be aware that an action was successful unless there is some sort of visual 
and programmatically discernible change. For example, when a user activates a “add to 
favourites” button the button changes to “remove from favourites” so the user knows 
that action was performed. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Update the alt text of images and image buttons.  Update the text of controls when an 
action has occurred.  ARIA can also be used but not relied up to provide feedback that 
an action occurred. 

HTML example  
<!-- before --> 
<a href="..."><img src="addbm.jpg" alt="add bookmark" /></a> 
 
<!-- after --> 
<a href="..."><img src="bmadded.jpg" alt=" bookmark added" /></a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- before --> 
<a href="..."><img src="addbm.jpg" alt="add bookmark" /></a> 
 
<!-- after, no change in visual icon or alt text--> 
<a href="..."><img src="addbm.jpg" alt="add bookmark" /></a> 

iOS Recommendation 
UIAccessibilityPostNotification can be used to send text announcements to assistive 
technologies in addition to making changes to the UI. Changes to the UI may also 
require notifications such as IAccessibilityLayoutChangeNotification. 

Visual notification must also be provided. 

iOS example 
- (IBAction)BPressed:(UIButton *)sender { 
    if (sender.currentTitle == @"Remove") { 
        UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification, 
@"Removing bookmark"); 
        [sender setTitle:@"Add" forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
    } else { 
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        UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification, 
@"Adding bookmark"); 
        [sender setTitle:@"Remove" forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
    } 
    UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification, nil); 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
- (IBAction)BPressed:(UIButton *)sender { 
    if (sender.currentTitle == @"Remove") { 
        [sender setTitle:@"Add" forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
    } else { 
        [sender setTitle:@"Remove" forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
    } 
     
} 

Android Recommendation 
Use the setText() method to change button text of buttons.  For image buttons, change 
the image and update the contentDescription property. 

Android example(s)  
<Button android:id="@+id/addButton" 
android:text="@string/buttonAddBM" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" /> 
... 
final Button addButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id. addButton); 
addButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
@Override 
public void onClick(View v) { 
// change icon if there were an icon 
... 
// change text 
addButton.setText("@string/buttonBMAdded"); // book mark added 
} 
} 

Android common failures 
<Button android:id="@+id/addButton" 
android:text="@string/buttonAddBM" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" /> 
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... 
final Button addButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id. addButton); 
addButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
@Override 
public void onClick(View v) { 
... 
// perform action only and do not update the text or any icons 
} 
} 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Locate all items that respond to user 
action 

3. Verify that the result of the user action 
is available visually 

4. Verify that the result of the user action 
is or can be announced by speech 
output software 

The following checks are true: 

• The result of the user action is 
displayed visually 

• The result of the user action is 
announced by speech output software 
either automatically or by navigating 
to the item 

Back to Summary 
 

45.  Standard operating system alerts MUST be used where available 
(Design & Development) 

 
Standard OS alerts and messages can often be more accessible to users of assistive 
technology and generally appear in a consistent location and follow the user defined 
options for font and colour. 

App level and non-action triggered errors and alerts must use operating system 
methods of identification.  However, page level alerts and errors may use system or 
page level indication. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
A JavaScript alert is one option for HTML to meet this standard. 
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HTML example  
<head> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var time ; global to keep track of time 
 
function setTimer() { 
  time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
} 
Function displayAlert() { 
  var c = conform("Do you need more time?"); 
  if (c == true) { 
   time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
  } 
  else { 
    alert("Your session has ended"); 
  } 
} 
</script> 
</head> 
<body onload="setTimer();"> 
... 
</body> 

HTML common failure  
<head> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var time ; global to keep track of time 
 
function setTimer() { 
  time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
} 
Function displayAlert() { 
    var dl = createElement("div"); 
    d1.innerText = "Your session is about to time out"; 
    document.getElementById("body").appendChild(d1); 
</script> 
</head> 
<body onload="setTimer();"> 
... 
</body> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use a UIAlertView to display a message box dialog that contains the error message. 
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iOS example 
UIAlertView *messageBox = [[UIAlertView alloc] initWithTitle:@"Error!" 
message:@"You must enter an email address" delegate:nil cancelButtonTitle:@"OK" 
otherButtonTitles:nil]; 
[messageBox show]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Display an error message in some other way. 
[emailField setAccessibilityLabel:@”ERROR:  Email (required)”]; 

Android Recommendation 
Developers should utilize the AlertDialog to display error messages. As long as this is 
used, error messages and their associated functions will be accessible. 

Android example(s) 
//Use an Android standard alert dialog to display error messages 
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new AlertDialog.Builder(this); 

builder.setMessage(//Error Message String) 
builder.setCancelable(true); 
builder.setPositiveButton("OK", new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() { 

   public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int id) { 
  dialog.cancel(); 

   } 
 }); 

AlertDialog alert = builder.create(); 

Android common failures 
//A error on the screen causes a Toast notification on field validation 
<TextView android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:textAppearance="?android:attr/textAppearanceLarge" 
android:id="@+id/email_label" android:text="Email"></TextView> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/email" android:inputType="text" 
android:contentDescription="@string/email_field" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content"></EditText> 
<Button android:text="Submit" android:id="@+id/submit_form_button" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content"></Button> 

final EditText emailField = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.email); 
final Button button = (Button) findViewById(R.id.submit_form_button); 
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button.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() { 
public void onClick(View v) { 
String email = emailField.getText().toString(); 
if(...) { 
Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Email fields does not match", 
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
} else { 
submitForm(email); 
} 
} 
}); 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output

2. Trigger an alert or error on at the app
level e.g.

a. Time out

b. Update notice

c. Error contacting the server

d. Other app level errors or alerts

3. Verify that the alerts or error
notifications are announced by
assistive technologies.

The following check is true: 

• The app uses operating system
standard methods for providing app
level or non-action triggered alerts
and indicating errors to users which
are announced by assistive
technologies.

Back to Summary 

46. Clear error messages MUST be provided (Design & Development)

When error messages are not clear or do not identify fields in error – users of assistive 
technology may not be aware that an error occurred. Provide informative error 
messages and a means of navigating away from an error message back to useful 
information. This is generally done by providing text at the top of the form and 
describing errors and highlighting where the errors are. 
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• This standard applies when errors can be detected automatically. 
• Colour alone cannot be the only means of communicating error messages. 

Recommendations 
• The term “Clear indication of errors” is generally understood to mean that a list of 

the fields and errors are displayed at the top of the form.  The error should be 
focused on submission or alert should be displayed identifying the fields in error. It is 
helpful but not required to provide a method to jump to the fields in errors using 
links to or symbols. 

• Indicating errors as the user navigates may not be detected by speech output 
software without moving focus. Focus traps should be avoided. 

• Use pop-up alerts when it is not possible to bring attention to an error using speech 
output software 

HTML Recommendation 
Display an error message at the top of the form and indicate the fields in error.  Move 
focus to the error message after page load and indicate the error message as a heading 
with an appropriate level. 

HTML example  
<!-- after submission --> 
<h4><a name="Errors" tabIndex=-1">Errors were found</a></h4> 
<ul> 
<li>Re-type email address field does not match the email address</li> 
<li>The I agree checkbox is not checked</li> 
</ul> 
<form>...</form> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- after submission --> 
Fix the items marked below in red 
<form>...</form> 

iOS Recommendation 
Indicate an error message at the top of a form with indication of fields in error and focus 
the message on form submit or display an alert pop-up.  Make the error label a first 
responder and display the errors below. 

iOS example 
// after form is submitted focus the error label 
[errorLabel setText(@"Errors were found"); 
[errorLabel becomeFirstResponder]; 
[errorLabel1 setText(@"Email address fields do not match"); 
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iOS common failure(s) 
// after form is submitted focus the error label 
[errorLabel setText(@"Check your form again"); 

Android Recommendation 
Indicate an error message at the top of a form with indication of fields in error and focus 
the message on form submit or display an alert pop-up. 

Android example(s)  
// use of setError with contentDescription display errors     
public void btnClick(View v)   
    {   
        if(...)   
        {   
            editText.setError("Email fields do not match");   
    editText.contentDescription("Re-enter the email address: it must match 
the other email address you entered");  
    editText.requestFocus(); 
        }} 

Android common failures 
// use of setError only to display errors     
public void btnClick(View v)   
    {   
        if(...)   
        {   
            editText.setError("Email fields do not match");   
        }   
    } 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Trigger an alert or error on an object, 
element, or control in the app 

3. Verify that an alert or error indicates 
there is an error 

4. Verify that the alert or error 
notification clearly indicates the fields 
needing correction 

The following checks are all true: 

• The presence of an error or alert is 
indicated 

• Alerts and error notifications provide 
sufficient information to allow users to 
identify which form controls contain 
errors 

Back to Summary 
 

47.  Assistance for correcting errors SHOULD be provided (Design & 
Development) 

 
People with cognitive impairments may have difficulty in understanding how to correct 
errors.  Providing assistance such as suggestions will increase the chances that the user 
can complete a form. 

This standard applies when guidance can be given. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Provide suggestions when possible.  For example, if a password does not meet the 
requirements for a secure password the user must be informed of what those 
requirements such as having capital letters, numbers, and symbols. 

HTML example  
<!-- after submission --> 
<h4><a name="Errors" tabIndex=-1">Errors were found</a></h4> 
<ul> 
<li>The password does not the meet the requirements for a secure password.  
Passwords must contain at least one capital letter, one symbol (*,$,#,!), and one 
number.</li> 
<form>...</form> 
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HTML common failure  
<!-- after submission --> 
<div>Errors were found</div> 
<li>Your password does not meet the requirements.<li> 
<form>...</form> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide suggestions when possible.  For example, if a password does not meet the 
requirements for a secure password the user must be informed of what those 
requirements such as having capital letters, numbers, and symbols. 

iOS Compliant example  
When a password field does not meet the requirements, an error message is displayed 
at the top of the form indicating an error in the password field and describes the 
requirements for a secure password. 

iOS Non-compliant example 
When a password field does not meet the requirements, an error message is displayed 
at the top of the form but does not what the user must do to enter a password that 
meets the security requirements. 

Android Recommendation 
Provide suggestions when possible.  For example, if a password does not meet the 
requirements for a secure password the user must be informed of what those 
requirements such as having capital letters, numbers, and symbols. 

Android Compliant example  
When a password field does not meet the requirements, an error message is displayed 
at the top of the form indicating an error in the password field and describes the 
requirements for a secure password. 

Android Non-compliant example 
When a password field does not meet the requirements, an error message is displayed 
at the top of the form but does not what the user must do to enter a password that 
meets the security requirements. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Trigger an error on an object, element, 
or control requiring a value by not 
entering a value or by entering an 
invalid value 

3. Verify that suggestions are given for 
how to enter correct values either 
prior to or after the value is entered. 

The following check is true: 

• Assistance such as format 
requirements or suggestions are given 
for all errors entered before or after 
invalid values are entered 

Back to Summary 
 

Navigation 
48. The visual display SHOULD allow the user to predict where to find 

information and how to use it (Design & Development) 
 
Consistent and logical layouts will help sighted and non-sighted touch screen users 
predict where they should touch in order to perform a task. 

This is related to the consistent layout guidelines under the General section of this 
document. 

Visual indication should be provided indicating how to use controls such as swipe left 
and right. 

To help users orientate themselves within content additional navigational aids should be 
provided such as Back buttons, next and previous buttons. 

Recommendations 
• Actionable element should appear actionable and contain accessibility traits 

indication this status 
• The visual appearance of a control, object, element should cue the user on how to 

interact with it 

HTML Recommendation 
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Use visual styling to indicate that an item is actionable.   Links should appear underlined 
or appear as a button, tab, or other actionable element.  Use of standard anchor 
elements without turning off underlining will automatically provide this for links. 

HTML example  
<a href="..."> Next story</a> 
 
<button>Next story</button> 

HTML common failure  
<div onclick="openStory();"> Next story </div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Ensure accessibilityFrame, traits, and accessibilityLabels correctly indicate the purpose and 
function of the object to users who cannot see. 

Use standard controls to indicate the purpose of objects to users who can see. 

iOS example 
[AButton setImage:[UIImage imageNamed:@"play.jpg"] 
forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Play clip", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 
[AButton setAccessibilityTraits: UIAccessibilityTraitButton]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// an image that doesn't look like a button 
UIImageView* aImage = [[UIImageView alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(100, 100, 
100, 100)]; 
[aImage imageNamed:@"playbtn"]; 
[aImage setTitle:NSLocalizedString(@"Play clip", nil) forState:UIControlStateNormal]; 

Android Recommendation 
Use standard controls to indicate the purpose of objects to users who can and cannot 
see.  There is no ability to change accessibility role or trait information on the Android 
platform. 

Android example(s)  
//A custom element that doesn't look like a button uses the default button theme and 
indicate visual focus 
<CustomButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:background="@drawable/my_button"></CustomButton> 
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<selector xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"> 
    <item android:state_focused="true"     
android:drawable="@android:drawable/btn_default"></item> 
    <item android:drawable="@drawable/btn_default"></item> 
</selector> 

Android common failures 
//A custom button element that is drawn in a non-standard way 
<CustomButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:background="@drawable/my_button"></CustomButton> 
 
<selector xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"> 
    <item android:drawable="@drawable/btn_custom"> 
    </item> 
</selector> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Navigate through actionable items 

3. Verify that the visual appearance of the 
screen and control, elements, and objects 
indicate their purpose and action status 

4. Verify that the purpose of elements, 
objects, and control is announced 

The following checks are true 

• The visual layout and style of 
elements, object, and controls 
indicates their action 

• The actionable status and purpose 
of elements, controls, and objects 
is announced 

Back to Summary 
 

49.  Back buttons MUST correctly move the users back one step 
(Development) 

 
Back buttons should take the user back to the previous step and act like a breadcrumb 
trail. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Create a back button that takes the user to the previous step. 
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HTML example  
<button onclick="priorStep();">Back</button> 

HTML common failure  
<button onclick="homeScreen();">Back</button> 

iOS Recommendation 
The standard UINavigationBar provides a back button that meets this requirement.

iOS example 
RootViewController *myRootViewController = [[RootViewController alloc] init]; 

UINavigationController *myNavigationController = [[UINavigationController alloc] 
initWithRootViewController:myRootViewController]; 

self.navigationController = myNavigationController; 
[myNavigationController release]; 
[myRootViewController release]; 

iOS Non-compliant example 
Not using a standard UINavigationBar with a controller or delegate that moves the user to 
prior step or page when the back button is pressed. 

Android Recommendation 
See Android back and up for details on the correct implementation of the back button.  
Android 2.3 and earlier used the system Back button for supporting navigation within an 
app. With the introduction of action bars in Android 3.0, a second navigation 
mechanism is now available.  The Up button is provided and  allows an app icon and a 
left-point caret to move to the prior screen or step in an app. 

Android example(s) 
ActionBar actionBar = (ActionBar) findViewById(R.id.actionbar); 

actionBar.setTitle(R.string.myAppTitle); 
// Setting this option will implicitly enable interaction with the home/up button. 
actionBar.setHomeButtonEnabled(true); 

Android common failures 
Not using an ActionBar element with Android 3.0 or using the hardware back button 
under Android 2.3 to move somewhere other than the prior page/screen. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Navigate to screen 

3. Verify if there is a back button 

4. Navigate the back button 

5. Verify you are returned to the prior screen 

The following check is true 

• Activating the back button return 
you to the prior screen 

Back to Summary 
 

50. Recognisable navigation SHOULD be used across related pages 
within and between desktop, web and mobile (Design & 
Development) 

 
Recognisable navigation across different versions of a website help users orientate 
themselves within a website and avoid having to relearn new navigation systems. As far 
as possible the same wording and order should be used.  

Apps are a different type of experience altogether and while similar wording should be 
used consistent navigation may not be possible or desirable.  

Recommendations 
Main navigation systems may have items removed or collapse into a drop down when 
presented on tablets or mobile devices. Names should be as consistent as possible and 
found in the same place within the overall structure of the page. 

HTML Recommendation 
Responsive designs will ensure a degree of consistency seeing navigation systems 
reduced or collapsed into drop down menus. Separate versions should also use this 
approach.  

Below are screen shots of BBC main navigation for desktop, tablet and mobile. 

1. Desktop: shows the full set of navigation with 8 links: 

 

2. Tablet shows 4 main navigation links with links packed into the ‘More’ menu: 
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3. Mobile shows all links packed into a ‘More’ link

HTML example 
n/a 

HTML common failure 
n/a 

iOS Recommendation 
The names and locations of navigational elements and the methods used to navigate 
should be consistent throughout the application. A single mode of navigation such as a 
tab bar or navigation bar should be selected. Navigational controls such as back buttons 
should be located consistently throughout the application and not moved to new 
locations or replaced by unrelated controls. 

Where possible standard iOS navigation patterns should be followed. 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
The application should implement a consistent navigation model throughout and ensure 
that the back button follows a consistent reverse navigation path. The names and 
locations of navigational elements and the methods used to navigate should be 
consistent throughout the application. A single mode of navigation should be used. 

Where possible standard Android navigation patterns should be used. 

Android Compliant code example 
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Identify navigation structures within 
the app 

2. Verify that the navigation structures 
used on different pages are consistent 
across the app 

3. Verify the navigation structures used 
are consistent with the related 
app/site on the desktop 

The following check true: 

• The navigation structures are 
consistent throughout the app 

• The navigation structures are 
consistent with the desktop 
version of the site/app 

Back to Summary 
 

51. Swipe areas MUST be clearly indicated (Design & Development) 
 
Content is often misunderstood or not discovered as users don’t realise they can swipe 
to reveal content.  Adding in visual clues such as an arrow and alternative text can help 
this as well as audible clues when content is loaded. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
For carousel content indicate that it can be changed via swiping by adding arrows on the 
left and right edge.  Also add alternative text to these arrow images instructing users 
that the content can be changed by activating the arrow image button elements. 

HTML example  
<div> 
<div style="float:left;"><a href="..."><img src="left.jpg" alt="Scroll to prior 
venues"/></a></div> 
<div onkeypress="slide();">Carousel content of different venues</div> 
<div style="float:right;"><a href="..."><img src="right.jpg" alt="Scroll to the next 
venue"/></a></div> 
</div> 

HTML common failure  
<div> 
<div onkeypress="slide();">Carousel content of different venues</div> 
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</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide indication of swipe gesture in accessibilityHint. 

iOS example 
// view is a custom view for changing the temperature 
UISwipeGestureRecognizer *swipeGestureRecognizer = [[UISwipeGestureRecognizer 
alloc] initWithTarget:self action:@selector(didSwipe:)]; 
[view addGestureRecognizer:swipeGestureRecognizer]; 
[view setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitAdjustable]; 
[view setAccessibilityLabel:@"Temperature" + tempString]; 
[view setAccessibilityHint:@"Swipe up or down to change the temperature"]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
// view is a custom view for changing the temperature 
UISwipeGestureRecognizer *swipeGestureRecognizer = [[UISwipeGestureRecognizer 
alloc] initWithTarget:self action:@selector(didSwipe:)]; 
[view addGestureRecognizer:swipeGestureRecognizer]; 
[view [view setAccessibilityLabel:@"Temperature" + tempString]; 

Android Recommendation 
Provide indication of swipe gesture in contentDescription. 

Android Compliant example  
An image view that takes gestures to scroll through images 

The contentDescription property is set to properly instruct the user how to flip through 
images. 

Android Non-compliant example 
A image view that takes gestures to scroll though images. The contentDescription 
property is set to indicate the name of the current image only.  The speech output user 
is not aware that he/she can swipe to change images. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Location areas that allow swipe 
gestures 

3. Verify that there is an indication that 
the swipe is possible 

The following checks are all true: 

● All swipe areas announce the presence 
of a swipe area. 

Back to Summary 
 

Focus 
52. All active elements MUST be focusable and inactive elements must 

not be focusable (Development) 
 
Functionality must be operable from the keyboard or alternative input device.  Users 
with disabilities may not be able to use a touch screen or pointing device and may rely 
on a keyboard or alternative input device for navigation and input. 

Focused is defined differently depending on the platform being used.   For example, iOS 
does have a concept of focus but it is limited to elements that support keyboard input 
however VoiceOver focus is important and is provided to objects that have accessibility 
enabled and have proper frames defined. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use standard HTML elements that provided keyboard access automatically.  For 
simulated element ensure keyboard focus is set using tabIndex. 

For inactive elements, ensure focus is disabled for controls that supported the disabled 
attribute. 

HTML example  
<!-- Simply use the anchor element --> 
<a href="..."><img src="back.jpg" alt="back" /></a> 
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HTML common failure  
<!-- clickable image that is not keyboard accessible --> 
<img src="back.jpg" alt="back" onclick="myClickEvent();" /> 
 

iOS Recommendation 
Assistive technologies provide focus to all objects that have accessibility enabled.  It is 
not be possible however to verify that external keyboard access can be supported 
without VoiceOver running.  This standard is aimed at support input methods based on 
the platform level assistive technologies that come with iOS such as Assistive Touch and 
VoiceOver. 

iOS example 
[something setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[something setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; 

Android Recommendation 
Ensure all active elements can receive focus from assistive technology and accessible 
input methods by setting the focusable attribute for the field to ‘true’. 

Android example(s)  
//A text input that can be accessed directly by touch and is focusable using the keyboard 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="true"></EditText> 

Android common failures 
//A text input that cannot be focused using the keyboard 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="false"></EditText> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

iOS 

1. Activate the application with speech 
output software 

2. Verify that each actionable object can 
be accessed directly (by touch) and 
appears in the focus order of the view 

3. Verify that each actionable object can 
be focused with speech output by 
navigation (swipe gestures) 

 
Android 

1. Activate the application with speech 
output software 

2. Verify that each actionable element 
can be navigated to directly (by touch 
Android 4)  

3. Verify that each actionable element 
can be navigated to using the 
keyboard or d-pad 

iOS 

The following checks are true: 

● Each actionable object can be accessed 
directly (by touch) and appears in the 
focus order of the view 

● Each actionable object can be focused 
with speech output via swipe gestures 

 

 
Android 

The following check is true: 

● Each actionable element can be 
focused directly (by touch)  

● Each actionable element can 
focused/navigated to using the 
keyboard or d-pad 

Note: Android OS’s below 4 do not trap 
touch events so users of some assistive 
technologies such as Talkback cannot 
directly touch the screen without 
activating elements.  The d-pad, trackball 
or keyboard will need to be used to test 
the sequence order for all Android OS’s. 

Back to Summary 

53. There MUST be no keyboard trap (Development) 
 
If using a keypad or directional controller the focus must not become trapped anywhere 
within the screen. All focusable elements must be accessible. 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not trap focus via JavaScript, onBlur, onChange, onFocus, or other custom focus code, 
or using embedded elements that may trap focus. 

HTML example  
<!-- JavaScript update field label to indicate an error but does not trap focus--> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
function check() { 
  if (isValid()) { 
    // update field label to explain that field is in error but do not trap focus 
   var s = createElement("span"); 
   s.innerText = "(Invalid name)"; 
   document.getElementById("l1").appendChild(s); 
  } 
} 
</script> 
<label id="l1" for="name1"> First name</label> 
<input onBlur="check();" type="text" id="name1"> 
... 

HTML common failure  
<!-- JavaScript keep focus stuck in a field until the user enter the data correctly --> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
function check() { 
  if (isValid()) { 
    document.getElementById("name1").focus(); 
  } 
} 
</script> 
<label for="name1"> First name</label> 
<input onBlur="check();" type="text" id="name1"> 
... 

iOS Recommendation 
Controls should freely receive focus and allow the user to move to another control. The 
user must be able to move focus into and away from the control as much as needed 
while the user is reviewing the screen contents.  

On-screen keyboards or other pop-up components that appear when a control gains 
focus should be dismissible to ensure the user can navigate to other controls that may 
have been covered by the objects. 
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iOS example 
// Dismiss the keyboard on return 
- (IBAction)returnKey:(id)sender { 
    [sender resignFirstResponder]; 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
// not dismissing the keyboard thus blocking other components 
  (IBAction)returnKey:(id)sender{ 
    // Validate the field 
    if (someValidCondition) { 
       [sender resignFirstResponder]; // Dismiss the keyboard 
       // Do something with the field contents 
    } else { 
      return; 
      // the keyboard doesn't close 
    } 
} 

Android Recommendation 
Controls should freely receive focus and allow the user to move to another control. The 
user must be able to move focus into and away from the control as much as needed 
while the user is reviewing the screen contents. On-screen keyboards or other on-screen 
components that appear when a control gains focus should be dismissible to ensure the 
user can navigate to other controls that may have been blocked by on-screen elements. 

Android example(s)  
//A text input component that does not modify the focus order. 
<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/bars_toggleButton_1_desc"></EditText> 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/bars_toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/bars_toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 

Android common failures 
//A text input component that changes the focus order in all directions so that focus is 
trapped to it.   
<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit" 
android:contentDescription="@string/bars_toggleButton_1_desc"  
android:nextFocusDown="@+id/edit" 
android:nextFocusUp="@+id/edit" 
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android:nextFocusLeft="@+id/edit"  
android:nextFocusRight="@+id/edit" 
></EditText> 
<ToggleButton android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/bars_toggleButton_1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/bars_toggleButton_1_desc"></ToggleButton> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software 

2. Navigate to an actionable object, 
element, or control  

3. Attempt to navigate away from the 
item via an navigation method when 
focus is on the item  

4. Ensure that the focus moves out of the 
item 

5. If focus does not move out of the item 
with the standard gesture or method, 
ensure that a method for moving the 
focus away from the item is described 
visually and speech output software 

Either of the following checks are true: 

● Object, elements, or controls can be 
navigated away from, through or over 
with a standard navigation method  

● A method to navigate away from the 
item is described in a visible fashion 
and through speech output software 
and can the method works to move 
focus past or over the keyboard trap 

Back to Summary 
 

54. Content order must be logical (Design and Development) 
 
The code order of content must be logical so users of assistive technology such as 
speech output software can follow the natural flow of the page. Voiceover users on iOS 
may swipe up and down to jump between headings then left and right to move forward 
and backwards through content immediately following or preceding the heading. Users 
with directional controllers have a similar experience as they have to navigate in a linear 
fashion. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
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Speech output software renders content in the order in which it appears in the 
document object model (DOM).  Place content in the DOM in the correct order either 
through source code or inserting nodes in the DOM.  If content must be presented 
different visually from the logical reading order then use CSS to change the position of 
the content.  

HTML example  
<div>Banner </div> 
<div> 
 <div style="float:left;"> 
  <div><h1>Main story</h1></div> 
  <div>Story content</div> 
 </div> 
 <div style="float:right;">Supplementary info</div> 
</div> 

HTML common failure  
<div>Banner</div> 
<div> 
<div><h1>Main story</h1></div> 
<div style="position:relative; left:50%;top:-50%;">Supplementary info</div> 
<div>Story content</div> 
</div> 

 
iOS Recommendation 
iOS sets reading order internally based upon screen layout. Developers must override 
accessibilityElementAtIndex, accessibilityElementCount and indexOfAccessibilityElement to 
change the order. 

iOS example 
// where accessibleElements is implemented as a NSArray 
 
/* UIAccessibilityContainer protocol methods  */ 
- (NSInteger)accessibilityElementCount 
{ 
   return [[self accessibleElements] count]; 
} 
  
- (id)accessibilityElementAtIndex:(NSInteger)index 
{ 
   return [[self accessibleElements] objectAtIndex:index]; 
} 
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- (NSInteger)indexOfAccessibilityElement:(id)element 
{ 
   return [[self accessibleElements] indexOfObject:element]; 
} 
@end 

iOS common failure(s) 
A custom view that lacks the implementation of accessibilityElementAtIndex, 
accessibilityElementCount and indexOfAccessibilityElement. 

Android Recommendation 
The ordering of the focus movement is based on an algorithm which finds the nearest 
neighbour in a given direction. If the default algorithm does not match the intended 
behaviour explicit overrides can be by provided using XML attributes in the layout file: 

• nextFocusDown 
• nextFocusLeft 
• nextFocusRight 
• nextFocusUp 
 
or use setNextFocusDownId() and setNextFocusRightId(), etc. 

Android example(s)  
<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit2" 
android:contentDescription="@string/text_2_desc"  
android:nextFocusDown="@+id/edit3" 
android:nextFocusUp="@+id/edit1" 
android:nextFocusLeft="@+id/edit1"  
android:nextFocusRight="@+id/edit3" 
></EditText> 

Android common failures 
<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit2" 
android:contentDescription="@string/text_2_desc"  
></EditText> 
<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit1" 
android:contentDescription="@string/text_1_desc"  
></EditText> 
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<EditText android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:layout_width="wrap_content" android:id="@+id/edit3" 
android:contentDescription="@string/text_3_desc"  
></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Navigate using standard commands for next 
and previous 

3. Verify that the content is announced in a 
meaningful sequence 

The following check is true 

• The content is announced in a 
meaningful sequence 

Back to Summary 
 

55. A logical tab/focus order MUST be provided (Design and 
Development) 

 
Actionable content must be navigable in a meaningful sequence that keeps the meaning 
and operation intact when using a keyboard or like input alternative. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Code according to tab order  
• tabIndex (positive, '0' and negative) may not be supported in mobile browsers 
• Tables should not be used for layout purposes 

HTML example  
<div><h3>Shipping Address</h3> 
<label for="n1">Name</label><input type="text"> 
<label for="a1">Address</label><input type="text"> 
... 
</div> 
<div><h3>Billing Address</h3> 
<label for="n2">Name</label><input type="text"> 
<label for="a2">Address</label><input type="text"> 
... 
</div> 
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HTML common failure  
<table> 
 <tr> 
  <td>Shipping Address</td> 
  <td>Billing Address</td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
  <td><label for="n2">Name</label><input type="text"></td> 
  <td><label for="n1">Name</label><input type="text"></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
  <td><label for="a1">Address</label><input type="text"></td> 
  <td><label for="a2">Address</label><input type="text"></td> 
 </tr> 
</table> 

iOS Recommendation 
Focus order is determined by the next and previous logical first responder. In iOS this is 
determined by physical layout of controls and hierarchy of the views. Developers should 
utilize this default control order and not modify or override the default focus order of 
the screen. 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
The focus order will fall to the nearest, neighbouring, focusable element by default. 
Sometimes this may not match what is intended and as such explicit overrides may need 
to be provided.  
 
This can be done by using the following: 

a. android:nextFocusDown - defines the next view to receive focus when the user 
navigates down  

b. android:nextFocusLeft - defines the next view to receive focus when the user 
navigates left,  

c. android:nextFocusRight - defines the next view to receive focus when the user 
navigates right,  
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d. android:nextFocusUp - defines the next view to receive focus when the user 
navigates up. 

Android example(s)  
// button 1 moves to 2 and then 3 and then back around to 1  
<LinearLayout android:orientation="vertical" ... > 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn1" android:nextFocusUp="@+id/btn3"  
android:nextFocusDown="@+id/btn2"... /> 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn3"  
android:nextFocusUp="@+id/btn2" 
android:nextFocusDown="@+id/btn1" ... /> 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn2"  
android:nextFocusUp="@+id/btn1" 
android:nextFocusDown="@+id/btn3" ... /> 
</LinearLayout> 

Android common failures 
// button order is not cyclical and goes from 1 to 3 to 2 
<LinearLayout android:orientation="vertical" ... > 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn1" ... /> 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn3" ... /> 
<Button android:id="@+id/btn2" ... /> 
</LinearLayout> 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the application with speech output 

2. Navigate through the active on-screen object, 
elements, and controls 

3. Verify that the focus order is equivalent to the 
intuitive visual reading order of the page 

4. Select radio buttons, checkboxes and other 
actionable object, elements, and controls 

5. If additional item appear or become enabled, 
determine if these items are later in the focus 
order. Newly appearing fields should appear later 
in the focus order 

6. Ensure focus moves forward and backward in an 
intuitive manner 

Android has a focus emulator that can be used in the 
absence of a directional controller 

The following checks are all 
true: 

● The focus order is 
equivalent to the intuitive 
visual reading order of the 
page 

● When additional items 
appear or become enabled, 
these items appear after the 
item that activated them 

● Focus moves forward and 
backward in an intuitive 
manner 

Back to Summary 

56.  Simple touch events MUST only be triggered when touch is 
removed from a control not when first touched (Design & 
Development) 

 
This allows users to change their mind without be forced to commit to an action.  
Similarly, it allows users with disabilities to move their finger or stylus over items to 
locate the precise location without affecting action until the finger or stylus is removed.   

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Ensure the onTouchEnd and onkeyUp event handlers are used as opposed to onTouchStart 
and onkeyDown to trigger the gesture. 

HTML example  
<script type="text/javascript"> 
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fucntion startGesture(e) { 
 ... 
} 
function endGesture(e) { 
  // if touch end source is different from touch start source return, else perform action 
} 
</style> 
... 
<div onTouchStart="startGesture(this);" onTouchEnd="endGesture(this);"> Swipe area 
</div> 

HTML common failure  
<script type="text/javascript"> 
function startGesture(e) { 
//perform action 
} 
</style> 
... 
<div onTouchStart="startGesture(this);"> Swipe area </div> 

iOS Recommendation 
By default standard objects will not respond when first touched and will only respond 
on touch being removed from an object -- thus this issues in generally a concern for 
custom controls implementing multiple touches.  Controls that contain multiple touches 
have the ability to respond to and take action upon receiving a touchesBegan:withEvent. 
Developers should avoid taking action in this method. 

iOS example 
// A Multiple touch enabled view that does not take action upon receiving the 
touchesBegan:withEvent method. 

iOS common failure(s) 
// A Multiple touch enabled view that does take immediate action upon the user 
touching the display in the touchesBegan:withEvent method. 

Android Recommendation 
Care must be taken to avoid triggering touch controls on ACTION_DOWN, and instead 
trigger them on ACTION_UP. 

On pointing devices with source class SOURCE_CLASS_POINTER such as touchscreens, the 
pointer coordinates specify absolute positions such as a view's  x and y coordinates. 
Each complete gesture is represented by a sequence of motion events with actions that 
describe pointer state transitions and movements. A gesture starts with an 
ACTION_DOWN motion event that provides the location of the first pointer touch. As 
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each additional pointer action goes down or up, the framework will generate a motion 
event with ACTION_POINTER_DOWN or ACTION_POINTER_UP accordingly. Pointer 
movements are described by motion events with ACTION_MOVE motion event. A gesture 
will end either when the final pointer goes up as represented by the ACTION_UP motion 
event or when the gesture is cancelled with ACTION_CANCEL. For more information, 
reference the Android Developer Reference – MotionEvent 

Each key press on the Android platform is described by a sequence of key events. A key 
press starts with the ACTION_DOWN key event. If the key is held sufficiently long that it 
repeats, then the initial down is followed by additional ACTION_DOWN key events and a 
non-zero value for getRepeatCount(). The last key event is an ACTION_UP for the key up. If 
the key press is cancelled, the key up event will have the FLAG_CANCELED flag set.  For 
more information, reference the Android Developer Reference - KeyEvent. 

Android example(s)  
//A touch event listener attached to an element to perform an action on ACTION_UP 
@Override 
public boolean onTouchEvent(MotionEvent event) { 
int action = event.getAction(); 
if(action == MotionEvent.ACTION_UP){ 
... 
} 
 
return false; 
} 

Android common failures 
//A touch event listener attached to an element to perform an action on 
ACTION_DOWN 
@Override 
public boolean onTouchEvent(MotionEvent event) { 
int action = event.getAction(); 
if(action == MotionEvent.ACTION_DOWN){ 
... 
} 
 
return false; 
} 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Navigate the app using the 
touchscreen 

2. Navigate to the on-screen objects, 
elements, or controls 

3. Begin to activate an item (touch it 
without lifting your finger or stylus) 

4. Verify that the item does not 
immediately trigger an action/event 

5. Finish activating the item (remove 
your finger or stylus from the screen) 

6. Verify that the item now triggers the 
action/event 

The following checks are all true: 

● Objects, elements, or controls do not 
trigger actions/events at the start of 
activation (when touched) 

● Objects, elements, or controls trigger 
actions/events when the user finishes 
activation (touch is removed) 

Back to Summary 
 

57.  Support for alternative input methods to touch MUST be provided 
i.e. external keyboards (Development) 

 
Users with disabilities may not be able to operate touch screen interfaces.  Alternative 
forms of input and navigation supported by the platform must be supported by the 
application to facilitate the needs of the user. 

Recommendations 
Alternative forms of inputs supported by the device must be supported by the app or 
site.  Ensure that keyboard input is accepted from devices that have keyboard either 
built-in or externally added. 

HTML Recommendation 
Any HTML gestures must be supplemented with standard navigation methods such as 
keyboard focus, key presses, links, buttons, or other controls.  For example, a drag and 
drop operation may be supplemented by select elements allowing the user to choose 
multiple combinations. 

HTML example  
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<!-- carousel that supports swiping left and right 
touch events such as touchstart, touchend, and touchmove are supplemented with 
keyboard access using buttons, or by watching key presses. --> 
<a href="...">Previous</a> 
<a href="...">Next </a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- Gesture monitoring without equivalent keyboard access -> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
... // perform some action on touch 
</script> 
... 
<div 
  ontouchstart="touchStart(event);" 
  ontouchmove="touchMove(event);" 
  ontouchend="touchEnd(event);" 
  ontouchcancel="touchCancel(event);" 
></div> 

iOS Recommendation 
The Accessibility API provides alternative input methods for standard touch events.  
Focus control to element is provided via the isAccessibilityElement property - this 
property should be set to YES to allow accessible input. 

iOS example 
[_view setIsAccessibilityElement:YES]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[_view setIsAccessibilityElement:NO]; 

Android Recommendation 
Developers must ensure that all active elements can receive focus from assistive 
technology and alternative input methods. This can typically be accomplished by setting 
the focusable attribute for the field to true. For editable or read-only custom text 
elements that are developed by extending standard text elements you must ensure a 
system caret is set to indicate focus for the element. 

Android example(s)  
//A text input field that can be accessed directly by touch and is focusable using the 
keyboard 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editTextP" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="true"></EditText> 
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Android common failures 
//A text input that cannot be focused using the keyboard 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editTextP" android:inputType="textPassword" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="false"></EditText> 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 
software and physical keyboard 

2. Identify the active screen objects, 
elements, and controls 

3. Ensure that all items can be navigated 
to via alternative input methods  

4. Ensure that the items can be activated 
via alternative input methods 

5. Activate the item 

6. For items with complex functionality, 
check for equivalent methods of action 
support such the arrow keys to instead 
of swipe up and down gestures to 
move a slider 

 

The following checks are all true: 

● Objects, elements, and controls can be 
navigated to via alternative input 
methods 

● Items can be activated and 
manipulated via alternative input 
methods 

Back to Summary 

Scripts and dynamic content 
58.  All functionality MUST be available without the use of JavaScript 

(Design & Development) 
 
JavaScript may not be supported on lower end mobile devices or by some assistive 
technologies as such content and functionality must be available without the use of 
HTML 5 and without relying on WAI ARIA.   

This standard may only be applicable depending on the targeted region of the content. 
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Recommendations 
HTML Recommendation 

Content and functionality must still be available when JavaScript is not available or is 
disabled – use the noscript element along with non-JavaScript techniques. 

Content and functionality must be available without the use of HTML 5 and without 
relying on the accessible rich internet applications specification ARIA.   

 

HTML example  
<!-- link that does not use JavaScript --> 
<a href=”page2.html”> Next Page </a> 
 
<!-- Text that is displayed with and without JavaScript --> 
<script type=”text/javascript”> 
document.writeln(“Welcome to the BBC mobile page”); 
</script> 
<noscript> Welcome to the BBC mobile page </noscript> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- JavaScript based link --> 
<a onclick=”nextPage();”> Next Page </a> 
 
<!-- text that is only displayed with JavaScript --> 
<script type=”text/javascript”> 
document.writeln(“Welcome to the BBC mobile page”); 
</script> 

iOS Recommendation 
n/a 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 

Android Recommendation 
n/a 

Android example(s)  
n/a 
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Android common failures 
n/a

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Identify content and functionality 
that may be dependent on 
JavaScript 

2. Run the app or site on a device or 
mobile browser, or assistive 
technology that does not support 
JavaScript 

3. Verify that all content is available 

4. Verify that all functionality is 
available 

The following check is true: 

● All content and functionality are 
available when run on a mobile 
device, browser, or speech output 
software that does not support 
JavaScript 

Back to Summary 
 

59.  Non-system Popups, splash screens and lightboxes SHOULD be 
avoided (Design & Development) 

 
Pop ups are often only semi-visible on mobile devices with the control to close them off 
screen. They can cause further confusion for people with low vision who may already 
have the screen scaled up and see only a portion of the pop up.  Additionally, if proper 
support for focus, identification, and keyboard are not provided these pop ups may not 
be identified to users of speech output technology and may not be dismissible by those 
using alternative inputs. 

Non system popups should be avoided unless they completely fit on the screen, are 
properly focused, identify themselves and properly accept alternative input. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not use pop-up simulated dialogs, lightboxes, or splash screens unless they  

• Fit on the mobile screen 

○ And can be scrolled if needed 
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• Are focused when opened on user initiation 

• Are keyboard navigable 

• Prevent keyboard access of items behind the modal pop-up 

• Can be dismissed via the keyboard 

• Are identified using heading elements 

HTML example  
... 
<a 
href="javascript:openLayer();document.getElementById('popup_layer1').focus();">Setti
ngs<span class="offscrn">-Opens a new window</span></a> 
... 
<div id="popup_layer1"> 
<h2 tabIndex="-1">Settings</h2> 
... 
<button onBlur="focusDialog();">Close</button> 
</div> 
... 

HTML common failure  
... 
<a 
href="javascript:openLayer();">Settings</a> 
... 
<div id="popup_layer1"> 
<div>Settings</div> 
... 
</div> 
... 

iOS Recommendation 
Use standard popup views such as UIAlertView or ensure custom view indicates 
accessibilityViewIsModal returns true. 

iOS Compliant example  
Use of the standard pop-up UIAlertView 

iOS Non-compliant example 
Use of a non-standard pop-up view that does not return accessibilityViewIsModal 

Android Recommendation 
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Display modal dialogs using standard dialog controls. 

Android Compliant example  
Use of standard modal dialogs 

Android Non-compliant example 
Use of non-standard dialogs 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the application with an 
external keyboard 

2. Determine if there are any splash 
screens, non-system pop-up dialogs, 
or lightboxes 

3. Verify the following for all 

a. Ensure they fit on the mobile 
screen 

i. Or can be scrolled if 
needed 

b. Are focused when opened on 
user initiation 

c. A keyboard navigable 

d. Prevent keyboard access of 
items behind the modal pop-
up 

e. Can be dismissed via the 
keyboard 

f. Are identified using heading 
elements (HTML only) 

The following checks are all true: 

● All non-standard pop-up dialogs, 
splash screens, or lightboxes: 

○ Fit on the mobile screen 

■ or can be scrolled 
if needed 

○ Are focused when 
opened on user initiation 

○ Are keyboard navigable 

○ Prevent keyboard access 
of items behind the 
modal pop-up 

○ Can be dismissed via the 
keyboard 

○ Are identified using 
heading elements (HTML 
only) 

Back to Summary 
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60.  Dynamic updates MUST be communicated (Design & Development) 
 
Users of assistive technology may not be aware of changes if the change cannot be 
detected by the assistive technology.  For example, the assistive technologies view of 
the screen may become stale if a change was not detected. Dynamic updates to a page 
that affect the user must be communicated via proper mark-up or programmatic events 
with notification provided visually. 

The types of changes that must be programmatically identified to assistive technology 
include: 

• Content and text updates 
• Additions and removal of content 
• User interface events including but not limited state, value, and focus changes 

Recommendations 
Audio may be one technique to assist users who cannot see.  Audio should not be used 
without visual and programmatic notification however. 

HTML Recommendation 
These changes must be made in a programmatic way that is identifiable by assistive 
technology such as through ARIA in HTML and in a method that is an ARIA fall back 
technique (progressive enhancement).  Generally, adding and removing HTML element 
nodes or changing innerText is sufficient for speech output technology to detect the 
change.  Adding text either on-screen or off-screen for users of speech output software 
telling them of the change is also recommended. 

ARIA live regions should be used to indicate changes.  The aria-controls attribute should 
also be used to indicate what the controlling element is.  Different aria attributes can 
also be used to help speech output software determine what changed.  For example, 
the aria-relevant attribute can be any combination of "removals", "additions", "text". 

HTML example  
<label for="rb1">Choice 1</label><input id="rb1" type="radio" name="r1" /> 
<label for="rb2">Choice 2</label><input id="rb1" type="radio" name="r1" /> 
<button onclick="updateTVList();" aria-controls="d1">Submit<span 
class="offscrn">Updates the TV show list below</span></button> 
... 
<!-- This region is updated via ARIA --> 
<h3 id="hd3">TV Shows</h3> 
<div id="d1" aria-live="polite" aria-labelledby="hd3"> 
</div> 

HTML common failure  
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<label for="rb1">Choice 1</label><input id="rb1" type="radio" name="r1" /> 
<label for="rb2">Choice 2</label><input id="rb1" type="radio" name="r1" /> 
<button onclick="updateTVList();"</button> 
... 
<!-- This region is updated via ARIA --> 
<h3>TV Shows</h3> 
<div> 
</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Send accessibility notifications such as UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification to indicate 
changes to the screen. Direct notification can be sent to assistive technologies via 
UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification. 

iOS example 
- (IBAction)BPressed:(UIButton *)sender { 
 UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification, @"Removing 
button"); 
   [sender removeFromSuperview]; 
UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification, nil); 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
- (IBAction)BPressed:(UIButton *)sender { 
 [sender removeFromSuperview]; 
} 

Android Recommendation 
Provide accessibility events when screens change. Controls respond to information 
requests sent by accessibility assistant applications. 

By default Android components will provide support for posting the relevant operating 
system notification and updated when screen changes are made. 

For custom views, implement the AccessibilityEventSource interface and emit 
AccessibilityEvents at the proper times, and be sure that each AccessibilityEvent contains 
relevant information about the state of the view. 

Events are emitted whenever something noteworthy happens in the user interface. 
Currently, there are five types of accessibility events that a view should send to the 
system as the user interacts with it: 

• TYPE_VIEW_CLICKED - Indicates that the user clicked on the view (for example, the 
user selects a button). 
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• TYPE_VIEW_LONG_CLICKED - Indicates that the user performed a long press on the
view.

• TYPE_VIEW_SELECTED - Indicates that the user selected an item from within the
view. This is usually used in the context of an AdapterView.

• TYPE_VIEW_FOCUSED - Indicates that the user moved the focus to the view.
• TYPE_VIEW_TEXT_CHANGED - Indicates that the text or contents of the view

changed.

The basic View class implements AccessibilityEventSource and emits these events at the 
proper time in the standard cases.  Custom views must extend the View or one of its 
subclasses to take advantage of this implementation. 

The sendAccessibilityEvent() method should be called with the specific event type at the 
correct time. 

Android example(s) 
//A custom element with an event listener that changes the content on the screen that 
sends an event of type TYPE_VIEW_TEXT_CHANGED when the context changes 
@Override 
public boolean onKeyUp (int keyCode, KeyEvent event) { 
if (keyCode == KeyEvent.KEYCODE_DPAD_LEFT) { 
mCurrentValue--; 
} 

if (keyCode == KeyEvent.KEYCODE_DPAD_RIGHT) { 
mCurrentValue++; 
} 

sendAccessibilityEvent(AccessibilityEvent.TYPE_VIEW_TEXT_CHANGED); 
return true; 
} 

Android common failures 
//A custom Android element, with an event listener that changes its content when a key 
is released 
@Override 
public boolean onKeyUp (int keyCode, KeyEvent event) { 
if (keyCode == KeyEvent.KEYCODE_DPAD_LEFT) { 
mCurrentValue--; 
return true; 
} 
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  if (keyCode == KeyEvent.KEYCODE_DPAD_RIGHT) { 
mCurrentValue++; 
return true; 
} 
} 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Activate a feature or page which 
contains content changes 

3. Verify that the new content is 
announced 

4. Navigate away from the object, 
element, or control and back  

5. Verify that new content is announced 
by speech output software 

6. Verify that the content updates are 
discernible visually 

The following checks are true: 

● After activating the object, element, or 
control that causes content changes on 
screen 

○ Speech output announces the user 
of the change 

○ New content is indicated by speech 
output 

● Content updates are visually 
discernible 

Back to Summary 
 

61.  Updating, media, or animated content MUST have a pause, stop or 
hide control (Design & Development) 

 
All content that moves, updates, scrolls, or blinks must be able to be stopped, hidden, or 
paused to allow users to review the content before it changes.  Alternatively they must 
stop after three cycles. This can be an issue for users of speech output software or users 
with cognitive disabilities who may not be able to read the content before it changes. 
Decorative updating content is also applicable as it can be a distraction. 

An exception can be made for  

• games, however, games must either be directly accessible or provide an alternative 
• ads that play before a multimedia clip or multimedia that plays without any other 

surrounding content 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Provide buttons to stop, hide, or pause the content.  Buttons should also be provided to 
step through the content, for example, next, previous, etc. or in the case of media an 
accessible scrub bar or rewind/fast forward. 

HTML example  
<!-- A new story moving carousel with stories that appears every 5 seconds --> 
<h2>Story headline</h2> 
<div>Story content</div> 
<div><button style="float:left;">Prior story</button> 
<button style="float:left;">Pause</button> 
<button style="float:left;">Next story</button></div> 
... 

HTML common failure  
<!-- A news story moving carousel with stories that appears every 5 seconds --> 
<h2>Story headline</h2> 
<div>Story content</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
iOS media playback view provides these controls. All other elements providing 
animation subject to this requirement must provide these controls manually. 

iOS Compliant example  
A news story ticker that updates the currently displayed news story every ten (10) 
seconds.  A stop/pause button is provided along with a next and prior story buttons. 

iOS Non-compliant example 
A news story ticker that updates the currently displayed news story every ten (10) 
seconds.  No buttons are provided to control the changing of the stories. 

Android Recommendation 
Application developers must provide all playback control elements. 

Android example(s)  
A news story ticker that updates the currently displayed news story every ten (10) 
seconds.  A stop/pause button is provided along with a next and prior story buttons. 

Android common failures 
A news story ticker that updates the currently displayed news story every ten (10) 
seconds.  No buttons are provided to control the changing of the stories. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Determine if the screen contains 
dynamically updating, moving, blinking 
scrolling content or animation 

3. If so, determine if there are controls to 
stop, hide, pause, or control the 
content 

4. Verify that the controls correctly 
control the media in the indicated 
fashion 

5. Verify that these controls can be 
accessed via assistive technology and 
that the dynamic content can be 
controlled using assistive technology 

6. Verify that animated content that is 
decorative does not last for more than 
five seconds 

The following check is true: 

● When the screen contains dynamically 
updating, moving, blinking scrolling 
content or animation, a method is 
available to stop, hide, pause, or 
control the content. 

● This method can be accessible with 
assistive technology. 

● Decorative content animation does 
not last for more than five seconds 

Back to Summary 
 

62.  Content that Flashes or Blinks MUST be minimised (Design & 
Development) 

 
Content that flashes or blinks more than three times per second and falls within certain 
size ranges or intensities can trigger photosensitive epilepsy. As such movement should 
be avoided or, if unavoidable, happen no more than three times per second 

The size of the safe threshold can be calculated as 25% or greater of a rectangle on the 
screen or essentially 10 degrees of view (that is no more than a total of one quarter of 
any 341 x 256 pixel rectangle anywhere on the displayed screen area when the content 
is viewed at 1024 by 768 pixels a standard viewing distance of 15 to 16 inches).  While 
many mobile phones have small enough screens that they are less likely to produce 
flashing of sufficient magnitude to exceed this threshold. This issue however, may be an 
issue for tablet devices which could contain a sufficiently large area to trigger a seizure.  
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Recommendations 
The Trace Center Photosensitive Epilepsy Analysis Tool (PEAT) can be used to test 
flashing or blinking content. The tool can be found at http://trace.wisc.edu/peat/ and a 
recording is sent made an uploaded to the tool which then evaluates the recording. 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not use blinking or flashing elements. 

HTML example  
Content that does not blink or flash. 

HTML Non-compliant example 
Content that blinks or flashes. 

iOS Recommendation 
Do not use blinking or flashing elements. 

iOS example 
Content that does not blink or flash. 

iOS common failure(s) 
Content that blinks or flashes. 

Android Recommendation 
Do not use blinking or flashing elements. 

Android example(s)  
Content that does not blink or flash. 

Android common failures 
Content that does blink or flash. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app

2. Locate flashing or blinking elements,
objects, or controls

3. Verify that the flashing or blinking
does not occur more than three times
per second

4. If the blinking of Flashing occurs more
than three times, verify that the
content passes the PEAT tool

The following check is true: 

● Objects, elements, or controls that
blink or flash do so 3 times per second
or less or pass the PEAT tool for
determining size of the flashing or
blinking content

Back to Summary 

63. Automatic page refreshes MUST be avoided (Design &
Development) 

Techniques that trigger an entire page to be reloaded may cause users of assistive 
technology such as speech output software to lose their place on the page and may 
trigger the speech output software to announce the wrong information. 

This standard is most likely to occur in HTML based content although it’s possible to 
occur in iOS apps. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not use a setTimeout to update the location object's href property and do not use 
meta tag refreshes via the http-equiv="refresh" attribute value pair.  Allow the user to 
control a total page refresh. 

HTML example 
<head> 
<title>This is appropriate</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>Please reload this page! 
<a href="...">Reload Page</a> 
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</body> 

HTML common failure 
<body 
onload=setTimeout("location.href='http://www.bbc.com'",5000)> 
<p>...Information... 
</body> 

<!-- or --> 
<head> 
<title>Don't use this!</title> 
<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="5; 
         http://www.example.com/newpage"> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>If your browser supports Refresh, 
you'll be transported to our 
<a href="http://www.example.com/newpage">new 
site</a> 
in 5 seconds, otherwise, select the link manually. 
</body> 

iOS Recommendation 
Avoid using UIAccessibilityScreenChangedNotification unless the entire screen changes (not 
just updates). Use UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification to updated content on change. 
Frequently updating content should include the UIAccessibilityTraitUpdatesFrequently trait 
to ensure content is updated without disrupting the user. 

iOS example 
[stockTicker setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitStaticText | 
UIAccessibilityTraitUpdatesFrequently]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[stockTicker setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitStaticText]; 
UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityScreenChangedNotification, nil) 

Android Recommendation 
Content is announced as requested by accessibility events sent by accessibility assistant 
applications. 

Android Compliant example 
Typical accessibility events are sent via the sendAccessibilityEvent() method and the 
event type TYPE_WINDOW_STATE_CHANGED is not sent unless a window or dialog opens. 
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Android common failures 
The event type TYPE_WINDOW_STATE_CHANGED is when text changes even though a new 
window or dialog does not open. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output
software

2. Navigate through all content

3. Verify that the entire screen does not
refresh or update

a. Automatically

b. Based on navigation

The following check is true: 

● Entire screen does not refresh or
change automatically or when focus
moves between objects, elements,
or controls

Back to Summary 

64. A method MUST be provided to extend, change or turn off a time
limit when a timed response is required (Design & Development) 

Users with disabilities may not have sufficient time to make a response before a time 
limit is reached.  Allowing the user to gain more time, be exempt from the time limit, or 
increase the time limit will allows users with disabilities to have sufficient time to access 
content, complete forms, and make choices. 

Exceptions are made for real- time content, content that would be invalidated by 
allowing for more time such as a quiz or auction. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Warn the user and allow for extension

• Use the JavaScript setTimeout method to track the time
• Allow User to increase time
• Have no timeout
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HTML example 
<head> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var time ; global to keep track of time 

function setTimer() { 
  time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
} 
Function displayAlert() { 
  var c = conform("Do you need more time?"); 
  if (c == true) { 
   time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
  } 
  else { 

 alert("Your session has ended"); 
  } 
} 
</script> 
</head> 
<body onload="setTimer();"> 
... 
</body> 

HTML common failure 
<head> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
  var time ; global to keep track of time 

function setTimer() { 
  time = setTimeout("displayAlert()",300000); 
} 
Function displayAlert() { 

 alert("Your session has ended"); 
} 
</script> 
</head> 
<body onload="setTimer();"> 
... 
</body> 

iOS Recommendation 
Allow at least 30-60 seconds for each field on the screen for the default timeout and 
display a popup allowing the user to extend the time. 
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iOS example 
// After the timeout time is reached a UIAlertView is displayed offering the user a chance 
to extend their time. 

iOS common failure(s) 
// After the timeout time is reached the form is reset or closed without any warning to 
the user or offer to extend the time 

Android Recommendation 
Allow at least 30-60 seconds for each field on the screen for the default timeout and 
display a popup allowing the user to extend the time. 

Android example(s)  
// After the timeout time is reached an AlertDialog is displayed offering the user a chance 
to extend their time. 

Android common failures 
// After the timeout time is reached the form is reset or closed without any warning to 
the user or offer to extend the time 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Determine if the app contains a form 
or activity that must be completed 
within a given amount of time 

3. Verify that the app allows the user to 
do one of the following four things: 

a. disable the timeout before it 
occurs 

b. extend the length of the current 
session 

c. increase the time limit  

4. Verify that the user is warned at least 
20 seconds prior to the timeout 

5. Verify that the user is warned of any 
data entered during the session which 
will be deleted upon session timeout 

6. Verify that the user can renew or 
extend the session using an alternative 
input method 

One of the following checks is true: 

• When a form or activity has a time 
limit: 

o The timeout can be disabled by the 
user 

o A mechanism exists whereby the 
user can request more time to 
complete the form/activity 

o The user can modify the session to 
extend the amount of time before 
timeout  

Back to Summary 
 

65.  The addition or removal of content MUST be properly indicated 
(Design & Development) 

 
When new content appears based on a user request – focus must either move to the 
content or the user must be notified that the new content has appeared.  If this does 
not occur, users who cannot see or understand the action may not know that content 
was added or removed. 
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Added content should generally appear after the interface element that added the 
content.  This assists users of speech output software in encountering the new content 
as the page is traversed. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Content should appear later in the focus order from where it was initiated 
• An indication should be provided textually indicating that an additional or removal 

will occur 
• This can be as on-screen text or placed as off-screen text 

• ARIA can be used to indicate additions and removals 
• Use aria-controls to indicate what control controls what element 
• Use the aria-live attribute to indicate a change 
• Use the aria-relevant attribute to indicate what the type of change was 

(addition, removal, text) 

HTML example  
<script type="text/javascript"> 
// add and focus new email field 
var f = createElement("input"); 
f.type = "text"; 
f.title = "Email address 2"; 
document.getElementById("additionalEmails").appendNode(f); 
document.getElementById("additionalEmails").setAttribute("aria-relevant","addition"); 
f.focus(); 
</script> 
<h3>Email addresses</h3> 
<div><label for="e1"><input type="text" id="e1" /><button 
onclick="addAndFocusNewEmail();" aria-controls="additionalEmails">Add another email 
address below</button></div> 
<!-- additional fields appear below  
<div aria-live="polite" id="additionalEmails"> 
... 
</div> 
<button>Submit</button> 

HTML common failure  
<script type="text/javascript"> 
// add and focus new email field 
var f = createElement("input"); 
f.type = "text"; 
f.title = "Email address 2"; 
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document.getElementById("additionalEmails").appendNode(f); 
</script> 
<h3>Email addresses</h3> 
<div><label for="e1"><input type="text" id="e1" /><button 
onclick="addAndFocusNewEmail();">Add </button></div> 

<!-- additional fields appear below  
<div id="additionalEmails"> 
... 
</div> 
<button>Submit</button> 

iOS Recommendation 
Use UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification when elements are removed to ensure these 
changes are reflected immediately. 

iOS example 
UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityAnnouncementNotification, @"Removing 
button"); 
[sender removeFromSuperview]; 
UIAccessibilityPostNotification(UIAccessibilityLayoutChangedNotification, nil); 

iOS common failure(s) 
[sender removeFromSuperview]; 

Android Recommendation 

Custom views must implements the AccessibilityEventSource interface and emits 
AccessibilityEvents at the proper times, and each AccessibilityEvent must contain relevant 
information about the state of the view. 
Android has no method for designating specific components in the UI as frequently 
updating and requires that notification be provided via the 
sendAccessibilityEvent(AccessibilityEvent.TYPE_VIEW_TEXT_CHANGED) method when content 
is updated. 

Android example(s) 
//An onclick handler that sets one element to GONE and another to VISIBLE (hiding one, 
and showing the other) and sends the appropriate accessibility events 
AccessibilityManager accessibilityManager = 
getSystemService(android.content.Context.ACCESSIBILITY_SERVICE); 

public boolean onClick(View v) { 
element1.setVisibility(android.view.GONE); 
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element2.setVisibility(android.view.VISIBLE); 
sendAccessibilityEvent(AccessibilityEvent.TYPE_WINDOW_STATE_CHANGED); 
return true; 
} 
 
public void sendAccessibilityEvent (AccessibilityEvent event) { 
if(accessibilityManager.isEnabled()) { 
accessibilityManager.sendAccessibilityEvent(event); 
} 
} 

Android common failures 
//An event handler that sets one element to GONE and another to VISIBLE (hiding one, 
and showing the other) 
public boolean onClick(View v) { 
element1.setVisibility(android.view.GONE); 
element2.setVisibility(android.view.VISIBLE); 
return true; 
} 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Interact with an object, element, or 
control that causes the content on the 
page to update without going to a 
whole new page 

2. Verify that the content that was 
updated appears below the item that 
triggered the update in the reading 
order 

3. Verify that the addition or removal 
was announced either by the 
controlling element or automatically 
when the content was added or 
removed 

The following checks are all true: 

● Content update appear after the 
object, element, control that trigged 
the update 

● The content additional or removal is 
announced automatically or was 
indicated prior to the change 

Back to Summary 
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Audio and video  
66.  Where available in the original broadcast content and where 

devices and delivery technology support it, subtitles and audio 
description MUST be provided (Design / Editorial & Development) 

 
Audio content is not available to users who cannot hear and video content is not 
available to users who cannot see.   

Having this information synchronized with the portion of the media that can be 
accessed is critical to providing equivalent access to the information.  Closed or open 
captions must be provided when available and when supported by the platform.  Open 
captions are burned into the video while closed captions typically reside in a separate 
file or are encoded into the video.  Closed captions can be turned on or off typically via a 
user interface control. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use a media player that supports captions/subtitles.  Provide correctly labelled controls 
to turn on and off the captions/subtitles.  Flash is not supported on many mobile 
devices and thus HTML 5 based media players will likely need to be used to deliver 
captions and audio description via HTML.  There are several different options to deliver 
captions and audio descriptions including different caption formats.  The caption format 
may be dependent on the media player used.  The audio description format can either 
by a text synchronization (but this is not currently supported) or a secondary audio file 
or a secondary video with an enhanced audio track. 

HTML example  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<video width="320" height="240"> 
  <source type="video/mp4" src="video.mp4" /> 
  <source type="video/mp4" src="video_with_descriptions.mp4" > 
  <track src="captions.vtt" label="English captions" kind="captions" srclang="en-us" 
default > 
</video> 
<div> <!-- controls --> 
<button onclick="playPause();">Play</button> 
<button onclick="captions();">Turn Captions off</button> 
<button onclick="toggleVD();">Turn video descriptions on</button> 
... 
</div> 
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HTML common failure  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<video width="320" height="240"> 
  <source type="video/mp4" src="video.mp4" /> 
</video> 

iOS Recommendation 
iOS provides support for multiple audio tracks (which can be used for audio description) 
and caption support using the standard video playback views and a supported codec. 
See the Multimedia Programming Guide for further details.  Captions may not be 
available in full screen mode. 

iOS Compliant example  
Use of the Apple Media player with closed or option captions and audio description 
provided 

iOS common failure(s) 
A multimedia video with audio that lack captions and audio description. 

Android Recommendation 
Android does not handle multiple audio tracks or captions automatically therefore 
developers must incorporate support for these features into their application using a 
codec supported by the Android MediaPlayer API or a custom player. 

Android Compliant example  
Incorporated closed captions and audio description into a multimedia video. 

Android Non-compliant example 
A multimedia presentation with no captions (closed or open) and no audio description. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app

2. Locate multimedia

3. Determine if the media has an audio
track that contains important
information- such as a spoken audio

a. Verify that the information in the
audio track is provided via sub-
titles/opened or closed captions in
conjunction and synchronized with
the audio

4. Determine if the media has a visual
track that contains important visual
information

a. Verify that the visual content
necessary for understanding the
multimedia is described as part of
the audio or is provided through a
separate track containing the
audio descriptions and is
synchronized with the video

The following check is true: 

• Multimedia provides subtitles/opened
or closed captions that are
synchronized with any audio content
that contains important information

• Visual content necessary for
understanding the media is described
using an audio which is synchronized
with the video content (Video
description)

Back to Summary 

67. Where subtitles are not supported transcripts SHOULD be provided
(Editorial & Design) 

Audio content is not available to users who cannot hear and video content is not 
available to users who cannot see.  Transcripts are not synchronized but do provide 
some access to the information. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the media playback that will display 
the transcript. 
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HTML example  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<video controls="controls" width="320" height="240"> 
  <source type="video/mp4" src="video.mp4" /> 
</video> 
<a href="media_transcript.html"> Transcript of media </a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- HTML 5 example with no transcript link --> 
<video controls="controls" width="320" height="240"> 
  <source type="video/mp4" src="video.mp4" /> 
</video> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the media playback that will display 
the transcript. 

iOS example 
MPMoviePlayerController *player = 
        [[MPMoviePlayerController alloc] initWithContentURL: videoURL]; 
[player prepareToPlay]; 
[player.view setFrame: myView.bounds];  // player's frame must match parent's 
[myView addSubview: player.view]; 
// ... 
UIButton *transcriptButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[transcriptButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("Transcript", Object.nil)] 

iOS common failure(s) 
// media player with no transcript indicated  
MPMoviePlayerController *player = 
        [[MPMoviePlayerController alloc] initWithContentURL: videoURL]; 
[player prepareToPlay]; 
[player.view setFrame: myView.bounds];  // player's frame must match parent's 
[myView addSubview: player.view]; 
// ... 

Android Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the media playback that will display 
the transcript. 

Android example(s)  
VideoView vv = new VideoView(this); 
vv.setMediaController(new MediaController(this)); 
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vv.setVideoURI(Uri.parse(path+"/"+fileName)); 
vv.requestFocus(); 
 
Button(this); 
btnTranscript.setText("Transcript");... 

Android common failures 
VideoView vv = new VideoView(this); 
vv.setMediaController(new MediaController(this)); 
vv.setVideoURI(Uri.parse(path+"/"+fileName)); 
vv.requestFocus(); 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Locate all audio-only media 

3. Verify that the page where the audio 
resides provides a link or similar 
method to access a text transcript. 

4. Verify that the transcript matches the 
audio, including all narration, 
identification of each speaker and 
indication of any pauses, sounds or 
other non-decorative audio cues 

The following checks are all true: 

• Pages where audio is present provide 
a method to access a text transcript 

• The audio transcript matches the 
audio, including all narration, 
identification of each speaker and 
indication of any pauses, sounds or 
other non-decorative audio cues 

Back to Summary 
 

68.  Audio or video only content MUST provide a text transcript 
(Editorial & Design) 

 
Audio or video only content is not available to users who cannot hear or cannot see 
respectively.  A transcript of the audio or video must be provided as an equivalent. 

If the media is rights protected, i.e. a play’s script, or will bring no added value such as 
some radio content, then the media is exempt. 
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Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Provide a link or button to a transcript of the audio or video. Alternatively provide the 
audio on the page as text. 

HTML example  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<audio controls="controls"> 
  <source type="audio/ogg" src="audio.ogg" /> 
</audio> 
<a href="audio_transcript.html"> Transcript of audio </a> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<audio controls="controls"> 
  <source type="audio/ogg" src="audio.ogg" /> 
</audio> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the audio or video playback that will 
display the transcript. 

iOS example 
AVAudioPlayer *audioPlayer = [[AVAudioPlayer alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:url 
error:nil]; 
[audioPlayer prepareToPlay]; 
UIButton *transcriptButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[transcriptButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("Transcript", Object.nil)] 

iOS common failure(s) 
AVAudioPlayer *audioPlayer = [[AVAudioPlayer alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:url 
error:nil]; 
[audioPlayer prepareToPlay]; 

Android Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the audio or video playback that will 
display the transcript. 

Android example(s)  
MediaPlayer mediaPlayer = new MediaPlayer(); 
mediaPlayer.setAudioStreamType(AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC); 
mediaPlayer.setDataSource(url); 
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mediaPlayer.prepare(); 
final Button btnTranscript = new Button(this); 
btnTranscript.setText("Transcript"); 

Android common failures 
MediaPlayer mediaPlayer = new MediaPlayer(); 
mediaPlayer.setAudioStreamType(AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC); 
mediaPlayer.setDataSource(url); 
mediaPlayer.prepare(); 
 
Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Locate all audio-only or video only 
media 

3. Verify that the page where the audio 
resides provides a link or similar 
method to access a text transcript. 

4. Verify that the transcript matches the 
audio, including all narration, 
identification of each speaker and 
indication of any pauses, sounds or 
other non-decorative audio cues 

The following checks are all true: 

• Pages where audio is present provide 
a method to access a text transcript 

• The audio transcript matches the 
audio, including all narration, 
identification of each speaker and 
indication of any pauses, sounds or 
other non-decorative audio cues 

Back to Summary 
 

69.  Audio MUST not play automatically unless the user is pre-warned 
and can control the audio (Design & Development) 

 
Audio can be disruptive to users of assistive technology such as speech output software 
trying hear content of the page especially when the page contains other content. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Do not play audio automatically.  Use of the autoplay attribute on the audio element 
triggers playing of audio automatically in HTML 5. 

HTML example  
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<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<audio controls="controls"> 
  <source type="audio/ogg" src="audio.ogg" /> 
</audio> 

HTML common failure  
<!-- HTML 5 example --> 
<audio controls="controls" autoplay="autoplay"> 
  <source type="audio/ogg" src="audio.ogg" /> 
</audio> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the audio playback that will start the 
audio.  Do not call the play method directly after loading the audio in app unless 
creating the audio when initiated by the user. 

iOS example 
AVAudioPlayer *audioPlayer = [[AVAudioPlayer alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:url 
error:nil]; 
[audioPlayer prepareToPlay]; 
UIButton *playButton = [UIButton buttonWithType:UIButtonTypeCustom];  
[playButton setTitle: NSLocalizedString("Play", Object.nil)] 

iOS common failure(s) 
AVAudioPlayer *audioPlayer = [[AVAudioPlayer alloc] initWithContentsOfURL:url 
error:nil]; 
[audioPlayer prepareToPlay]; 
[audioPlayer play]; 

Android Recommendation 
Provide a button or link along with the controls for the audio playback that will start the 
audio.  Do not call the start method directly after loading the audio in app unless 
creating the audio when initiated by the user. 

Android example(s)  
MediaPlayer mediaPlayer = new MediaPlayer(); 
mediaPlayer.setAudioStreamType(AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC); 
mediaPlayer.setDataSource(url); 
mediaPlayer.prepare(); 
Button btnPlay = new Button(this); 
btnPlay.setText("@String/Play"); 
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Android common failures 
MediaPlayer mediaPlayer = new MediaPlayer(); 
mediaPlayer.setAudioStreamType(AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC); 
mediaPlayer.setDataSource(url); 
mediaPlayer.prepare(); 
mediaPlayer.start(); 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app using speech output 

2. Locate audio content that plays 
automatically 

3. Verify that the containing page does 
not play audio automatically when it 
loads when speech output is active or 
the user is pre-warned and a control is 
provided to stop or pause the audio 

Either of the following checks are true: 

• Audio content does not play 
automatically when speech output 
software is running or 

• The user is pre-warned that audio will 
automatically play and there is a 
control to stop or pause the audio 

Back to Summary 
  

70. Visual cues MUST be provided for all audio alerts (Design & 
Development) 

 
Audio only cues such as the presence of a new message, indicating of a field being 
overtyped, or of an error must be accompanied by a visual cues for users who cannot 
hear, have trouble hearing, have volume diminished, or muted. 

Relying on haptic feedback with audio is not sufficient as not all devices support haptic 
feedback (e.g. vibration). 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use an accessible visual notification in addition to audio cues.   For example, if the user 
types too many characters in a field, display an error in the label of the form fields in 
addition to the sound. 

HTML example  
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<script type="text/javascript"> 
Function checkLength(obj) { 
Var str = obj.value 
  if (str.length >= 8) 
  { 
     document.getElementById("l1").textContent = "Create Username (must be 8 
characters or less)"; 
     document.getElementById("audio1").play(); 
  } 
} 
</script> ... 
<audio id="audio1" autostart=""> 
  <source src="beep.mp3" type="audio/mp3" /> 
  <embed id="audio2" src="beep.mp3" autostart="false" loop="false"> 
  </embed> 
</audio> ... 
<label id="l1" for="uname">Create Username:</label> 
<input type="text" id="uname" onkeypress="checkLength(this);" /> 

HTML common failure  
<script type="text/javascript"> 
Function checkLength(obj) { 
Var str = obj.value 
  if (str.length >= 8) 
  { 
     document.getElementById("audio1").play(); 
  } 
} 
</script> ... 
<audio id="audio1" autostart=""> 
  <source src="beep.mp3" type="audio/mp3" /> 
  <embed id="audio2" src="beep.mp3" autostart="false" loop="false"> 
  </embed> 
</audio> ... 
<label id="l1" for="uname">Create Username:</label> 
<input type="text" id="uname" onkeypress="checkLength(this);" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Set an accessibility label, display a message or image, vibrate, or flash the screen in 
addition to playing the audio tone. 

iOS example 
// Required Name field that must be 8 characters or less 
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[UITextField* textField = [[UITextField alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(30, 10, 400, 
50)]]; 
[textField setAccessibilityLabel:@"Username (8 character maximum)"]; 
[UILabel *label = [[UILabel alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(10, 10, 400, 50)]]; 
[label setText:@"Username"]; 
[textField addTarget:self action:@selector(textFieldDidChange:) forControlEvents: 
UICOntrolEventEditingChanged]; 
... 
(void) textFieldDidChange:(id)sender { 
  // change label 
  [Label setText:@"Username must be 8 characters or less"]; 
  // play sound 
} 

iOS common failure(s) 
// Required Name field that must be 8 characters or less 
[UITextField* textField = [[UITextField alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(30, 10, 400, 
50)]]; 
[textField setAccessibilityLabel:@"Username (8 character maximum)"]; 
[UILabel *label = [[UILabel alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(10, 10, 400, 50)]]; 
[label setText:@"Username"]; 
[textField addTarget:self action:@selector(textFieldDidChange:) forControlEvents: 
UICOntrolEventEditingChanged]; 
... 
(void) textFieldDidChange:(id)sender { 
// play sound 
} 

Android Recommendation 
Set an accessibility label, display a message or image, vibrate, or flash the screen in 
addition to playing the audio tone. 

Android example(s)  
<TextView android:layout_width="fill_parent" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:text="@string/Username" /> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="text" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="true"></EditText> 
// ... 
editText.addTextChangedListener(new TextWatcher(){ 
public void afterTextChanged(Editable e) { 
  if (e.length() > 8) { 
   // play sound 
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   // change label 
   label.text = "Username must be 8 characters or less"; 
  } 
} 

Android common failures 
<TextView android:layout_width="fill_parent" android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
android:text="@string/Username" /> 
<EditText android:id="@+id/editText" android:inputType="text" 
android:layout_height="wrap_content" android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
android:focusable="true"></EditText> 
// ... 
editText.addTextChangedListener(new TextWatcher(){ 
public void afterTextChanged(Editable e) { 
  if (e.length() > 8) { 
   // play sound 
  } 
} 
 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app without speech 
output 

2. Complete forms and trigger error 
messages within the app 

3. Locate any audio cues used to signal 
error states or form completion. 

4. Verify that a redundant method exists 
(text or visual indicators) to provide 
the same information that was 
provided by the audio alert 

The following check is true: 

• The app provides redundant 
alternatives for audio alerts used to 
convey information or error 

Back to Summary 
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71.  Metadata SHOULD be provided for media alternatives (Design & 
Development) 

 
Providing metadata linking alternatives can assist users with disabilities in locating 
alternative versions of media for a page. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Metadata can be used to associate accessible alternate versions of Web pages with 
pages or content that does not meet the standards and guidelines.  It can also be used 
to locate and describe alternative media.  Use the link element with rel and type 
attributes. 

HTML example  
<head> 
  <title>Weekend Update</title> 
  <meta name="description" 
        content="A multimedia guide to your weekend"> 
  <meta name="keywords" content="Weekend, news">  
<link rel="alternate" 
      type="application/html" 
      media="screen" 
      title="Weekend Update Text Version" 
      href="http://www.bbc.com/mobile/weekendUpdate.html" /> 
</head> 

HTML common failure  
<head> 
  <title>Weekend Update</title> 
  <meta name="description" 
        content="A multimedia guide to your weekend"> 
  <meta name="keywords" content="Weekend, news">  
</head> 

iOS Recommendation 
n/a 

iOS example 
n/a 

iOS common failure(s) 
n/a 
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Android Recommendation 
n/a 

Android example(s)  
n/a 

Android common failures 
n/a 

Evaluation Techniques 
This technique is for HTML content. 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Locate an multimedia 

2. View the source of the page 

3. Verify that metadata content is 
indicated in the head section of the 
page and indicates where alternatives 
to the media are located 

The following check is true: 

• Correct metadata is provided for 
multimedia 

Back to Summary 
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Appendix A: Recommendations 
These are issues that we feel cannot be tested, are too subjective or cannot be qualified. 
As such they form a list of recommendations. 

1. Pages SHOULD be short (Design & Development) 
 
Long pages are problematic to scroll and understand for all users. Some content may 
not even be discovered if it is far down the page.  The below guidelines are for the 
default device context screen size. 

• Pages without primary content should be no longer than four screens including 
headers and footers 

• Pages with primary content should be no longer than seven screens including 
headers and footers  

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
• Break content into pages, remove repeated content, remove redundant images, 

consider shortening lists and make copy more succinct. 

iOS Recommendation 
• Break content into pages, remove repeated content, remove redundant images, 

consider shortening lists and make copy more succinct. 

Android Recommendation 
• Break content into pages, remove repeated content, remove redundant images, 

consider shortening lists and make copy more succinct. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Verify that the page is short: 

a. There should be no more than four 
screens of information including 
headers and footers for non-
primary content 

b. There should be no more than 
seven screens of information 
including headers and footers for 
primary content 

The following checks are both true: 

● There are no more than four 
screens of information including 
headers and footers for non-
primary content 

● There are no more than seven 
screens of information including 
headers and footers for primary 
content 

Back to Summary 
 

2. Pages SHOULD NOT contain large empty spaces (Design & 
Development) 

 
Empty spaces can leave users disorientated within pages. This has a larger impact on 
users with low vision who have pages scaled already as well as users with cognitive 
problems. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use CSS media queries to remove empty space and position content into mobile friendly 
layouts. Do not rely on this alone as not all mobile browsers support media queries. Also 
ensure that buttons in forms are not distanced from form elements.  Media queries can 
be done directly in the CSS code as included or as a separate style sheet. 

HTML example  
<style type="text/css"> 
@media only screen and (max-device-width: 320px) { 
div { 
  margin: 0em; 
} 
} 
@media all { 
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div { 
  margin: 1em; 
} 
} 
</style> 
... 
<h1>Heading 1</h1> 
<div>Content</div> 
 
<!-- or --> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="only screen and (max-device-width: 
320px)" href="mobile-device.css" /> 

HTML common failure  
<style type="text/css"> 
div { 
  margin: 1em; 
} 
</style> 
... 
<h1>Heading 1</h1> 
<div>Content</div> 

iOS Recommendation 
Place objects in close proximity to each other without large amounts of empty space 
between.  Buttons should be in close proximity to form controls. 

iOS Compliant example  
Minimal whitespace between the last form field and a submit button. 

iOS Non-compliant example 
Large amount of vertical empty space between the last form field and a submit button 
causing the user to have to scroll the screen to activate the submit button. 

Android Recommendation 
Place objects in close proximity to each other without large amounts of empty space 
between.  Buttons should be in close proximity to form controls. 

Android example(s)  
Minimal empty space between the last form field and a submit button. 

Android common failures 
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Large amount of vertical empty space between the last form field and a submit button 
causing the user to have to scroll the screen to activate the submit button. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app 

2. Verify there are no areas of empty 
space 

The following check is true: 

● There are no large areas of empty 
space 

Back to Summary 
 

3. The number of links SHOULD be limited on a page (Design & 
Development) 

 
Ensure there are a limited number of links on a given page.  The links on a given page 
should not exceed 25. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Limit the number of navigational links (anchors or equivalent) on a page to 25.  

iOS Recommendation 
Limit the number of navigational objects on a page to 25.  

Android Recommendation 
Limit the number of navigational elements on a page to 25.  

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Verify there are no more than 25 
navigation links, elements, or objects 
on a page 

The following check is true: 

● There are no more than 25 links, 
elements, or objects on a given page 

Back to Summary 
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4. Long forms SHOULD not be used (Design & Development) 
 
The length of forms should be kept to a minimum.  Only the required information 
necessary to task should be asked of the user.  This is because forms can take longer to 
fill out using a mobile hardware or touch screen keyboard. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Avoid long forms.  Do not ask the user questions which are not necessary to deliver the 
desired content. 

iOS Recommendation 
Avoid long forms.  Do not ask the user questions which are not necessary to deliver the 
desired content. 

Android Recommendation 
Avoid long forms.  Do not ask the user questions which are not necessary to deliver the 
desired content. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Verify there are no long forms 

a. Verify there are form fields that are 
not required 

The following check is true: 

● There are no long forms with fields 
that are not required 

Back to Summary 
 

5. Text input fields SHOULD be minimised (Design & Development) 
 
Minimising text input helps prevent mistakes and possible barriers to activating and 
using content.   Typing on mobile devices can be difficult and make take longer for users 
of speech output software.  When direct input is not required provide options for the 
user to achieve the same result. 
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Recommendations 
Use radio buttons, checkboxes and drop downs whenever possible for user input. 

HTML Recommendation 
Limit use of input field as opposed to other types of HTML controls 

HTML example  
<label for="m1">Media type:</label> 
<select id="m1"> 
  <option>TV</option> 
  <option>Radio</option> 
  <option>Online</option> 
</select> 

HTML common failure  
<label for="m1">Media type: TV, Radio, Online</label> 
<input type="text" id="m1" /> 

iOS Recommendation 
Limit use of input field as opposed to other types of UI objects. 

iOS Compliant example  
Use of an UIPickerView instead of a UITextField. 

iOS common failure(s) 
Use of UITextField instead of UIPIckerView when there is defined set of things that can be 
entered. 

Android Recommendation 
Limit use of input fields as opposed to other types of UI elements. 

Android Compliant example  
Use of the Android Spinner element in cases where a defined set of options are available 
rather than using an EditText element. 

Android Non-compliant example 
Use of the Android EditText element in cases where a defined set of options are available 
rather than using a Spinner element. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Locate form fields 

3. Verify that no input fields are used 
that in cases where other types of 
element, objects, or controls could 
have been used 

The following check is true: 

● Input fields are not used when other 
methods of select could be used. 

Back to Summary 
 

6. The use of forms SHOULD be minimised (Design & Development) 
 
Filling out form fields can be error prone on a mobile device.  Completing a form or 
entering data can also take longer on a mobile hardware or touch screen keyboard.  
Often it may be possible to present the user with choices without requiring the user to 
fill out a form. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
Use other navigational elements and other available information such as geo-location 
(when allowed) to present content to the user without requiring the user to fill out a 
form. 

iOS Recommendation 
Use other navigational elements and other available information such as geo-location 
(when allowed) to present content to the user without requiring the user to fill out a 
form. 

Android Recommendation 
Use other navigational elements and other available information such as geo-location 
(when allowed) to present content to the user without requiring the user to fill out a 
form. 
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Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Identify forms 

3. Determine if the form is required 

4. Verify there are no forms used when a 
form is not required 

The following check is true: 

● There are no forms used when a form 
is not required 

Back to Summary 
 

7. A search field SHOULD be provided (Design & Development) 
 
Search fields allow users who have cognitive or visual impairments to enter information 
and quickly find results without having to scan the screen and read volumes of content. 

Recommendations 

HTML Recommendation 
When there is a sufficiently sized list/choice of options, allow the user to enter an 
iterative search to locate desired content or items.  Use an input field element for a 
search.  HTML5 allows the type attribute of an input field to be set to "search". 

HTML example  
<h2>TV Show Listing</h2> 
<input type="text" id="search" title="search" placeholder="search" 
/><button>Search</button> 
<ul> 
 <li>News 
  <ul> 
   <li><a href="...">Daily</a></li> 
   <li><a href="...">Morning</a></li> 
   <li><a href="...">Nightly</a></li> 
  </ul> 
 </li> 
<li> ... </li> 
</ul> 
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HTML common failure  
<h2>TV Show Listing</h2> 
<ul> 
 <li>News 
  <ul> 
   <li><a href="...">Daily</a></li> 
   <li><a href="...">Morning</a></li> 
   <li><a href="...">Nightly</a></li> 
  </ul> 
 </li> 
<li> ... </li> 
</ul> 

iOS Recommendation 
Provide a search field when there is a sufficient number of items or options to select 
from.  iOS provides an accessibility trait to indicate a field is a search field. 

iOS example 
[FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Search", nil)]; 
[FNField setAccessibilityTraits:UIAccessibilityTraitSearchField]; 

iOS common failure(s) 
[FNField setPlaceholder:NSLocalizedString(@"Search", nil)]; 

Android Recommendation 
Provide a search field when there is sufficient number of list items/choices. 

Evaluation Techniques 

Procedure Expected Results 

1. Activate the app with speech output 

2. Identify forms 

3. Determine if the form is required 

4. Verify there are no forms used when a 
form is not required 

The following check is true: 

● There are no forms used when a form 
is not required 

Back to Summary 
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Appendix B: Acronyms, Terms, and Definitions 
Accessibility of Information Communication Technologies 

Accessibility of information and communication technologies (ICTs) refers to the 
degree to which ICT can be used by a person who has a disability. 

Alternative Input Methods 
Any standard input method provided by the device or via functionality that works 
independent of user disability. Input methods can include touchscreens, pointing 
devices, trackballs, 4-way directional pads, built-in or virtual on-screen keyboards 
and external Bluetooth keyboards.    

References to the keyboard provided in this document refer both to physical 
keyboards provided with devices, on-screen keyboards, or equivalent alternative 
input devices. 

App 
The term app applies to all platforms in this document. It is a software program with 
a targeted purpose designed for use on smartphones and other mobile devices.  

Assistive Technology (AT) 
In this document, the term "assistive technology" refers to technology used by 
people with disabilities to perform functions that would otherwise be difficult or 
impossible. Assistive technology in this document refers to hardware, software, 
devices or peripherals which allow individuals with disabilities to access and use 
information technology. It can include screen reading software used by people who 
are blind, text-to-speech software used by people with cognitive disabilities, screen 
enlargement software used by people with low vision, and voice recognition 
software used by people with mobility impairments.  

For the purposes of this document Speech output software is used to encompass 
screen readers and other text-to-speech software. 

Braille Display 
A braille display is a device that can be attached to a desktop or smartphone which 
allows users to read the contents of a display one text line at a time in the form of 
braille cells. Some braille displays provide a braille entry keyboard allowing for 
additional methods of input and navigation. 

Control, object, and element 
An item specific to the mobile or touchscreen app user interface. Items or 
components are user interface elements of the mobile or touchscreen apps 
including text fields, combo boxes, radio buttons, check boxes, menu items, sliders, 
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and similar interface components. The exact name varies based on the platform 
used for the mobile or touchscreen application user interface.  

Directional Pad 
A 4-way directional controller which allows the user to move up, down, left and right 
within a device’s user interface. Many directional pads also have a button in the 
middle that performs a “select” or “OK” function.  

Platform 
The operating system used to power a given family of mobile devices, or the 
development environment used to create apps for these mobile devices.  

Speech output Software 
Speech output software in this document refers to screen readers used by people 
who are blind or who have low vision and text-to-speech software used by people 
with cognitive impairments.    Both types of software use text-to-speech to deliver 
audio and rely on speech synthesizers to produce the audio in the users chosen 
language. 

Back to Summary 
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Appendix C: Types of Disabilities 
This section describes the types of disabilities that are most common and describes the 
tools that are often used to assist people with a disability type in accessing information 
and communication technology (ICT). 

Blind 
Blindness refers to a significant, non-correctable loss of visual acuity or field in both 
eyes. People who are blind cannot see a screen and typically receive content through 
either auditory methods (speech output software that reads aloud what is on the 
screen) or through tactile methods such as hardware that displays braille representing 
what is on the screen (braille display). 

Low Vision 
Low vision (also indicated as partially sighted) refers to people with limited visual acuity 
or fields that have some usable sight but often require higher contrast colour schemes, 
larger or more readable fonts, and/or assistive  technologies to enlarge and announce 
text or images.  

Colour Blind 
Colour blindness is a lack of sensitivity to certain colours. Colour blindness can result in 
the inability to perceive any colour.  Most people who are colour blind can see colours. 
Common forms of colour blindness include difficulty distinguishing between red and 
green, and yellow and blue. 

Mobility Impairment 
People with mobility and/or dexterity issues include people with physical disabilities.  
Movement may not be possible or may cause pain that inhibits movement.  Types of 
mobility impairments include: weakness of limbs, limitations of muscular control, 
limitations of sensation, or missing limbs/non-functioning limbs (for example a 
paraplegic) 

To access and interact with ICT, people with mobility impairments affecting the hands or 
arms may use an assistive technology to aid them such as a specialized joystick, stylus, 
or mouse, a keyboard with a layout of keys that matches their range of hand motion, a 
pointing device such as a head-mouse, head-pointer or mouth-stick, voice recognition 
software, or eye tracking software. 

Deaf/Hard of Hearing 
There are two main types of auditory disabilities, deafness which involve a substantial 
impairment of hearing in both ears, and hard of hearing which involves some loss of 
hearing in one or both ears.  
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To use ICT, many individuals with hearing impairments rely on captions or transcripts for 
audio and/or multimedia content and rely on tactile or visual feedback over audio cues.  
Real time text and other visual methods of communication such as video signing may be 
used for communication. 

Cognitive Impairment 
Cognitive impairments affect cognition.   This category of disability includes people with 
learning disabilities such as dyslexia.  Many people with learning disabilities do not 
appear to have disabilities and require different level of accessibility features.  Certain 
aspects of typography such as font, spacing, colours, and layout affect the ability of 
people with cognitive impairments ability to read and interpret content.  Assistive 
technologies used by this group including text-to-speech software (speech output) as 
well as reading software that assists with cognition by providing tools to isolate, lookup, 
or predict words. 

Seizure Disorders 
Seizure disorders include people with some types of epilepsy (including photo-sensitive 
epilepsy).  This type of epilepsy can be triggered by visual flickering at a certain 
frequency. To use an application, some individuals with seizure disorders require that 
blinking or flashing text or objects do not flash or blink within a certain range. 

Back to Summary 
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Appendix D: Evaluation Techniques 
This section addresses general evaluation techniques for testing mobile websites and 
apps for accessibility.  Specific evaluation techniques are addressed under each standard 
and guideline. 

Identity of Object, Elements, and Controls 
All items provided within an application must provide several pieces of core information 
to assistive technologies to ensure the proper use of the item by people with disabilities. 
These properties include but are not limited to the name, state and role. The name of 
the object, element, or control is the primary piece of information and provides the 
textual representation of the element.  The name of the item should be a unique 
identifier for the item on the page and is generally the same as the visual identifier or 
label of the item.  For example, “Sign-in” is the label and accessible name for a button 
that signs the user in to an app.  Exceptions to this rule are items that trigger actions, 
which should describe the action triggered by the item.  Generally names are provided 
via labels for form controls. 

The state of an item programmatically indicates the visual state represented by the 
item. For example, a checkbox has a state, checkbox or unchecked, and can represent 
sets of possible options. There are many different types of states depending on the type 
of object, element, or component.  States also vary across platforms.  The key is to 
ensure that the state accurately reflects the visual state of the item, is correctly defined 
for the platform, and is updated when changed. 

The role of an object, element, or control indicates the type of visual item that the it is 
meant to represent. Role is also referred to as trait on the iOS platform.  Types 
represent the different types of visual elements that are commonly used within system 
components. For example, an item that appears as a button provides a type “Button” in 
its accessibility properties and is indicated as button to users of speech output. Similarly, 
an item that indicates a page tab provides a type representation of "Tab" or “Page tab”.  
Similar to state, there are many different types of roles and they differ across platforms.  
As with state the key is to ensure that best role is exposed to speech output software to 
tell the user what commands are available to manipulate the item and to instruct the 
assistive technology in knowing what gestures or keystrokes are allowed. 

Alternative Methods of Input 
In addition to identity information testers must ensure that accessible controls properly 
respond to all input methods. Alternative input methods are any standard input 
methods provided by the device or via functionality that work independent of user 
disability. Input methods can include touchscreens, pointing devices, trackballs, 4-way 
directional pads, built-in or virtual on-screen keyboards and external Bluetooth 
keyboards. Supporting all input methods requires that controls respond to input 
methods other than the touchscreen, including voice control or via an attached or 
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Bluetooth connected keyboard.  This document adopts that testing for alternative input 
methods will be met by testing with speech output software running.  This testing 
should ensure that all actions and tasks that are supported via the touchscreen can be 
completed using the speech output controls available for the platform. 

Reading Order Evaluation 
The reading order of content is crucial to understanding the content and relationship of 
multiple pieces of content.  The reading order follows a logical progression of steps 
based on the visual flow and business logic of the app. Reading order validation is the 
process of ensuring that this reading order makes sense when used with speech output 
software.  For most mobile devices the navigation or focus order of actionable content 
will be the same as the reading order of non-actionable content – with the non-
actionable items being read were appropriate. 

Back to Summary 
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Appendix E: References  
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 

http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG/ 
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http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/people-use-web/Overview.html 

Accessibility Programming Guide for iOS 

Accessibility Programming Guide for iOS 

Apple iOS Accessibility Overview 

Apple iOS Accessibility Overview 
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Back to Summary 
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